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The Kiwanis Ball
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Prepared To Answer His Queries

Tuesday Night’s Event
An Unprecedented Suc
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The Greatest Joyfest in Years—Record Smashing Door Prizes—Beano Prizes Best Ever—Prizes May Be
Earned By Winning At All Gaines—Save All Your Winner’s Coupons and Get a Major Prize.
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The Maine Real Estate Assorts* j
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
With 1000 persons attending the
tion will hold Its first statewide 1
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Easter Ball Tuesday night at Com was established and consolidated with the Oazette in 1882. The Free Press
meeting of the year at the Eastland
Wlien the census taker arrives at 1940, supplementary, questions will
Hotel Saturday. President Maxim
munity Building, the Kiwanis Club's was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
your house sometime after April 1, be asked of every 14th person on
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
will preside At the morning ses
charity dance was a huge success.
the census taker’s list.
he
will
greet
you
with
extreme
cour

sion. which will begin at 19.30. Amos
Tf you happen to be that 14th The attraction was Fenton Bros,
O. Hewitt of New Haven, Conn., will tesy (for that is being stressed at person, the questions you will be orchestra, whose sophisticated mu
[EDITORIAL]
lead a round table discussion on the schools being conducted by Mr. asked are these:
sic has made it one of the most
THE CHANGE IN NEW JERSEY
"New Methods For Getting Busi Gould), and after he has noted your
Persons of all ages: Place of birth popular dance bands in New Eng
ness." Mr. Hewitt ls a specialist in house number will ask you questions of father and mother. If born in land.
The American Institute of Public Opinion engaged in
the management of real estate, hav like the following.
The hall was festively decorated
the United States, give State. Tergauging the sentiment of the key States, through a system of
ing the supervision of nearly a
Home owned (O) or rented (R). ritory or possession. If foreign born witn Kiwanis banners and bunting,
straw balloting finds New York pointing toward the Demo
thousand renting units. He has had ■ y
ajue of home,------------if owned,--or .month------------------— , j given country in which birthplace J supplemented on the balcony by
cratic party by a majority of 6 percent, Pennsylvania similarly
1
I
.
wide experience in both the real j ly rental, u rented. Does this house- was situated on January 1, 1937. | American Legion flags, and over
minded by a majority of 2 percent. California Democratic by
estate brokerage and management hold Uve on a farm? <yeR or N0)). Distineuish Canada-French from head colored lights lent a gay atan impressive lead and (New’ Jersey Republican by 6 percent.
fields.
i Name of each person whose usual Canada-English and Irish Free ! mosphere to the scene. Nearly 500
New Jersey was the latest State to be tabulated, and the de
Ray J. Smart, of Waterville, vice platc or residence on April 1. 1940. state (Eire) from Northern Ireland, (couples were constantly on the floor
cline in Democratic sentiment there was found to be almost
president of the association, will was ln tWs household. Relationship! Mother tongue (or native lan- ’he smooth rhythm making it im
startling. Today the ratio is 53 percent to 47, while in 1836
speak on "Financing Low Cost of this person to the head of thelguage). Language spoken in home possible not to keep moving.
Roosevelt carried the State when Democrats registered 60
Homes." There will also be a dis- household, as wife, daughter, father, in earliest childhood. Is this person | The ante-room under the foyer
percent of the total vote. Tlie American Institute asked the
cu&sion, headed by the president, of mother-in-law, grandson, lodger, a veteran of the United States mili- f was transformed into an attractive
voters this question: "If President Roosevelt runs for a third
plans for more effective co-opera lodger's wife, servant, hired hand, tary forces; or the wife, widow, or; tea room, were luncheon was served
term will you vote for him?” Those who replied in the affirm
tion between Maine brokers.
ative represented 43 percent and those who said they would
etc. Sex—Male (M), Female (F). under-18-year-old child of a vet-i and comfortable chairs offered reFollowing the noonday luncheon. Color or race Age at last birthday. eran? If so, enter "Yes'. If child, is taxation for patrons. During the
vote against him totalled 57 percent.
Paiker Webb of Boston, regional Marital status—Single <S), Mar veteran-father dead? (Yes or No). evening, waitresses wove thelr way
vice president for New England of ried <M>, Widowed (Wd), Divorced War or military service.
through the throngs serving sand
the National Association, will speak (D). Attended school or college any I Persons 14 years and over:
wiches, and soft drinks. They were
MR. CROMWELL’S SPEECH
on "The New (England Regional time since March 1. 1940? (Yes or
Does this person have a Federal members of the N.Y.A. group, the
Congressional critics of our Minister to Canada are prob
Conference and What s Happening No). Highest grade of school com Social Security Number? (Yes or Misses Rose Malburg. Mildred Per
ably right when they describe his Toronto talk as indiscreet,
ln thc Real Estate World.” Mr. pleted. If born in the United States, No). Were deductions for Federal rin.
considering the nature of his offlce. Diplomats cannot expect
Webb is a specialist in the leasing give State. Territory, or possession, old-age Insurance or Railroad Re
Members of the Kiwanis Chib
to enjoy in the same degree as those in private life the privi
of retail business properties, and in If foreign born, give country in tirement made from this person's worked together for the success of
lege of frank speech. They are supposed to be circumspect in
what they say. and particularly to make no important speeches
this connection covers New Eng which birthplace was situated on wages or salary in 1939? (Yes or the affair, with these chairmen of
abroad without flrst submitting to their superiors at home the
land and the North Atlantic States. January 1, 1937. Distinguish Can No). If so. were deductions made committees: Lou Cook, general
text of their remarks.
The Anal address of the day will ada-French from Canada-English from (1) all, (2) one-half or more, chairman; Stuart C. Burgess and
But when this much has been said it is difficult to under
be delivered by James H Hender and Irish Free State (Eire) from (3) part, but less than half, of wag Albert McCarty, publicity; James
stand why certain members of the House and Senate are so
excited and so angry about tlie Toronto incident, Mr. Crom
son of Brookline. Mass., whose sub Northern Ireland.
es or salary? Usual occupation, in Flanagan and Dr. E. L. Scarlott.
well did not meddle in any way ln the affairs of Canada. He
ject will be “The Conduct of a Small
check-room; Oeorge Brackett, po
In what place did you live in April dustry. and class of worker.
did not attempt to commit the United States to any policy. He
Real Estate Office.” Mr. Henderson 1, 1935?
Orne. Sherman
Women who are or have been lice; Francis
did not advocate the entrance of this country into the war. The
has had many years of experience
Daniels, Al Plourd and Howe Glover,
Questions regarding their employ married:
essence of his remarks was tliat he "believed the Allies are
as a broker and appraiser, and has ment status will be asked of per
fighting for the perpetuation of liberty and freedom" and
Has this woman been married more refreshments; Donald Cummings,
that the future of every other nation is certain to be affected
Just been unanimously re-elcted as sons 14 years old and over as fol than once? (Yes or No). Age at flrst tickets; Arthur Lamb, publicity;
by the result of the European conflict. Every available scrap
sessor of Brookline for a second lows:
marriage. Number of children ever Arthur Lamb, decorations; Law
of evidence—the various surveys of public opinion, the atti
three-year term. He will discuss
rence Miller, treasurer.
Was this person at work for pay born (do not include still-births).
tude of Congress on repeal of the arms embargo, the policy
the mechanical setup of a model or profit in private or nonemer
pursued by the Administration—goes to show that a great
If you are a farmer, a farmer be
majority of the American people agree with him and recognize
real estate office, the handling of gency Govt, work during week of ing defined as one who operates a question asked on the farm schedule
a difference, highly important from our point of view, between
inquiries, and the closing of sales. March 24-30? (Yes or No). If not. tract of land of more than three is the value of products used and
democracy and dictatorship, between defense of national
was he at work on, or assigned to, acres, and whose agricultural prod of forest products sold in 1939.
frontiers and aggression running wild —New York Times.
OOV. BARROWS TO SPEAK
public emergency work (W.P.A., ucts in 1939 were valued at $250 or
While opponents of certain ques
Oov Lew.s O. Barrows will be N.Y.A., C.C.C.. etc.) during week of i more, you will be asked some 150 tions in the census stormed in Con
guest speaker when Knox Pomona March 24-30? (Yes or No). Was this questions designed to give statistics gress. one feature of the 16th dicenmeets with Weymouth Grange, person seeking work? (Yes or No). that will aid in the farm problem. nial census was nearly eliminated
April 6 Tlie Jolly Toilers' 4-H Club If not seeking work, did he have
“If President Roosevelt runs again I am afraid he may
Persons in hotels, tourists or trail for it was not until Tuesday that
will furnish a program of Finnish a job. business, etc ? (Yes or No). er camps, missions, and one-night the district offlce here was informed
bring disaster both to himself and to his party." No, this was
songs and dances also a demon Indicate whether engaged in home lodging houses will be enumerated that the housing census would be
not the remark of a partisan Republican; it was uttered by
stration of club work. Musical housework (HI, in school (8), un on the evening of April 8 when pro conducted as originally planned
United States Senator Overton, a Louisiana Democrat. Overnumbers planned Include a piano able to work (U), or other (Ot). prietors will be furnished forms for Congress having released funds for
ton, often a supporter of new deal measures, declared that hc
solo by Betty Fales, songs with gui Number of hours worked during their guests and resident employes it.
had too much regard for Mr. Roosevelt to believe that he
tar by Paul Simpson, and selections week of March 24-30. 1940. Dura to fill out and return to them in
w
’ould seek to disregard the two term tradition. But, he
Last minute instructions ordered
added, “the time for the President to make a statement is
by a children's onchestra. all of tion of unemployment up to March sealed envelopes, to be given the Mr. Gould and all other district
now."
Thomaston
30. 1940—in weeks. Occupation, trade enumerator In the district where the supervisors to instruct their enumO---------- O----------- 0
profession, or particular kind of house is located, on the morning of erators between now and the time
King Henry III decreed tlie pre work, as—frame spinner, salesman, April 9.
their door bell ringing campaign
DOESN’T PLEASE NEWPORT
cise weight of the English cunce as laborer, rivet heater, music teacher.
Questions asked of fanners fall begins next Tuesday on the housing
640 dry grains of wheat.
Industry, industry or business, as— into 16 general divisions.
Newport Republicans are registering disapproval over the
census.
cotton mill, retail grocery, farm.
"Fernald For Governor" banner which has been strung across
Questions asked in this census
First division calls for informa
the Main street of that town. The former Senator frotn Waldo
I shipyard, public school. Number of tion about the operator, the second will be from the head of the house
County has a habit of hewing regardless of where the chips
weeks worked in 1939 (equivalent about farm tenure, that is. if it is (and this means either husband or
fall, regardless of how his views may bc accepted.
full-time weeks). Amount of money' rented and if so from whom; while wife. Mr. Gould said) and will inTO FRIENDS AND PATRONS
i wages or salary received (including the third division of questions re' elude those designed to get inforFor thirteen years I have been
,' mation about the condition of the
with the Rogers Barber Shop, J commissions). Did this person re- tates to farm acreage.
the past eight as manager. I am ; ceive income of >50 or more from
Fourth section of questions in the dwelling, the type of structure, its
MOVIES AND MILLIONS
concluding my service there Sat - sources other than money wages farm census concerns farm values, water supply, its toilet facilities, its
urday night.
It is estimated that 85,000.000 persons average seeing a
or salary? (Yes or No).
the fifth mortgage debt and farm heating and lighting equipment, and
At this time I wish to express
motion picture film each week, and the statistics were com
As a sort of ''Gallup Poll'' to give taxes, the sixth other land owned its value.
my deepest appreciation to the
piled before "Gone With the Wind" had begun its sensa
many friends and patrons who the census bureau further cross sec April 1, 1940, and the seventh group
During the instruction that has
tional invasion. And here are some more statistics about the
have been so loyal to me.
tion Information that will be of concerns work on and off the farm, been given by Mr. Gould and Mr.
motion picture industry:
STANLEY HEATH
value in presenting a picture of
Eighth group of questions relates Redonnett, while the prospective
38*lt conditions in the United States in to irrigation, ninth to co-operative enumerators have been cautioned to
Its estimated worth is over $2,000,000,000.
One hundred film companies employ 28.500 persons.
*" selling and buying, the tenth to use every manner of courtesy when
Theatres numbering 17,030 show films, with a capacity of
farm expenditures and the 12th to they start their questioning, they
10,462908 persons at one time.
Film-goers pay about $1,000,000,030 a year for admission.
have been furnished with sales talks
farm machinery and facilities.
Theatres employ 341.000 persons and pay $250,030OCX) an
Supplemental Information asked aimed at answering any objections
nually for the rental of films.
that
may
be
raised
to
the
questions
for under the 13th group of ques
The Industry spends $77,000,000 in thc United States and
STAGE AND RADIO SHOW—FEATURING
tions Is asked to gain Information I Failure to secure answers will re
$33,003,000 abroad each year to advertise its products in news
papers and magazines.
about summer fallow, soil improve sult in a report to Washington and
“The Boys From the Lone Star State” and
ment, crop failure and doubly crop what happens after that will be out
Alice DeLisIe in her Mexican Hat Dance
; of the hands of the local offlce. In
ping.
Longest groups of questions are view of the "fine co-operation" given
THE FIFTY MILLIONTH MAN
COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
under division 14, concerning live- enumerators who took the business
Founded more than forty years ago by Darius O. Mills,
TUESDAY, APRIL 2—4 P. M. and 8.00 P. M.
stock and livestock products, and census in this district. Mr. Gould
the hotel at Thirty-sixth Street and Seventh Avenue, which
crops
harvested
on
the
farm
and
reiterated
Tuesday
’
that
he
didn't
EVENING 15c, 25c, 35c
MATINEE 10c. 25c.
bears hls name, and which has a counterpart in Greenwich
36-36-37&39
Village, will celebrate today the arrival of its latest guest.
enumerated in division* 15. Final expect many refusals.
Those who have preceded him number 49999.999 This prac
tical philanthropy, established by the possessor of a great for
tune, who, nevertheless, Understood the problems of those
with small means, was emphatically not a charity, nor did it
carry any patronizing suggestion. The Mills Hotel was in
tended to Justify Itself as a business enterprise, while it helped
the respectable man of small income to live in comfort and
decency. Mr. Mills said at the opening of the flrst unit:
"Let me make clear at the outset that it ls ln no sense a
charitable concern ... It would be an affectation on my part
to deny the humanitarian Impulse and a fervent desire to
benefit my fellow men. but I seek to do this in a strictly busi
ness way. without offending the pride or the praiseworthy
independence of those whom I strive to serve.”
Mills Hotel started business Nov. 1, 1897, the same night
the old Waldorf-Astoria opened. iMr. Mills, grandfather of the
late Okden Mills, Secretary of the Treasury, expressed his
enlightened hope, which proved to be so thoroughly practical,
in these words: “That these hotels may solve the problem of
housing the Industrious and respectable with limited incomes
in our great cities.”
Public officials, as well as other leading citizens of New
York, will take part in celebrating a notable occasion, and will
pay tribute to the public spirit and foresight of the founder
of one of New York’s most useful Institutions.—Herald Tribune.

Will Meet At Eastland
Hotel. Portland, Saturday
—A Full Program

Thursday
Issue

SALES LADIES WANTED
For HOSIERY, UNDERWEAR, DRESSES
AND COATS
APPLY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT

BELL SHOPS
386 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
38-It

The Black Cat

(By The Roving Reporter)

According to "Ripley" the secre
tary of the Des Moines Kiwanis
Cluto can repeat from memory the
names, addresses and phone num
bers of all the 150 members of that
organization. Now there's a record
for Don Cummings of the local club
to shoot at.
The New England Wharf and
Shipping Company, a modern, au
thentic reproduction of a “Down
East" whaling center, attracted
more than 2,750.000 persons to its
area in the Court of States at the
1939 New York World's Fair, ac
cording to the various state man
agers. Focus of attraction was tlie
good ship “Yankee,” a 165-foot
schooner moored to the Jutting piles
in the New England harbor. So
popular was the ship that Captain
Louis Sylvia of New Bedford, Mass.,
was deluged with mascots. Tlie
"Yankee" resembled "Noah's Ark"
at the end of the season. The
World's Fair will re-open. May 11.

Writing from Fruitland Park,
Fla., Frank H. Whitney foresees a
very large orange crop in that sec
tion, and says the district will ship
about 2500 carloads of watermelons
tlris year, witli tlie season two weeks
late.
George M. Cook writes from
Friendship that he read The Black
Cat item about the cat which found
Its way back home, four miles. “I
can beat tliat story," says Mr. Cook.
"My neighbor moved to Hallowell
many years ago. taking hls cat.
When they got within five miles of
that city the cat escaped from
the wagon, and a short time later
was back on the doorstep of the old
home. It was a black cat, other
wise it wouldn't have known enough
to go home."

What a marked contrast this
represents to what invariably hap
pens. About to leave school, or
college, at the conclusion ol our
ecourses, we delude ourselves into
the belief that our companionship
with classmates will go on indefi
nitely. Inside of 1(J years, and some
times five years, our erstwhile pals
have literally gone with the wind,
and are quite lost to sight, lf not to
mind. When a quarter century
has elapsed the old grad must have
good memory who can recall the
names of more than half of his
classmates. An evolution which is
to be sadly regretted.

In tlris column March 21 I asked
"Boze" If he lived up to the motto
which hangs over his open fire
place: “Cut your own wood and it
will warm you twice."
”171 tell the world he did," was
our correspondents prompt reply.
“If I hadn't Dad would have
warmed me plenty. When I was
20 I sawed 10 cords of wood for a
neighbor for nothing but my sup
per—and lt was a good one. I left
home for good Friday, March 31,
1885 for fear that sawing wood
would become a habit with the
young man."

If the Imitators of Abraham Lin
coln who appear on the stage and
screen knew how much unlike him
they looked perhaps they would
drop out of the picture.

There are two departments in the
This strange story is brought out Lewiston Journal which I seldom
of Cosenza, Italy, by the United overlook. One is “The Journal Way
Press: "81ster Elena Aiello lay in farer" and "State Chat" both edit
religious ecstasy on a small Iron ed by Alice Frost Lord. It might
bed in the Cosenza orphanage Fri interest the present editor to know
day with blood flowing from her that I have scanned State Chat
forehead as it has done on Good every day for more than four dec
Friday for the last 16 years. Priests ades, and that I have read more
and physicians at the bedside made copies of the Lewiston Journal,
no effort to stem the flow of blood, probably than half of the Lewiston
residents.
which stained one pillow alter an
other. On previous occasions the
One year ago: Finnish promoters
' bleeding has stopped about mid entertained 500 persons at a spring
night, leaving Sister Elena's face concert, earning money for the
chalk white. Catholics, awed by the Community Building-Dr Eugene L.
manifestation, said that most of Stevens of Belfast was the new
the blood flowed from the nun's ■ president of Waldo, Hancock &
fore head in much the same manner ! Knox Medical Association —Horatio
as it did that of Christ when thc C. Prince, 78, died in Camden—
crown of thorns was pressed on tils Robert D. 8eavey, 90, died at Port
brow.”
! Clyde.

News Of they. F.W.
Huntley-Hill Past has changed
meeting nights from the first and
third Mondays to the firstand third
Fridays of each month.
• • • •
Election of officers of HuntleyHill Past will be (held Friday April
5 at 8 p. m. at the new home, 37
Water street.
e e e e

There will be a Joint installation
of the Post and Auxiliary Sunday
April 14 at 2 p. (m. Past Comman
der and National Council member
Leroy P. Smith of Togus, will in
stall the Post while Sister Emma
Smith past department president
of Auburn will install the Auxiliary.
All civic and patriotic bodies arc
invited. Department Commander
William Martin of Biddeford and
hls staff will be present as will
Mayor Ladd of Oardiner. Le
roy P. Smith of Togus will be the
speaker of the day. and his subject
will be "Pensions and welfare for
the Veterans.” All veterans should
get this news, and arc invited to
attend.
• • • •
The Department State Encamp
ment of the VF.W. will be held in
Belfast, June 17, 18, 19 where 3000
Vets and their auxiliary members
will attend. This year theTe will be
several drum corps, floats and ships
to take part. Admiral Pratt, a
member of the Belfast Post is ask
ing for a destroyer for this En
campment. Carroll DeWitt, Belfast

is the housing chairman and for
rooms write him. The Rockland
Post will enter a float. More news
of Encampment can be found ln a
future issue of The Courier-Oazette.
• • • •
Fred (Jeff) Mealey, local artist
and painter, has painted the new
V FW. home on Water street, giv
ing his service to the Post. We want
to thank him for his fine spirit and
work.
• • • •
Five new members have been
signed up by the membership com
mittee in the last week. Comrade
Albret Brickley is chairman. These
recruits will be obligated in the
near future.
• • • •
Every Overseas man is eligible to
the Vetetrans of Foreign Wars, join
the Pension Push now Buddy.
O. Hamlin,
Past State Commander.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
TWILIGHT
The sunset glow Is bright past Oavea,
The waves come thudding softly up
the shore,
A fisherman alone upon the beach
With a slow gesture flings hls net
once more.

And something tn the action fills tha
soul
With deep content that still these
things may be;
Twilight, and darkening shadow on the
hills,
A fisherman beside a quiet sea:
All simple, ancient, and accustomed
things.
That bid us know past reason or
regret.
That God Himself Is but a fisherman
Who snares our hearts. And beauty
Is His net.
'
—Elizabeth Bauly Danforth

Every-Other-Day
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Our First Library

Appeal To Farmers

The Courier-Gazette

Inland Fish Laws

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

I am the Door; by Me if any
man enter in, lie shall be saved,
and shall go in and out, and find
pasture.—John 10: 9.

Dr. R. L. Emery Discusses
Horses, Sheep and
Roaming Dogs

Older Residents Patron
ized the Antheneum,
Open One Day Only

Ncw Edition Contains
Much Information All
Anglers Should Know

Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
Copies of tlie new edition of tlie
The question arose tlie other day
Maine inland tishlg laws have
Knox County is essentially a
as to Rockland's first library—the
farming district. But as we ride
Athenaeum—which, if Tlie Courier-1 been received by City Clerk E. R
through it and see tlie abandoned
Gazette Is correctly informed, was Keene. It contains an abstract of
' farms, the fields run out and growloeated in a back room over tlie for-1 ‘>'e Liws regulating fishing in open
George Robishaw has returned ing up to bushes, no stock or farmmer Francis Cobb store in what is waters, as provided in chapter 38
cf the Revised Statutes, biennial rcfrom Old Orchard, and has em I ing implements on the place, exnow the L. F. Chase block.
ployment at Round Top Fanns. cept perhaps an old built-over
Appeal for further Information vision of 1939 and a'.l rules and
1 Ford to take the place of a horse
Park street.
was made to Hattie Vose Hall, for- regulations of the commissioner of
and do the. general work of the
merly of tliis city, and now a resi- , inland fisheries and game adopted
dent of Augusta, It brought the up to the time of going to press,
In the clearing out oi the Masonic place, we wonder where the old
following prompt and interesting See. 19 provides that fishing li
Temple ruins Tuesday considerable New England thrift has gone to.
censes are required for fishirig in
response.
of the Eastern Star paraphernalia We wonder if it isn't about time
•
inland waters and transporting flail
we
resurrected
some
of
tlie
old
was found in salvageable condition.
time customs and farm operations
As I was only a girl in toy 'teens taken therefrom, by all residents'
when the old Athenaeum Library ever 18 years of age and non- 1
Economy Clothes Shop, destroyed | aud. even if we cannot make money,
we
can
at
least
get
a
good
living
1
went out of existence, I can give
in the recent Masouic Temple flre,
you no real information about it. It my aunt served for some time with- |
will reopen April 4 at 435 Main and stir up the coming generation
was a subscription library founded out pay. My father bought tlie
street, next north of Oofkauf's. to tlie idea that the country holds
some
time in the 40’s or 53's and bcoks, eventually selling many of
more
for
them
than
the
city.
Proprietor Keith Goldsmith is put
Maynard Sumner was one of its ad- - them and keeping others for hts
Lately
we
read
a
great
deal,
in
ting in an entirely new stock as
private library.
herents.
nothing was salvaged from the fire. different publications about the
I think you will liave difficulty j
My aunt, Miss Adelaide White,
movement "back to the farm." Re
was tlie librarian wlien I was a child, finding many facts about thc library, i
cently a very distinguished and
Moor's drug store received an or
and as long as it stayed open. I do as I believe there is no cne now !
much sought after lady lecturer,
der yesterday all the way from
not even remember in what building living who was of mature aRe at the 1
who speaks, usually, on current
Madras, India. Dr. Paul P. Russell,
—Photo by Dow. it was located, but it was on the time wlio could give the desired in-1
topics of thc day. spoke before a
who is well known at Owl's Head,
He looks a bit stern in the pic east side of Main street.
It was formation. It closed some time ln 1
large gathering of the society and ture, but Charles C. Wotton, base
wanted an order of spruce gum.
elite women of Winchester, on the ball umpire, football referee and only open on Saturday afternoons the 83’s before we left Rockland, Ii
Orders for this popular chewing
Philip Tlicmas of Chestnut street
subject “back to the soil." She basketball referee, isn't at all that and evenings and one of my most
material have come to Moor’s from
has told me aboul being there as a
vivid
recollections
of
it
is
as
thc
way
unless
the
players
go
on
a
ram

tried to make them realize that
many distant points.
page. He is one of the most genial place where "we girls'' and our boy.
agriculture was the foundation of sports officials in the game today.
It was an excellent small library
“boy friends” used to meet and
all that Is necessary in life. And
Thc nominating committee of thc
with a good selection of books. I
“pair off" on Saturday nights.
so no doubt it is.
Department are doing a great deal i
Knox County Pish and Game AssoAs the library was supported only still own seme of them.
But are wc in Knox County using to Improve the quality of cattle,
iation met last night in Thomas
by subscriptions, when they fell off
Hattie Vose Hall.
our farms to the best advantage? (that is fine, but God pity them if
ton where the president, Warren
Augusta. March 21.
it had to be closed. I'm quite sure
It seems to us there are two the products of those cattle have
Everett had arranged a beefsteak
■
supper at the Thomaston Cafe. branches of farming, that of late t0 be soid to the large milk dealers,
neglected.
I
j;
u
t
there
is
a
branrti
of
fanning,
The admirable service was highly years have been greatly
commended by the 12 participants. One is the raising of horses, the which hasn't got into thc hands of
A list of officers was nominated, other sheep. Since autos and. es a big monopoly and that is sheep
but it will not be made public until pecially tractors liave come into raising and the disposal of their
the night of tlie annual meeting use. Dobbin has been put on the products. There are two things
which will be held in Union next shelf. No doubt the tractor is a which are essential to make a suc
wonderful machine, time saving cess of sheep, one is good woven
month.
and easy to operate and take care wire fences, the other is getting rid
Always think before you act. but of, but tt doesn't take very deep of the uncared for roaming dog
don't think too long about an thought for onc to figure out. that Thanks to Mr. Crawlord. of the
swering interstlng classified offers lin the long run. farmers would be State Department of sheep indus
1 better off financially, r.ow and es- try, that is rapidly being taken
pecially in the future, if instead of care Of.
' • A StflMCA
laUntMOTV IMw,
t, a 0» Sww
. B,.,o io,a.r n„„ hxiu paying all they can scrape and bor
At Rose Hill Farm, we have bred
row, over to the big corporations 1 sheep for 12 years and barring the
who make these machines they grief we have had from dogs, and
kept horses, raised colts and considering the time it takes to
brought them up on the products care for them, they are the best
of their own farm; had them to paying operation on the farm. If
ONLY
sell or barter with their neighbors their wool is properly handled, it
Sloane-Blabon are fhe only
and thus kept the money circulat can each year net you $1. a pound,
makers oi this type of rug. Built
ing ln their own community.
and if your lambs are properly fit
for long service—at low cost. Pat
A Cornell professor, who has ted for market, they will bring an
terns can't wear off because
thoroughly gone into the subject of average of 20 cents a pound.
they're hand inlaid. We have in
of tractor and horses on farms, lias
Come on Knox County, let's go,
stock a specially selected group
come to the conclusion that the places and do big things raising
tractor on a farm costs much more horses and sheep and all the prod
of the most attractive designs
to operate than the horse (but of ucts of the farm that is necessary
you ever saw. Ask to see the
course most of us think we must to sustain them.
STYLFLOR group. Buy today —
R. L. Emery.
be modem) and when he says that
on your Door tomorrow.
he didn't say anything about the
first cost and the rapid deprecia Cement Mills Safe
tion.
Portland cement mills in 29
I would like to write on for quite States and five Canadian Provinces
a bit longer on this subject of made the best accident record in 27
horses on the farm Instead of trac- ’ 5«ars during the month of Febmtors. but time or space does not ary. according to reports received ,
permit. But I hope farmers who by the Accident Prevention Bureau [
are interested in the come back of cf the Portland Cement Associa
New England farms will give some tion. These were cnly five disabling |
deep thought to the raising of 1 injuries to employes in 135 mills1
during the entire month of opera
horses.
Maine farmers and Agricultural tion. These were minor injuries to
employes in two mills in Ohio, two
mills in Pennsylvania and one in
Missouri.
Tlie next best records during thc
27 ycars, that accident statistics
•.Ae$A
•
\>im h ramisnt hiir\
'• tth.
liave been compiled, were made in
thc low-activity months of Febru
ary and November, 1932, when five
it- a
men were injured. Safety engi
neers point cut that thc 1939 record
I surpasses the 1932 experience in
that a far greater number of man
hours of labor is involved, although
tlie number of injuries was the
fume.
In 1938 the pertland cement in
dustry ranked second among 30 in
IT IS HERE!
dustries co-operating witli the Na
We feel we know wliat you
tional Safety Council in compiling
want in a Good Used Car. Wc
accident records. Tliis is on thc
have it here now—exactly your
basis of accidents per million man
car. A Used Car which, in year,
hours of work.
modrl. condition, appearance, is
Tobacco was first among the 30
everything you’ve wanted plus—
co-operating industries, but portat the price you've wanted to pay.
land cement mills led tlie cliavy
,o »OS’S’ l°“
goods
industries in effective acci
•40 PLYMOUTH SEDAN
TEL. 294
l-cmo
dent
prevention
work.
Trunk. Air Conditioning Unit,
416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

TALK OF THE TOWN

A SPECIAL

CLARK GABLE
as RHETT BUTLER in

residents ever 10 years of age. Li
censes shall bc exliibitied to any
warden, employe of the fish and
game department or guide, upon
request.
Licenses shall be issued to a resi
dent by the clerk of tlie town in
which lie resides, or if he is domiciled in an unorganized place, by
the clerk cf the nearest town, upon
payment of a fee of $1.15, or $2.15
for a combination fishing and huntlng license, of which 15 cents shall
1)c retained by the town clerk. Licenses 511811 >* Usufd only
bona

SELF
SERVICE

fide residents ol tlie city or town |
where issued. Penalty. $10 for each
license illegally issued.
Non-resident licenses may be is
sued as fellows: A 15 day license
effective from date of issue, $3.15;
season license, calendar year, $5.15;
Junior license, calendar year, 10 to
18 years, $1.15; three day license,
consecutive days, $1.65.
A 15-day license may be returned
for credit upon purchase of a sea
son license, upon payment of $2.15,
of which 15 cents is retained by tlie

agent -for each license issued.
Fishing within 150 feet of any
fishway is prohibited.
A communication of a derogatory
nature, highly criticising the 29
citizens of tlie Tliomaston appro
priations committee for recom
mending “unreasonable" amounts
and raising salaries, has been re
ceived at this office, bearing no sig
nature. If the sender will furnish
us with his or her name the en
closed money will be returned.

SUPERMARKETS

BUY ALL YOU WANT!
SAVE WITHOUT EFFORT!
Pick whatever you want at your A&P Super Market . . . here vege
tables fresh as Spring rain . . . there tender cuts of meat . . . your
choice of 2.000 values . . . and when you get your itemized slip at
the end of your thrifty trip, you'll see that you’ve saved money with
out trying! For A&P's policy is to bring you low prices on ALL your
food needs, 6 days a week! Direct buying, doing away with many
unnecessary in-between profits, sharing savings with you — that's
what does it! And that's why A&P is the rallying place for the
thriftiest women in America! Join them today!

Piices effective through
Saturday, March 30

RIB ROAST

AS AOVI RTISf D IN

HEAVY STEER BEEF

LB ,

LIFE

WHOLE OR

SUNNYFIELD HAMS SHANK HALF LB
WILDMERE SMOKED
SHOULDERS 6 TO 8 LB AVERAGE LB
TO 3 LB
NATIVE CHICKENS 2!?AVERAGE
LB
4 TO 6 LB.
AVERAGE

MILK-FED FOWL
LAMB LEGS
SOFT MEATED
SMOKED BUTTS SUNNYFIELD
TURKEYS
FANCY NORTHERN

only .1-

LB

bqkar
CO**11

LB

LB

i«18c
Smelts
3
25‘Haddock Fillets
Mackerel Fillets
u10c Scallops
t 27c
Oysters
FOR STEWING
PINT 23c

1 LB

L BAGS i
aaBSMuii

EXCITING NEW SERIAL IN APRIL-

WOMAN’S DAY

STEAKS or

DON'T MISS IT' ONLY ,

size

■toasts

HD

CALIFORNIA FRESH

BCHS

CALIFORNIA ICEBERG

HDS

TEXAS SEEDLESS-SIZE 80

FOR

NATIVE NORTHERN SPY

Asses-ors |
Date posted: March 26. 1940.

37-39

BARGAIN BOX
'32 FORD 4, 2-Door
'31 OAKLAND COl'PE
'31 FORD ROADSTER
’31 OLDS. CABRIOLET
'30 PONTIAC SEDAN
’30 FORD 2-DOOR
'30 FORD 4-DOOR
MANY OTHERS

WE

DO OCR FINANCING

ROCKIAND

nwinm

I PINT

, boxes

■

Famous with Millions
for its
fine quality!

FAMILY FLOUR SUNNYFIELD
PASTRY FLOUR SUNNYFIELD

LUX
A&P
A&P
A&P

PEACHES

£ui Jcod fo&ii

ROCKLAND
To Boston
To New York .
Round Trip
To Philadelphia
To Utica, N. Y.........

$3.40
6.59
11.10
7.40
7.60

To Washington D.C. 9.15

• Here's thc big travel announcement of the
year! Beginning immediately there is a
sharp reduction in Greyhound's already low
fares, to thousands of towns and cities in
the East and Mid-West. Now you can add

an extra saving to all the other advantages
of Greyhound travel—and start going places.
Call your Greyhound Terminal to find out

exactly how mujji you'll save on your next
trip. Go Greyhound—go soon—go for less.

To W ilmington Del. 10.30

To Norfolk. Va.

11.50

To Chicago............ 17.55

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
444 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 646-W'

Tunc in "Tills Amazing America”—Fridays 8.00 P. M.

ANN
PAGE

DC ABIC
DtAIld

LBS

24!’ LB
BAG

LARGE
FLAKES
PKG
NO 2
GRAPEFRUIT
3I CANS
2
CORN GOLDEN BAN .'AM INO
CANS

17c
pEach
«"ekindPRESERVES
is made io bung you the best ol ils hue fruit Havo
Greyhound Fares

35‘

CRANULATED

SUGAR
PAPER BAG
NUTLEY MARGARINE
SUNNYFIELD
PURE LARD
REFINED
WILDMERE-MADE WPH
BUTTER
SWEET CREAM

BUY ANN PAGE FOODS

•

38-39

rIPE-LUSCIOUS

FLORIDA-CRISP, TENDER

ASSESSORS' NOTICE

The Assessors of the Town of Thomanton. Me . hereby give notice to all
persons liable to taxation in said Town,
that thev will be ln session at Select
mens Office. Watt-) Block, ln said Town,
on the fourth, fifth, sixth of April. »;
1 p m. to 5 p. m for the purpose of
receiving lists of thc polls and estates

All such persons are hereby notified
to make and bring to said Assessors
true and perfe.
lists of their polls
and all their estates, real and personal,
not by ’.aw exempt from taxation. I
which they were pos^esFed of. or which
held
■ lard an • ecutor ad
ministrator. trustee or otherwise on
the first day of April. 1940. and be pre
pared to make oath lo the truth of
the same.
When estates cf persons deceased
havc been divided during the past year,
or have changed hands from any cause,
the executor, administrator, or other
persons interested, are hereby warned
to give notice of such change, and in
default of such notice will bc held
under the law to pay the tax assessed
aithough sucli estate has been wholly
distributed und paid over.
Any person who neglects to comply
with thi notice will be DOOMED to a
tax according to the laws of the State,
and be barred of the right to make
application to the Assessors or County
Commissioners for any abatement of
his taxes, unless he offers such lists
with his application and satisfies them
that he whs unable to offer lt at, he
i time hereby appointed.
B L GRAFTON.
C A. bMALLEY
D P. WHITNEY,
Assessors
Date posted March 2T». l!>40

strawberries

LBS

Tto MMBMSJmidum

’39 PONTIAC 6, 4-Door, Tk.
'39 CIIEV. DELUXE. X-Door, Tk.
•38 NASH LAFAYETTE COUPE
'38 FORD DELUXE 85, 4-Door
'37 OLDSMOBILE 6, 4-Door. Tk.
'37 PLYMOUTH DELUXE 6
COUPE
'36 BUICK. 2-Door, Trunk
'36 FORD COUPE
'35 DODGE 4/Door, Trunk
'35 ( IIEV. 2-Door Standard
’34 PONTIAC CABRIOLET
'31 LAFAYETTE 2-Door, Tk.

.FLORIDA

Apples
Cabbage 4^19*

fib

Radio; New Car Guarantee.
Liberal Discount.

Jfef-pound XZc

'Cauliflower 19’
Carrots
Lettuce
Grapefruit

BURPEE’S

TOWN OF OWLS IIFVD
ASSESSORS' NOTICE
The Assessors of the Town of Owls
Henri. Maine hereby Rive notice to all
persons liable to taxation In said Town,
that they will be ln session at Town
Hall In said Town, on the 2nd day of
April, at 100 to 3 00 p m for the
purpose of recelvlni? lists of the polls
and estates In said town
All such persons are hereby notllted
to make and brine to said Assessors j
true and perfect lists of lheir polls
and all thelr estates, real and personal
not exempt (rom taxation which thet
were possessed ofL or which they held
as guardian executor, administrator
truBtce or otherwise, on the 2nd day '
ol April, 1940, and be prepared to make
oath to the truth of the same
When estates of persons deceased
have bcen divided during the past I
year, or have changed hands from any
cause, tfie executor, administrator or
other persons Interested, are hereby
warned to give notice of such change
and In default of such notice wlll be
held under the law to pay the tax
assessed although such estate has been [
wholly distributed and paid over
Any person who neglects to comply
with this notice wlil he <!' rued to a
tax according to the laws of the Statc
and be barred of the right to make ap
plication either to the Assessors or I
County Commissioners for any abate
ment of hls taxes, unless such person
offer such list with hls application ahd
satisfies the Assessors that ho was un
able to oiler lt at the time appointed
GERALD U MARGESON,
J. DANA KNOWLTON,
JOHN OARNETT,

«0,.Poror,,ous«' Sido.fi.
Round o' N. Y Si,lo,n
STEER j* w

SNOW WHITE

$

Tkc CarYou Vant

SELF
SERVICE

X.

23 oz
can

Tender cooked *o. extra flavor---lopped with
delicious bacon type po.k
PKG
OF 30
LB
PKG
PINT
ENCORE
JAR

TEA BALLS
OUR OWN TEA
MAYONNAISE

£lce SPARKLE

PKGS
PUDDINCS !
CHOCOLATE. VANILLA AND BUTTERSCOTCH
ANN
8 OZ
DINNER
PKG
PACE

MACARONI

8‘
IT
33’
21’
10’

10’

462 MAIN
ROCKLAND. MAINE
“Grocery and produce prices also
effeetive at Belfast, and 37 F.lm Street. Camden"

SLICED or
HALVES

|NO 24
, CANS

Ivory Soap
5C
Ivory Soap
Shredded
N0 2 ZO
occ
Peas MORNING SUN CANS
Avalon CIGARETTES PKG IU
FOUR SEASON
Salt ROUNO CARTON ctn 5C
NBC Fig Tarts C£lr°- 19C
A&P Plums
2^23'
A&P Tomatoes rc2425c
Tomatoes IONA »Sa°nS25c
A&P Vrur Juice 2 22425®
HAMPTON
Crackers SOOA 2LS 15®
Ann Page Honey 16JAROZ
Iona Lima Beans
1
Kidney Beans Sultana NO.
CAN
OZ 4
|
Mustard ANN PAGE 4CAN
P&G Soap
3 bars
Pickles STANDARD 2

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

diaries T. Smalley is again at
his law ofllce after a winter sojourn
ln Florida.

ROLLER SKATERS
HAVE A SILVER WEDDING

THE PERRY MARKETS

Supper will be served at tlie Fra
ternal Order of Eagles tonight at
7 o’clock. All members are invited.
March 29—Public concert bv Rubin
stein Club at Congregational Church.
March 29—Cainden—Concert by High
School at Onera House.
April 2—Oeorge & Dixie at Com
munity Building
April J—At Universalist Church mo
tion picture and sound presentation of
“Passion Play".
April 3—Waldoboro-Lecture by Com
mander Donald B MacMillan at High
School auditorium
April 3—Vlnalhaven Two comedies
at Union vestry.
April 4 17 p m l—Radio rally by
Radio Carolers at Tenants Harbor Bap
tist Church
April 4 (10 a. m.) Republican State
Convention ln City hall Portland.
AprU 4 (12 m.)—Second District Re
publican Convention ln City hall. Port

land

April 4-5—R F D. Resuscltator Fund
Fair at Community Building
April 5 (3 to »)—Woman’s Educa
tional Club meets at O A R hall.
April 6—Knox Pomona Orange meets
with Weymouth Orange. Tliomaston.
AprU 10-15—Maine Methodist Con
ference In Auburn.

Percy W. Blaisdell has returned
Irom a winter's sojourn in Florida.

The Industrial Accident Commis
sion will meet at the Municipal
Court Room April 5 at 2.30 p. m.
Capt. John Brown of Thomaston
Is a surgical patient at Knox Hos
pital, having undergone an opera
tion Tuesday.

The Portland fishing boat which
has been at this port since its en
gine became disabled has been
towed back to her homc port by the
smack Willard Daggett. A new
crank shaft will be installed at
Portland.
The two fine pictures of the
Maine Seacoast Mission's Sunbeam
and her crew seen on page nine
were made and presented to this
newspaper by Joseph C. Smith staff
photographer for Colby's Mayflower
Hill development.
More Talk of the Town on Page 2.

Thc Democratic State Conven
tion in Bangor yesterday instructed
its 10 delegates to support President
Roosevelt it he is willing to accept
the nomination; otherwise they will
support James A. Farley. The Sccind District alternating to the na
tional convention includes Charles
E. Wheeler of St. George. Rodney E.
Feyler was renamed chairman of
the Knox County Democratic com
mittee and James E. Connellan and
Mrs. Bernice Walcott were chosen
Statc committee members.
Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent
gathered at the home of Mrs.
Blanche Shadie, Friday afternoon
for sewing and supper of fish chow
der, pies, cookies and other tempt
ing dishes. Because of tlie storm
many were prevented from attend
ing. but the roll call found eight
members and one guest including
Mrs. Inez Packard, who assisted
Mrs. Shadie. Mrs. Maude Cables.
Mrs. Carroll, Mrs. Blackington. Mrs.
Murray, Mrs. Karl and Mrs. Rogers
and Mrs. Pease. Tlie next gathering
will be with Mrs. Jennie Pietroski.
An enthusiastic meeting of the
Cancer Control group, workers and
lay representatives, gathered last
night in the tower room, Com
munity Building. The program of
the Woman s Field Army for the
control of Cancer was outlined by
vice commander Ruth Ellingwood
and Dr. C. H. Jameson presented a
masterly paper on “Cancer". The
campaign plan for Knox County
was outlined by Mrs Ellingwood.
There was a lively discussion period
following thc talks by Dr. Jameson
and Mrs. Ellingwood. Three majors
actively in charge of the forthcom
ing campaign were present as well
as workers and interested membrs
of the lay group from Camden,
Warren, St. George as well as this
city.

FRANCIS I. TILLSON
Carpenter and Builder
18 MEADOW RD.. THOMASTON
PHONE 45-4

36‘36&38’39

LITTLE TIG

A diaphone call this morning took
the fire department to the Tillson
avenue home of James Warren
where a small blaze was found in
some clothing. Small damage.

Every Saturday Nite
GLENCOVE
GRANGE HALL

TO
ROAST

PORK

THo« IH

SPINACH
FANCY
NEW

CARROTS
FRESII
CHICKORY GREEN
LARGE
BUNCHES
CELERY
FOR
GRAPEFRUIT
LARGE SIZE
ORANGES FULL OF JUICE
FOR COOKING
SPY APPLES OR EATING

PK

TODAY. THURSDAY, MAR. 18
RONALD COLMAN
WALTER HUSTON
in

“THE LIGHT

THAT FAILED”
FRI. iSAT., MARCH 29-30
Jack London’s Great Sea Epic!

“THE MUTINY OF
THE ELSINORE”
A s-uperb and rousing adven
ture film embodying all the gusto
and salty atmosphere that distin
guished Jack London at hls best.

Time Attacks-Paint Saves Surfaces
As soon as your home is built, Nature's forces
are trying to destroy it. Paint is a protection that
makes these forces helpless A well painted horn?
is always new. Its original value remains, for paint
takes the hard knocks of time and wear. BUT . . .
he sure the paint you select is good paint, made
from dependable materials.

MOORE'S HOUSE PAINT is r pure linseed oil
paint. For color, permanence, decorative beauty,
general utility and satisfaction, it is unsurpassed.
Put your painting problems up to us. We shall bc
glad to assist you.

Use Wwrft Paint
PERRY’S PARK STREET MARKET

“NORTHWEST
PASSAGE”

WILL OPEN AT

(In Technicolor)

435 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
(Next North of Gofkauf’s)

ADMISSION 35c and 25c
14-Th-tf

PURE LARD
SUGAR
ARMOUR'S
OLEO
OR SWIFT'S
ALL
FLOUR
PURPOSE
HOtMIt'S
HIW MIAI Of
“101 US«S

Ib 11/
75/

24% LB.
BAG

WITH SPAM—SERVE
AUNT JEMIMA PANCAKES

“ AUNT JEMIMA
I PANCAKE FLOUR

2 pkgs’21/

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

TELEPHONES
890, 781-1 or 781-U

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.

119-tf

98-tf

Watch This Paper For Future Advertisements

POT ROAST

Ib

AI V

—LEAN, BONELESS

Ib

SAUSAGE
—OUR OWN HOME-MADE

PIGS LIVER

3 lbs

—FRESH, SLICED

BACON

29c
17c
fcWV

Ib 17c

LAND-O-LAKES FULL FLAVORED

CHEESE

LB.

29c

Fully aged, blended for liner flavor, very rich in food
values. Try a pound of this tasty cheese—'tis really fine.

LAND-O-LAKES

EVAP. MILK

JOHNSON’S GLO-COAT SET
No rubbing! No polishing! with this new

Both .

98c

Yes. when WE fill .vour order, you get the flnest foods
in the land. And you SAVE MONEY, too, for there is
never any need of waste when QUALITY is your first
consideration. And. there’s one article that we know
will please every member of your family, for it’s a
MAINE PRODUCED food that we are happy to
recommend—

GOLDEN HEART BREAD

W
I^ChipsoLJ
| 2 KO 41CCAMJLY3I17C
\

Sudtion Suds Cels Dirt
Pretoctf cietkei

Tht Soap

■

of beautiful
Women

KID GLOVE OVEN BAKED
D ET A Kl C

DunllJ

2-23c
10c

YELLOWEYE
PEA. KIDNEY

14 OZ

KETCHUP

BOT.

NEW SHIPMENT

FIG BARS

OR

HERMITS

LB.

10c

RADIO SALE

PRUDENCE ROAST BEEF HASH.........tin 23c
RICHARDSON U-ALL-NO MINTS .... pkg 10c
RIVAL DOG FOOD................................. 3 tins 29c
KRE-MEL SURPRISE........................ 2 pkgs 29c
GOOD LUCK DESSERTS ...^.......... 2 pkgs 17c
WELCH’S GRAPE JUICE.................pint bot 21c

GRANDMOTHER’S MOLASSES ......... tin 17c
MACARONI......................................... 5 lb box 27c
TOMATO SOUP...................................... 3 tins 19c
PEANUT CRUNCH....................................... jar 21c
KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES......... 3 pkgs 20c
BEETS, Small Rosebud.......................... 2 tins 25c
RED CROSS TOWELS........................3 rolls 25c
WAX PAPER................................. 200 ft. roll 23c

4t,ns27c

There's None
Better

CUBE STEAK

LB.

SEED ASSORTMENT for
PRIZE-WINNING FLOWERS

,

tor only

|Ar

PERRY'S

DOUGHNUTS SUPREME 2 doz 29/
A NEW AND DELICIOUS CAKE TREAT
MADE BY
FRIEND

35c
—17/

PLANTATION CAKES

each

ANGEL CAKES

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR 24% lb bag $1.02
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF, lge tin 18c
MALTEX CEREAL,
lge pkg 21c
CHARMINE TOILET TISSUE 4 roHs 25c
STICKNEY & POOR
3 pkgs 25c
TAPIOCA, QUICK COOKING
2 tins 27c
GREEN GIANT PEAS,
lb tin 14c
HERSHEY COCOA,
HERSHEY BAK. CHOC., % lb bar 10c
2 bars 11c
PALMOLIVE SOAP,
2 lge pkgs 39c
BLUE SUPER SUHS,
2 pkgs 31c
KLEX,
SHREDDED WHEAT, N B. C.,...... 2 pkgs 17c
FAIRY SOAP........................................... 3 bars 10c
SWEET MIDGET PICKLES................ 2 tins 29c
PEACH JAM.................................. 2 lb 6 oz jar 29c
CLOROX ........................................... pint bottle 10c
MUSTARD................................................ 8 oz jar 9c
PINEAPPLE JUICE, Del Monte brand, lge tin 25c
BAKER’S CHOCOLATE............... >/2 lb bar 15c
COFFEE—Morning Bracer................ 3 lb bag 39c
COCOA—Pure ................................... V2 Ib pkg 6c
RAISINS—Seedless................ four 8-oz pkgs 19c
TOILET TISSUE.................................... 6 rolls 18c
MATCHES ................................................ carton 18c
SALT....................................................... 2 lb box 6c
PINEAPPLE—Sliced .............. three 8-oz tins 19c
GRAPEFRUIT—new pack................... 3 tins 29c

PICKLES

SWEET, SWEET MIXED.
DILL. SOUR OR
SWEET RELISH

2A-s25c

1 QUART BLEACH WATER,
1 QUART AMMONIA,

Both

For

A UN J JINNY'S
____ __
RECIPE
'■'XZE?

And One Quaker
oats Trade-Mark

OF THE
MONTH (

8 Varieties—Garden Plan Included

Delicious

27c

"Ihe Steak With thc Supreme Tenderness”
This new steak Ls the result of years of research and 15
months of actual use of Ihe new Super Cube Steak Ma
chines in thr eastern markets. These new sleaks are
100% edible—all juices retained. Our new special process
gives you lhat much desired thick steak; juicy and tender.

SPECIAL SPRING HOUSE CLEANING DEAL

.

No Merchandise Salvaged from the Fire

Ib 17.

—LEAN, MEATY, ECONOMICAL

TRY TIIE NEW TENDERLOINED SUPER

Accept this $I.3O VAUGHAN Retail Value

All New Stock

CHUCK ROAST

PORK STEAK

MINCE MEAT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs 25c
3 lbs 25/ SALT PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 10c
10 lbs 52/ FRANKFORTS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 17c

SWIFT'S
PREMIUM

THURSDAY, APRIL 4

BURPEE’S

—CUT FROM NATIVE LITTLE PIGS

"•19c
"•29c

2 lbs 29/

FISH STICKS freshly cut

THE MARJORIE MILLS HOUR
LISTEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY FROM 1.30 TO 2 I’. M.
WCSH AND AFFILIATED STATIONS

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP

PORK CHOPS
—BEST CENTER CUTS

GORTON’S FISH CAKES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tins 25c
NEWLY CORNED BEEF
PINK SALMON.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tall tins 29c
BEST
SALT FISH BITS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 lbs 25c THICK ENDS,
“S
lb 19c
CUTS
FANCY
SLACK SALTED POLLOCK ,.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 10c
Ib 19c
BRISKET,
BONELESS
GOOD TO COOK
11 1
SALT MACKEREL.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 15c
RIB CUTS,
WITH GREENS
10

You Get Foods Of QUALITY All the Time

use J cunt.

13c

I.B.

—FAMOUS VERMONT BRAND—Sugar Cured. Sliced

1 QUART GLO-COAT ...
1 GLO-COAT APPLIER

SPENCER TRACY
ROBERT YOUNG
WALTER BRENNAN
In

Hal’s Rhythmaires

FRESH CUCUMBERS

SPECIAL OFFER

Starring
PAUL LUCAS. LYN HARDING

Beautifully photographed, ad
mirably directed and acted, this
film lias brought down enthusi
astic praise from critics all over
the country.

15/
23/
10/
25/
25/
35/

floor polish by thc makers of Johnson’s Wax

IM MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Mrs Julia H
Dennison, who passed away March 28,
1928
"She's gone but not forgotten.
To the Heavenly Father above
For she'll always be remembered
By those who shared her love.''
She Is sadly mlsed by her lour child-,
ren Alfred Richard. Velma and Don- .
aid Dennison

Beginning Saturday. March 30.
and on all subsequent Saturdays
there will be
TWO EVENING SHOWS
The first at 7 the second at 9
Regular Weekday and Sunday
Evenings at 8 o'clock
Matinee Saturday at 2 30
Sunday at 3 p m.

BCH.

DOZ.

Sheldon — At Camden. March 25
Ralph Clifton Sheldon, aged 72 years

MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

SMOKED SHOULDERS

19c

PK.

NEW ASPARAGUS

SHORT SHANK—LEAN—HELL TRIMMED

13c

LB.

I RESII, CRISP, CLEAN'

Reversing its previous action the
municipal offlcers last night unan
imously granted Roland G. Ware to 1
establish gasoline storage at the!
corner of Main street and Talbot
avenue. It was stated by the peti
tioner that tlie capacity would bc
5.000 gallons of motor fuel and not
more than 4,000 gallons of heating
oil. Into the concession entered an j
arrangement whereby the city will, Mr. and .Mrs. Frank B. Allen, whose sliver wedding has just been observed.
—Photo by the Arnold Studio, Ellsworth.
have use of a portion of the land
facing the two streets.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Allen, Sr., and the new Rainbow Rink in
who were married in this city March Trenton. They plan to make their
Thc Lions Club had as guests
yesterday Willis I. Ayer of "Tal 22. 1915, by Rev. Howard A. Welch, future home in Trenton.
They have two sons. Frank Jr.,
lahassee, F.a.” and Robert Russell celebrated thelr silver wedding an
of Warren. Almon B. Cooper Jr., niversary at tlielr home in Trenton. and Earle; also a grandson, Robert,
was initiated Into membership, They made their home in this city all fine roller skaters.
with Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., acting as 18 years, and at three different The Allens have a host of friends
sponsor. Frank A. Winslow, guest times operated roller skating rinks in Rockland and all wish them
speaker presented his lecture "Si here.
smooth skating to their golden wed
Tlie Allens left Rockland in 1933 ding 25 years hence.
lent Riders," with supplementary
remarks, in the course of which he to operate rinks in Lamoine. Isleremarked that his first lecture was hurst, Trenton and Skowhegan.
The destroyer Dixie, under the
delivered first before that organiMrs. Allen was born in Rockland, guiding hand of Capt. Joe Kemp be
zatioff, and that, yesterday he was daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. gan its standardization trials on
speaking for the 192d time. A Clarence E. Thomas. Sr. She won the Rockland course yesterday.
movement was started in favor of the ladies' championship graceful
having bi-monthly ladies' nights.
skating event at Rockland in 1914.
and still holds the large bronze
BORN
trophy which she won on that oc
Rogerv—At Rockland. March 22. to Mr casion. Last April at the champion
and Mrs. Walter Rogers, a daughter—
ship skating meet in Lewiston she j
Sandra Jean
HaU—At Camden Community Hos
pital March 27 to Mr and Msr E won the state championship con
Hamilton Hall, a eon—William Doug test for graceful skating.
las Hamilton.
Logan-iAt Portland. March 24. ’O Mr
Mr. Allen was born in Machias
and Mrs Frederick Logan. Jr . (Cath and moved to Bangor in 1908. He|
erine Burke), a son. (Correction]
learned to roller skate at the Au
MARRIED
ditorium and won the Bangor city
Turnbull-Robertson — At Camden.
Dec. 3. 1939. Edward A Turnbull and I championship in 1911. He came to
Helen M Robertson, both of Rorkland Rockland in 1913 where he met
•z"
'
Stanley Grindle—At Rockland. March
20. Harold Stanley of Rockland and Miss Thomas, at that time Maine s
Mrs Sylvia Grindle of Stonington —By
amateur speed champion. He took
E B MacAlltster. J. P
Parker-Baum At Rockland Feb 21. part in the world's championship
Oeorge Parker and Helen Baum, both
cf Rockland —By Rev John Smith Lowe races at Detroit in 1914 and is at
present Maine's representative of
DIED
thc
Roller Skating Rink Operators' I
Fuller—At Rockland. March 26. Eliza
beth M . widow of Abel M Fuller, aged I Association,
which governs all
87 years. 30 daya. Private funeral Fri
day at 2 o'clock from 260 Broadway. championship roller skating events
Please omit Cowers
in the United States.
Gray At Rockland. March 26 Harry
R Gray aged 64 years. 4 months. 24
Mr. and Mrs. Allen are co-opera- j
days. Funeral Friday at 2 30. from!
tors of the Skowhegan roller rink!
Burpee funeral home

WALDO THEATRE

COURTEOUS SERVICE

BE SURE AND GET YOUR SWAP FOR CASH TICKETS AT BOTH OUR MARKETS—SWAP FOR
CASH HAS ALREADY PAID OUT IN DIVIDENDS $2,000.00.

SUNDAY MONDAY-TUESDAY
MARCH 31—APRIL 1-2

DANCE

FREE PARKING

PROMPT DELIVERY

F. A. Winslow has accepted an
invitation to be guest speaker at tlie
meeting cf tlie Oardiner Rotary
Club April 17.

QUAKER OATS * 18c BUTTERSCOTCHHUTCAKE

COME IN
f on

RECIPE

<
Page Four
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4
MRS. LOUISE MILLER
Correspondent
fi fi ft ft
Tel. 27

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 28, 1940

WARREN

PLANNING TWO WAY RADIO

fifififi
AI.ENA L STARRETT
Correspondent

of

The Word “Lobster”
No Longer To Be Con
fused With the Product
Of Southern Waters

The Department of Sea and Shore
Tel 46
A collection of art by Maine ar
Fisheries and the Maine Develop
tists will be on exhibit during
“The Masters Commandment ment Commission were informed by
(Miss Eleanor Miller, a student
Farm and Home Week at the Uni will be the sermon topic Sunday , the Federal Trade Commission, that
at Lassel Junior College, is spend
versity of Maine.
morning at the Congregational their efforts to protect lobsters from
ing a week with her parents, Mr.
Tlie
Federal
Surplus
Commodities
!
Church.
Church school will meet unfair competition by dealers in
and Mrs. E. G. Miller.
at
9.30
a.
m. and the evening serv southern crayfish, had brought re
Miss Ella Rider, a student at
Corporation is now prepared to re
sults. The Trade Commission has
ice
will
be
at 7 o'clock.
New York Institute of Dietetics, is
ceive and consider offers for sale
ruled that the word "lobster" may
At
the
Baptist
Church
next
Sun

spending a vacation with her par
! of fresh eggs in Maine and 11 other
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rider.
day. a special enlistment service be applied only to that species of
I States.
Thomas Bragg and Miss Beatrice
program covering a period of flve crustecean taken between North
Bagley were week-end guests of
Members of Maine 4-H Clubs liad 1 weeks will be begun, the flrst Sun- Carolina and Labrador and that
Mr Bragg’s relatives at Lisbon
enrolled for 6.789 farm and home day to be Challenge Sunday. The Southern "lobsters' must be desig
Palls.
projects, as of March 1, according pastor will speak on, “The Bea nated or labeled “sea crayfish",
Lester Black, Mr. and Mrs.
to State club leader Kenneth C. titude of Purity" at the morning “spiny lobsters" or “rock lobsters".
Sea and Shore Commissioner Ar
Charles Crowell and son. Garland
Lovejoy. Penobscot. Aroostook, and service Those who were unable to
of Wilton, N. H.. passed the week
Kennebec were the leading coun attend the presentation last Sun thur R. Greenleaf believes that this
end in town.
day night of the Easter pageant. ruling will be of great help to the
ties in enrollment.
Miss Barbara Scott has returned
a a a a
"Joseph of Arimathea", will be Maine lobster industry. "It will
from Brunswick.
The acreage of truck crops for pleased to learn that through popu prevent the sale of tons of the
Miss Shirley Burns and Miss
—Photo by N.Y A.. Quoddy. market continues to climb Leaving lar request. It will be repeated next southern crusteceans as 'lobsters’
Mildred Judkins, student nurses at
N.Y.A. officials and Maine State Police discuss plans for two-way out potatoes and sweetpotatoes. the Sunday evening at 7 o'clock. Church and at a price far below that which
the
Maine
General
Hospital radio police system. Left to right; Lieut. Laurence Upton of Bangor agricultural marketing service re
our dealers must charge for the
school will meet at 9.4f a. m.
passed Easter with Miss Burns' State Police Barracks; Harry V. Gilson. Director of N.Y.A. Regional Proj ports the 1939 acreage of the prin
genuine product," he said Accord
The
preaching
services
at
the
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burns. ect; and Samuel Freeman. N.Y.A. Radio Engineer.
cipal truck crops was the largest Pleasantville Rural school will be ing to Greenleaf many metropoli
The negative team of the Waldo
on record—more than three times at 2 30 Sunday afternoon with the tan hotels, restaurants and markets
boro High School Debating Squad UNION
SEARSMONT
have been selling the crayfish as
as large as in 1919
Sunday school at 2.16.
will debate Lincoln Academy at
who was a
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sukeforth arttP
"lobsters' for a number of years
Newcastle, Wednesday afternoon daughter Ann were Portland visit- j surgical patient at the Waldo
An outgrowth of research by Beginning with the night of and the practice had reached a
at 3 30, on the question “Resolved: ors Thursday.
jpounty Hospital for several weeks. chemists of the U. S. Department of April 3. for a period of seven nights stage whereby it was a serious blow
That the United States govern
Mrs Georgia Mills who has em- J** returned to hls home here and I Agriculture is the new grapefruit name'V April 3, 10. 15. 16. 17, 18, 19 to the genuine lobster industry.
ment should own and operate the pioyment at Togus. was at home Is convalescing.
seed oil industry. Last year, grape progressive Fireside Services in pri
railroads.” This is the first in a
Mrs
Ella
Wentworth.
Mrs,
Louise
fruit seed from the canneries was vate homes reaching out to the far CUSHING
for the weekend.
series of elimination debates spon
Dwight
Collins
t
Holmes
and
Howard
Holmes
at
used to make about 90.000 pounds comers of the Baptist parish will
Mr. and Mrs
TODAY, try the
"AirSpeo" Make-up. Buy "Air-Span'
rhe cold weather the wild
sored by the Bates debating league.
tended the funeral ot Mrs Ada of oil used mainly in dyeing textiles. be held by Rev. William Stackhouse. |
were
guests
of
Oscar
Upham
Tues
Face Powder and esk fer ihe cewpliaieniary "Tendem faWar,
Urban Borneman and Thomas
The
dates
of
these
services
which
1
Kccse
are
flying
northward,
so
spring
! Morton, which was held at her The oil also is a good food oil com
0 dever, weed parta gadget which bringa yoa "Alt-Span*
Bragg will debate for Waldoboro. day.
come on Wednesday night, time must surely be In the offing.
.1 heme in Belmont. March 20
parable to olive oil.
Kevge and "Sub-Deb" liptticfc in coordinated thodet.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Esancy
The second debate in this series
Miss Dorothy Davol, who has been
of the regular mid-week service at
• • • •
Carl Sukeforth's Friday.
_ ________________
. I Ernest Sprowl and Lee Sprowl
will be held tomorrow at the Waldo wereat
staying
with
Mrs.
Mary
Rcbbins
Farms in the agricultural con the vestry, indicate that the mid
w |ioiwho have been recent surgical paboro High School at 330 p. m. The
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Powell
„ ,
•
tients in the Bradbury Memorial servation program this year have week meeting at the vestry will be has gone to her own home at Stone's
affirmative team, Louise MoLain have been in New tk *
Hospital ln Belfast, have returned a reforestation allowance of $30 in omitted and the progressive fireside j Pointand Theodore Hall, will debate the their daughter. ‘ .
| Mrs. Webb Barnes and mother
° W ‘ *1 to their home here.
addition to the soil-building allow services to replace lt.
negative team from Traip Academy, Mullen for the winter have re»J
The
banquet
of
the
Oamma
Beta
54rs- Maud Barnes, are to arrive at
turned and are at the home
A number of m<mbers of Ro'e' ance. This reforestation allowance
Kittery. Me., on the same question
their bungalow April lst, from Sa
may
be
earned
by
planting
trans

Boys
Club
planned
for
March
15,
their son Carl
i *'00d Chapter. OES . attended the
WEST WASHINGTON
vannah, Oa., where they have spent
planted
forest
trees
at
the
rate
of
t
funeral
of
Mrs.
Ada
Morton
in
was
postponed
to
this
Friday
night,
School commenced Monday after
MRS. ANDREWS' TRIBUTE
Nazarene ( hureh Notes
, _ ,
_
at least 1.000 trees per acre spaced and will be held at the Montgomery the winter.
„„
, ...
Belmont. March 20
two weeks' vacation.
«
The subject of the Easter sermon .
Robert
Ames
and
Beverly
Oeyer
Tu Ail Elderly Camden Woman- by the pastor was The Resurrection'
A clinlc for Protection against about 6 by 6 feet. Areas planted rooms at 6 30. John M. Richardson,
Miss
Jean
Vannah
has
been
I
were Friendship business visitor:.
FOUR-room upstairs apartment to
Saved Bland Outing From
Road” Special selection of music^diphtheria was held at the village must be given reasonbale protection advertising manager of The Cou Monday.
visiting her aunt Mrs. Viola Hussey let; lights flush, water paid; garage If
against
fire
and
damage
by
live
de-lred
TEL 1161-W______________ 37*39
rier-Gazette.
will
pe
the
speaker
of
Failure
by Mr and Mrs Herbert MankJ Schoolhouse March 21 under the
:
Fred C Jordan of Rockland was of Winslows Mills
stock
grazing.
Payment
at
the
rate
the
evening.
...
_
OFFICE
to let; steam heat, central
The Easter program followed this>direction of Dr Kazjtow and M.ss
Mrs. Arnold Standish and son I location: vacant
I in town Tuesday.
April 1
TEL 133
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
M j Malonev and Merrill have been recent Augusta _____________________________________ -ia-tf
service. Those taking part were: j Moone>'- R- R- both of Union A of $7.50 an acre will be allowed Dr and Mrs. Charles Dalrymple. Mr and
One of Camden's elderly ladies
toward
carrying
out
the
reforesta

and sons. Eugene and Paul of Wor- daughter Miss ,Marilyn have re. visitors.
Ivah Howard. Mildred Best. Ed- large number were in attendance,
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
is Mrs. Carrie Frey of Chestnut ward and Donald Cramer. Dwight
roems. pantry; flush; newly decorated,
The village schools closed Fri- tion allowance.
cester. Mass., arrived Tuesday to j turned from a vlsit with „lativ„
Miss Barbara Hilton has been the sunny,
clean DELIA YORK. Ill Pleas
street, and I do not know of one Hcward. Junior Moodv. Billie Gould 4ay for a vacation of several weeks,
spend a part of the Easter vacation ! and (rjends in Boston and vicinity, guest of her cousin Miss Jeanette ant St , City_______________________ 37-tf
who deserves “a loving tribute while and Marion Best
Easter songs! These pupils of the grammar school |
UNFURNISHED heated apartment to
at the summer home of Rev and ‘ Oeorge Cooley came from Togus Oenthner of Winslow's Mills.
she lives" more than Mrs. Frey.
let at 25 Orove St.; lour large, sunny
were sung by Mr and Mrs. Herbert received all As for the
Merrill Standish spent last week rooms, continuous hot water
Mrs.
Will
Kelley.
to
spend
Easter
with
hls
wife,
in37 tf
Once a party of us went to MakHelen Cramer., Myrtle Fuller. Phyllis Gelo. Pris- 1 Editor of The Courier-Oazette:— ~
with his aunt Mis. Emily Etheridge ' HEATED apt to let all mod»rn. Oood
The
display
of
northern
lights
tending
to
stay
until
Monday
mom

ers Island for a weeks camping. Mank and Mrs ought the Bible cilia Gelo. Edna Tripp. Donald
What a cold and snowy Easter?
location Apply the MEN S SHOP. Main
in Round Pond.
Rev. J. W Ames brought
.
. St cor Park.
33 tf
Thinking there was no one on the School lesson in a message to thci Howard. Kenneth Shepard Those Im afraid few Easter bonnets ven the night of Easter Sunday was one ing. but was taken ill and returned
Miss
Hallie
Creamer
is
confined
i
.—rr-----------------------------of the most brilliant displays of re to Togus that night, the ambulance
TWO room furnished apartment to
island we did not leave our food
receiving
B's
were
Daisy
Rober
s,
tured
forth.
Mr
Savage
planned
to
let at 17 Warren S. Apply 11 JAMES
School.
coming from the hospital there to to her home by illness.
cent years.
under much protection.
Mr and Mrs Dewey Winchen- ?T" clty------------------------------At the N.Y.PS., there was a MiUer Howard and Marlton Park go to church in Warren but he Stuart French, student of the ' convey him back. His wife, with 8.
Two dogs which had been left
pi
nil U 1.
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St. Tel
23-tf
special program which was as fol er. Those neither tardy nor ab caught cold in his eyes the day be angor Theological Seminary, who H Olson and F. G Olson, accom- bach, Mlss Eleanor Winchenbach 579-w mrs flora collins
there by others were hungry; they
sent
fcr
the
term
were
Miller
fore
and
could
not
attend.
and
Mrs.
Alfred
Waltz
were
in
FOUR room apartment with hath to
lows: Scripture. Matt. 27: 1-8
4s spending the spring recess with j Panied him by auto. He is imvisited our Camp helped themselves
let furnished or unfurnished, heated
Rock.and last Wednesday.
Prayer. Poem—"Gethsemane” giv Howard and Donald Howard. The | We have some very pretty buff his parents Rev. and Mrs. L. Clark Pr^'ing
Apply 7 Elliot St.. Thomaston. TEL 24
to our roasted chickens, butter, etc.
pupils
of
the
primary
school
j
minorcas
we
are
trying
to
bring
Miss Margaret Crane has been __________________ 27-tf
en by Bertha Moody. The Story of
The selectmen and treasurer were
leaving nothing better for us to do
French,
was
speaker
Monday
night
FOUR-room apartment to let, al!
Easter—Helen Oramer. Dorothv neither tardy nor absent were up in a box in the front room
in session at town hall Saturday visiting relatives in Brunswick
modern Apply at Oamden and Rock
than keep ourselves busy digging
and Walter | Mr. Savage was interested in the at the Baptist Young People's
land Water Co . TEI. C34.__________27-tf
Howard.
Robert
Cunningham Richard Shepard
night,
to
pay
bills
and
attend
to
any
clams for our food.
picture of the Sagadahoc, formerly Union- his subject, "The Curse of
TWO unfurnished apartments to lei
Esther Wiley. Theriece Bragg and : Fuller.
other necessary town affairs. Thev
Some of our party swam across
Tel 629-M ELLA COLLINS 25 Nortt
Evelyn Danforth. "Radiant Easter” ; Mrs. Alanson Bryant, who spent "Star of the East " Capt Collins India". Lloyd Wellington was chair plan to meet every two weeks for
Main St
27-tf
to the next island and found it was
—Evelyn Danforth, "Died. Arose, the winter with relatives in Massa- used to wave at his sister and him man of the meeting. Sterling Stack- that purpose, their next assembly Advertlsementa ln thia column nm
FURNISHED rooms to let
de«tr
inhabited by the Freys who were
MRS A C. JONES. 5
to exceed three llnea Inserted once I01 able location
Lives”—Ivah Howard. Mildred and chusetts and Rhode Island, is at when he came down the river by house had charge of the prayer. being scheduled for April 6.
126-H
25 cente, three times for 50 centa. Ad Talbot Ave., Tel. 576.
owners of it at the time.
Llewellyn
Payson
made
the
hymn
Oardiner.
She
was
the
first
boat
her
home
here
for
a
time.
ditional
lines
flve
centa
each
for
one
Marion Best and the young peo
Although it is spring by the cal time 10 centa for three times Five
It was Mrs. Frey who kindly sup
he
ever
rode
on
Fare from Boston 'selections. Ann Norwood and Eliza- endar, Sunday was the coldest small words to a fine.
Percy Turner and friend, both of
ples choir,
"The Resurrection
plied us with butter, milk, eggs and
beth Kenniston favored with a
Mcming"—Bertha Moody. Conse Waldoboro, called on his aunt, Mrs I fo Gardiner was $125 then.
Easter this town has experienced
other groceries, so we could re
vocal duet, and Jeannette Perry
Nancy Savage
cration hymn Ill Live for Him " Belle Howes, Sunday p. m
for
years; the glass registered zero
main for our vacation.
gave a poem. Thirty-three mem
by entire congregation. BeneditIra Packard and Miss Marietta
that moming. The ground is covSome years after when Mr. An tjOn
bers of the Union were present.
' ' i Welch, both of whom are teachers WEST ROCKPORT
WE want to hear from reliable men,
ehed with snow and the weather
drews and I were occupying the
new employed, with foresight, lair eduThe subject of the evening mes- 1 in the Machias High School, were
The sum of $2143 was taken in colder than in January.
Miles
Lamson
has
returned
to
_
(cation
and mechanical inclinations.
home known as the "Hall Studio" sage was "Three Crosses."
Faster services were held at the'
FEMAI-E Beag.e hound found Own- willing to train sp^re time at home
, weekend guests of Mr and Mr ,. Brownsville. Texas, after a visit the silver collection Sunday night
Easter services were held at tne rr msy hav<■ Mnje by paying lor adv and iater
our 5hop. u become Inon Chestnut street, for the winter,
Lon Woodmm, the poet Evan- J. G Packard,
before the presentation of the pa Cove Church Sunday as scheduled UUOENE aMALLEY, S; Gtorge 3."39 stallatlon and service experts on all
Mrs. Frey was our "next door neigh gelist, will be in Augusta at the' Mrs. Ray Williamson of Goshem, with his parents, Mr and Mrs.
^ge^ion^^Xn't “Sr.K?
Henry Lamson He arrived home in geant at the Baptist Church. A Services next Sunday will be at
bor" and it was many times I ap Nazarene church in Revival meet- N. Y.. who is a teacher in the
time to help his father celebrate silver collection will be taken at the Baptist Church as heretofore,
-------^aT^rie^
preciated her kind motherly advice ings from April 1 to 5.
• I Goshen High School, is visiting at hls birthday anniversary.
the second presentation Sunday- conducted by Rev. Van Deman of
zette.
37*39
during our chats over the backyard
The Eastern Nazarene College ' the heme of her mother. Mrs Lula
e*sF\vw Oil we
REPRESENTATIVE wanted Ior reThere was a large attendance at night of the pageant Much of the Friendship.
fence.
rllK SA, *
* liable Nur ery. Trees. Rows. Fruits,
Debt Reduction Campaign is pro- j Sprowl.
the Easter services here Sunday in lighting, including outlets, was
* vlw ks/uaea
tu ranteed
Evperten~e none essary.
After a long life of usefulness
*^^^**^*^«^*k CONN VALLEY Manchester^Tonn
grossing.
Approximately $21.0j0 j
—
loaned
the
Church
by
the
Central
Washington
on
the
train
in
care
spite of the snow and cold. A con
with much motherly love for the
38*lt
has been received from all the dis- ORFF’S CORNER
cert was given by the primary de Maine Power Company, for the of a nurse.
creditable family she has raised
tricts. The New England District
George A Johnson of Rockland partment of the Sunday school at presentation of the pageant.
Mrs Inez Mathews, who has been ] reasonable TEL 36t-W
M-40, ^^leTof°k^°gd..:!2i‘n
she is now being cared for by one
has paid in more than $13,000. The. yjgjfcd Thunsday with his niece Mrs. the close of the church service. In
PAIR of two-year-old white faced slder caring for one or two for same.
of her sisters.
Mrs Margaret Sawyer was win ill with the grippe, is able now Hereford
steers for sale
FRED L. I ERNE3T YORK 127 Washington 8t.
goal set for this campaign Is. .yipe-t b Elwell.
the evening a group from this vil ner of the linen table runner at to be about the house.
MILLER. Warren. Tel. 15-13
36*38 Camden.
32*40
They spend thelr summers at
$25,000.
I Mr. and Mrs. Charles Reed of lage attended the pageant at the the Finnish Benefit Saturday night
Mrs.
Mildred
Oray
of
Rockland
UPRIGHT piano for sale tn excellent1 HOME laundry work wanted, wet. dry
North Haven and their winters in
condition, low price 33 Meguntleook or Ironed
TEL 141-MK
37*39
The “Other Sheep" contest shows 1 TOgu;> were guests Tuesday of Mr Rockport Baptist Church
Camden
instead of Lowell Moody as pre is the guest this week of Mr. and 8t. Camden. Tfc 558____________ 3£4O “0^—.TYnd’Ish lumber wanted
69 subscriptions for the Union and Mrs Edward Reed
Mrs.
Sidney
Wyllie.
Mr and IMrs. Lester Blake of viously reported.
SEVERAL trunks for ule. also mirrors state amount you have, thwkmos price,
Today Mrs. Frey enjoys reading
church. This contest closes next
Mr. and Mrs Owen Luke of Bath Yarmouth were weekend guests ol
Oscar E Starrett attended the ladders and miscellaneous articles at I and whether square or tpund edge B
A meeting of the Baptist Church
ond is much interested in The Cou
88
CAMDEN ST
36*381M CLARK. Union Tel 7-3
36-38
Sunday, March 31. The annual were weekend guests of Mrs. Ma- Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton
advisory board was held Tuesday Easter Breakfast given Sunday FURNACE electric-oil burner for sale
rier-Gazette.
WE want a cow. good grade Ournsey
church meeting of election of of belle Porter
morning at the Elks Home, and Will heat 8-room house, kitchen range, | or Jer-ey will consider swapping Ior
One finds her very attractive with
Mrs. E. S. Orbeton entertained the night at the Baptist parsonage
wood or coal First offer of 825 high grade sheep and lambs or b-st
ficers and the board, will be held
Mrs.
Harry
Creamer
was
the
the
service at the Pratt Memorial burns
takes 'em both Write OIL BURNER hav
Miss
Villa
Hayden
of
Augusta,
ROSE HILL FARM. Owls Head.
her snow white hair, ruddy com
April 2. Plans will be made lar guest of Mr. and Mrs Frank Tuesday Club this week.
Tel 292-R_______________________ 34 39
BARGAIN" care The Courier-Oazette
Church,
which
followed,
with
the
Rural
Supervisor,
visited
Union
plexion and big blue eyes that
37-39
The Mission Circle meets Thurs
SMALL sized wheel chair wanted to
the coming new church year.
Thompson in Thomaston Wednes
Commandery.
38-tf
are quickly filled with laughter or
25 WORK horses weight 1200 to 1700 rent or buy TEL 3J7 W
day afternoon with Mrs. C. V. Over and Warren schools the first three
Services next Sunday—Moming day.
Three
saddle
horaes
All
young,
clever,
50 CORES dry hard cord wood want
The
Help
One
Another
Circle
of
days of this week.
tears as the circumstances may re Worship 10 o’clock. Bible School
and well-broken Ouaranteed as rep ed 87 cord J B PAULSEN. Thcma-ton
man
at
the
Rockport
parsonage.
Mrs Mabelle Porter and Mrs
38*40
Mrs. Christina Maxey, who re Kings Daughters will meet Monday resented and priced reasonably Will Tel 62
quire.
Mrs. Sidney Andrews Ls confined
11:15, N.YP.S, 6 o'clock, evening pjor{l Boardman were in Rockland
trade
for cattle
or good used
cars
LEON
1
pt!R.NTTttntr
night
with
Mrs.
Ella
Caler.
A
LUDWIO.
Newcastle
Tel
,115
37*39
“
upholster
cently
arrived
at
her
home
in
She is small of stature but "when
T J FLEM*
service at 7. (Prayer meeting to Wednesday, guests of Mr and Mrs. to her heme by illness.
Results of Smorgasbord Lunch,
Thomaston from Cornwall, On
NINETY-acre poultry farm for sale, INO. 19 Birch St.. Tel’ 212-WK. 34*39-tf
nature makes anything especially
Due to illness of one of the can
night at 7.30.
maple orchard 8600 KENNETH HUT
Carroll Boardman.
tario, was caller Tuesday afternoon bazaar and dance held at Warren CHIN8.
rare and beautiful, she makes it
Washington. Me
37*39
didates. degree work was postponed
The girls of the 4-H Club met
at the home ot Mr. and Mrs. Boyn Town HaU, March 23. were most
little; little pearls, little diamonds,
NEW milch cow and call for sale,
when Mt. Pleasant Grange met
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs Al
DUTCH NECK
ton Maxey, her son and daughter- satisfactory. As the committee hi flrst calf JOHN LILJA, R F D No 3.
little dews.”
Monday night However, supper was
Union.
\
37*391
Mrs. Almeda Winchenbach Ms bert Elwell and sewed on laundry served, with visitors present from in-law. She was accompanied by charge paid all expenses, the gross
Mrs. John H. Andrews
NEW milk Guernsey cow for sa e;
returned to her home after several bags, with ice cream and cake for Penobscot View, Megunticook and her granddaughters. Marion and inccme of $440.68 was turned over large producer. OSCAR HOLMBERG
Camden, March 25.
for Relief in Finland. The follow Rt 137. East Warren______________ 37*39 ( R I RED chicks for sale. J J. Warren
Christine Maxey of Thomaston.
weeks spent with her daughter refreshments.
South Hope Granges. An Interest
NEW and rebuilt typewriters, adding i
ing can be called for at the resi 1 machines, cash registers tor sale, to strain Ma-sschu-etts. 10c each, straight
Miss Helen Hoch celebrated her
Rev.
«and
Mrs.
Will
Kelly
of
Mrs.
Clarence
Eugley
at
Waldo

run
DIAMOND T POULTRY RANCH.
The U. S. Exports 41,000,000 false
ing program was presented under
let'and
repaired; loweat pi
_____________________ _______________ 26 tf
13th birthday March 16 by enter
Oakland are passing a few days at dence of A. Lampinen, 47'4 Main
teeth annually.
boro.
direction of the lecturer.
and supplies for all makes; factory ,
FOR Sale--SCR I. Red baby chltks.
St., Thomaston, 312, 498. 322, 254, agents for offlce supplies
J
W
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Orne and taining the following friends June
Several from this village attended thelr summer home and with them
THOMAS * CO . 22 Lindsey St Tel I hybrid baby pullets U S. pulloium
451,
738,
571,
890,
507
and
295
Reed,
Aimeda
Bragg,
Frances
Nich

are
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
O.
Dal

clean,
hybrid baby roosters
Write,
New Amazing
children have been recent guests
807.
37-39
the Farm and Home Week at
phone for prices
M M KINNEY. St
ols, Grace Nash, Elwood Cuthbertrymple ot Worcester, Mass., and
COTTAOE
lot
on
Pemaquid
Pond.
Oeorge
s
River
Rd
.
Thomaston.
Tel
of
relatives
in
Bothby.
Orono this week.
DENTURE CLEANER
Damariscotta, for sale. 80 ft thore Tenant s Harbor. 56-14
34 42
their sons, Eugene and Paul.
U. S. BRANCH OF THE ATLAS
Maynard Winchenbach was aj,5°n Ernest Nichols, Elmer Hoch,
frontage
Apply
look
box
263.
DAM

ASSURANCE CO. LTD
CLEMENTS Chicks "stand the gaff'
Uno J. Laiho has been ill. Sulo
Makes Stained Discolored Portland visitor Saturday.
Norman Bragg and Guy Kennedy,
ARISCOTTA. ME
36*38
, of heavy profitable production because
Read The Courier-Oazette
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1939
CABIN
motor
boat
for
sale,
24
ft
;
they
have years of finest breeding be
Pietela
of
Waldoboro
ls
employed
at
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Jackson and Jr. Games and music were enjoyed,
Stocks and Bonds.
5 214.913 91 1928 Chevrolet motor
ELLIS YOUNG, hind thrm
Customers report excel
the Laiho poultry farm during Mr. Cash tn Office and |Bank. 4.247.320 05 10 Georges 8t., Thomaston. Tel 113
moved home and refreshments of ice cream, cake
lent
results.
You can get them too
Agents Balances.
550,622 41
recently
Write Ior
37*39 Pullet chicks in all breeds
Laiho's
illness.
and
crackers
were
served.
Helen
Interest and Rents.
26 008 61
free
complete
catalog
CLEMENTS
a
uf
Ifrom Ba,h where they have been
OOOD used cars for sale Ponitac.
All othes Assets,
35/205 51
Tickets
for
the
game
party
for
received
many
nice
gifts.
Including
BROTHERS
FARMS
Rt
33.
Winterport
Defioto, Chevrolet. Ford, all models 1 Me
living for Lhe past two months.
87.074 070 49 I 1935-39; many have radios, dealers; I
Oross Assets.
Miss Hazel Winchenbach re-|4wo birthday cakes
Friday night at the Town hall,
Deduct Items not admitted.
861.010 38 will
demonstrate
by
appointment —
aupices of the Congregational
In spite of the severe storm of
HENRY K. ALLEN. Tenants Harbor. I w
turned Saturday from a two weeks
$6,213,060
11
Admitted.
Tel
6-12.
36*38 |
Circle,
are
on
sale
by
the
circle
visit with her aunt Mrs. William March 15, the farm bureau meeting
LIABILITIES, DEC 31. 1039
DRY slabs for sale. F M HALLO- »
members.
Playing
will
begin
on
was
attended
by
15
women.
The
Pottle in Friendship.
36 -38
$257,419 00 WELL. Tel 953-M.
Net Unpild Losses.
$
arrival of the patrons, the doors to Unearned Premiums.
2 932.667 01
15 SWARMS of bees for sale
MRS
Mrs. Leland Johnston and son subject "Left Overs in Meal PlanAll other Liabilities.
383.039 37 FRANK STUDLEY, Thomaston, house
open at seven.
Edwin of Waldoboro have been re- j ning" was conducted toy the foods
Statutory Deposit,
400.000 00 side ol Oyster River, Warren road 33-tf
$25 REWARD for the conviction of
Miss Ruth Starrett, who has Surplus over all Liabilities 2.236.934 73
the person that broke Into the garage
cent guests of Mrs. Alice Creamer, i leaders, Mrs. Amber Childs and
DRY fltted hard wood for sale. $10; on the estate of Leland Killeran. FRED
No Brushing. No
No danger oof breakbeen Ul is reported to be gaining.
junks, long; soft wood slabs; kindling KILI.ERAN admr
Total Liabilities and
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wotton and i Mrs. Fannie Weaver.
36 38
investigate the time-saving and
ing. No acid. Safe and harnili-s.
ham
Surplus.
86.213.030 11 T J. CARROLL. Warren, Tel. Rockland ’’OLD AT 40? OET PEP! MEN WOMEN
Of
interest
to
residents
of
this
two
children
of
South
Waldoboro
j
A
farm
bureau
meeting
on
Poul263 21
26-tf
Simply place your deutur
Edward W Berry Si Co. Agents
in a
money-saving
advantages
of
Raw oyster stimulants, tonics ln OS
38 Th-44
solution of KLEENITE. Lt
town is the news that June Robin
Leaye for [ were recent Sundav visitors at the try management was held at ComD. & H. hard coal, egg. stove, nut i
Tablets often needed after 40
15 or 20 minutes—while you uress—
our plan before you sign up for
'
_ .
.
814.50 per ton. del Household soft coal < TREX
son,
12,
and
Carol
Robinson,
8.
bodies lacking Iron, calcium, phos
munity
House
Friday
afternoon
in
XO home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chute
$8 per ton, del. Lumpy new River soft by
or overnight Kinse—replac
phorus,
Vitamin B 73-vear-old
any home-financing plan
89 per ton, del. Ask for swap for cast I DOCTORIodine,
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
charge of County Agent Wentworth
BRUSHING.
writes: "Took It myself. Re
and Thomas Creamer.
tickets. M. B. ie C. O. PERRY, 519 Malt sults fine.'' Oet 35c size today. Call,
Now look at your teeth—gleaming,
g
Robinson of Clncinattl, Ohio, spent
jwith a good attendance. Richard
St., Tel. 487
27-tf write C. H MOOR & CO
28*39
lustrous, stainless,
natural-loo
Easter in Washington, D. C, with
HARD coal for sale, $14.50; Pocahon
teeth and plate clean and sweet, free
The maximum earthquake period Gerry, agricultural teacher at the
CALL Rockland Sanitary Service fot
ROCKLAND
LOAN
&
tas
soft
lumpy,
$9;
dry
fitted
hare
from all unpleasant taste or odor.
dependable hauling waste and ashes
thelr maternal grandmother, Mrs.
for the Untied States is between high school was a speaker and also
wood, $10.
J. B. PAULSEN, Tel ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN. Tel. 1399 14-tf
BUILDING ASS’N
Grace Strait, and aunt, Mrs.
Thomaaton 62 .
27-tf
a representative from Wirthmore
,
KLEENITE
October and March.
WASTE and ashes removed reason
HARD wood per foot, fitted. $1.25 able rates, dependable service
18 SCHOOL ST, ROCKLAND Martha Carr. They traveled the
STAN
Grain Co. was present. A very in, The Dentists Plate Cleaner
Sawed, $1.15, long. $1.05. M. B it C. O. HALL. Tel 311 or call at Hall's service
distance
from
thelr
home
city
to
j
PERRY.
Tel.
487.
Subscribe
to
The
Courler-GazeW*.*
teresting
meeting
was
reported.
27-U
station.
Mala
and
Winter
ste.
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To Ride A Million

Schools are closed for the Easter
vacation. Mrs. Olrien. Miss Elliot
Hudson Plans a Radically
and Miss Sargent have returned to
New
Direct-Comparison
their homes.
The "Sisters of the Skillet Club”
Campaign For 1940
met with Alice Grant at her home
Spearheaded by a unique directon Thursday evening. Refreshments
comparison demonstration drive,
were served.
Constance Carver who has been one of the most aggressive nation
spending the winter with her sister wide spring merchandising pro
in Ashland returned home Tuesday. grams ever undertaken by the
Rexford, young son of Mr. and Hudson Motor Car Company will
Mrs. Leon Crockett celebrated his begin here today, according to an
second birthday on March 20 with announcement by Stanley E. Boyn
ton, Hudson dealer for Rockland. 1
seven youngsters enjoying the aft
"Hudson plans to demonstrate to I
ernoons entertainment which was
a million customers during the
featured by Easter eggs. Those
spring months," Mr Boynton said
present were: Betty Joy. Jlm Mac
In describing the sales program.
Donald. Bondlne MacDonald. Diane
These demonstrations are unusual
Thayer, Laurence Pierce, Louise
in that they will enable the pros
Morrison and Douglas Stone, In
pective buyer to make a direct 30cluding their mothers and grand
mlnute comparison of Hudson with
mothers. Mrs. Mamie Crockett and hls own car, or any other, over a
Mrs. Hattie Bray.
familiar, daily traveled route.
The students who are home for
"Reports from Detroit indicate
the Easter vacation from various that Hudson is experiencing the
schools and colleges are: Arthur most active pre-spring demand
Beverage Jr., Jasper Veverage, Elea since 1937 as evidenced by the fact
nor Brown. Roger Raymond, Milton that since the introduction of tlie
Beverage and Virginia Beverage.
1940 models, the company has al
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Coffin is ready shipped 11,900 more cars than
spending the Easter vacation at the Were shipped In the entire 1939 sea
home of Mrs. Coffin s parents, Rev. son," Mr. Boynton declared.
and Mrs. H. P. Huse.
'In view of this progress, Hud
Norman Greenlaw of Deer Isle son's spring program, inviting mil
who has been spending a few weeks lions of motorists to compare Hud
here with his parents Mr. and Mrs. son for themselves on thelr own fa
Harry Grenlaw. returned to his miliar travel routes, ts happily
home on Saturday. Mr. Greenlaw timed with factors that point
leaves soon for New York for the strongly to an outstandingly suc
seasons yachting.
cessful spring selling season '—adv.
Mrs. Irvin Stone and son Douglas
is spending a few days in Vinal NEW ENGLAND TOWN MEETING
SAFEGUARD OF DEMOCRACY
haven visiting relatives.
By John Oould of Brunswick,
North Haven reached a "new
Maine,
off the press March 20.
low" ln the way of dwelling places
for our rather large army of young 8tephen Daye Press, Brattleboro,
married couples. There Just didn’t Vermont.
Up ln the hilts of Vermont and
seem any places to be had. True
there are many houses over here, New Hampshire, back ln Western

Donald Amiro and friend were
ln town over Easter from Whitins
ville, Mass.
Miss Jennie Hutchinson of Ston
ington is the guest of Miss Carrie
Gray.
William Lincoln and Mrs. Han
nah Anderson have returned from
Miami. Pla.
Mrs. Maynard Smith nnd Miss
Gloria Skoog are passing the week
in Brewer.
Miss Ruth Lyford is valedictorian
and Miss Evelyn Dur.lap is salutntorian of the senior class. 1913
Vinalhaven High School. These were
recently awarded by rank.
It is reported that the Vinalhaven
band is soon to rehearse for sum
mer concert work.
There will be a rehearsal of Pocohontas Council Sunday at 2
o'clock at Red Man s hall for the
regular meeting Tuesday night. At
this meeting there will be degree
work and balloting. Members please
bring a box lunch.
Pequoit Tribe of Red Men. will
work the Warrior's degree Friday
night.
There will be a Firemen's meeting
Tuesday April 2nd and supper.
Mrs. Walter Ingerson was hostess
to the Mother and Daughter Club
at her home Priday.
Another of the series of Winter
parties held in Worcester. Mass., by
the "Vinalhaven Fish Hawks' at
the apartment of Mr. and Mrs Fred
Swanson. Thursday evening March
21. Prizes lor winners at Chinese
Checkers were awarded to Mr. and
Mrs. James Smith and Sigma Swan
Spruce Head Chapel, supplied during the summer by
son. Refreshments were served.
Rev. N. F. Atwood of Rockport
The Knit-Wits met Tuesday night
but they belong mostly to the sum
with Mrs. Keith Carver.
setts to school on Friday's mall mer colony, or can be rented for a
Hollis Burgess Is home from Uni
beat.'
few months only. Something Just
versity of Maine for the Easter re
Capt Emery Philbrook brought "had to did", so now the property
Golf Courses and the
bait to H. J. McClure Thursday If know as the Peters Shore has
cess.
At Memorial hall Monday evening
Country Clubs Will Play this weather keeps up lobsters will been divided up into lots, and most
be a curiosity.
under direction of Margaret Kinley
of them are all sold. Among two of
Important Part In lt
of the high school faculty the senior
the parties who now have fine hous
With an investment which "runs
class of Vinalhaven High presented
es under construction are C. Bonnie
the comedy-drama "M'Liss' with well into seven figures" in the form
Quinn and Lewis Burgess. The
Miriam Greenleaf In the title role, of golf courses and country clubs.
Quinn lot is near the shore and com
As
Chattily
Told
By
One
Others in the cast were: Evelyn ithe ancient game has become "one
Dunlap. Carl Nelson. Kenneth Cal- i of Maine's major recreational atWho Evidently Admires mands an unsurpassed view of the
eastern Thoroughfare, and Vinal
derwood, Berton Dyer. Ruth Lyford, tractions,' Harry C Webber of Bath
The Courier-Gazette
haven shorelines. Mr. Quinn moved
Alma Wahlman. Will Olson. Rebecca revealed following a survey of the
his house from the J. O. Brown St
North
Haven,
March
26
Duncan. James Webster. The en- golfing situation in the State,
Son boat yard, and is enlarging the
tertainment was exceedingly peppy j Webber, long associated with the Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ground structure, pending the run
and the characters finely interpre- Maine Oolf Association and pubI am sending you some items to
ning of concrete for the cellar. The
ted by the girls and boys. Much -isher of "Golf in Maine,' a booklet help keep the North Haven news "on
As for myself, I Burgess cottage is located near the
credit is due Miss Kinley for her devoted to Maine golfing iqforma- tiie map.'
East Maine street and sits on high
John Gculd ot Brunswick. Me.
work in directing the play. Selec-,tlon saiti that hls survey showed wouldn't quite know how to start
ground which also affords a fine
the
evening
right
without
my
Cou

tions by the orchestra were en- ‘hat »n increasing number of sumview of the eastern Thoroughfare.
joyed by the audience. Dancing rner visitors are being attracted to rier-Gazette. and sometimes the paMr.
Burgess doesn’t expect to com Massachusetts, along the coast of
followed the play. Quite a sum the State's excellent courses which pers are "left over there on the plete his house for occupancy un Maine, behind Katahdin in Aroos
remain in perfect condition when wharf," tas I've been toldi and <Jh!!
took and in some thousand small
was netted.
those elsewhere have become what a blank when the paper til the fall of the year, when he New England tewns, Yankees hold
Mrs. Lillian A. Carver
will have one of the finest looking
Tcwn Meeting every March.
The community was saddened to dry and hard under the Influence doesn't ccme.’
Ncw last Thursday's paper failed places on the island, bar none.
of
summer
heat.
With cnly slight variations lt is
learn of the death of Lillian A.,
The building size 18 by 23 feet
He stated that revenue received to "make It," (of course I read
the kind of government that the
wife of Edward O. Carver, which
frcm these visitors afforded em- about the trouble later) so the pa- which formerly served as a two- Massachusetts Bay colony set up in
occurred March 22 at her home.
ployment for many persons during per came Priday afternoon over :ar garage on the Marden property contrast to European imperialism.
Mrs. Carver was born in North
the summer and “added consider- here. Well now. I mistook Friday located in the Sleepyville section: It ls government of and for the
Haven, the daughter of Jonathan
ably" to the sum total of Maine's evening for Thursday, and What did is being remodeled into a fine house people, but mostly by the people,
and Lucinda < Whalen ) Annis. Her
recreational business receipts.
I dc but fall to make out my order with a long dormer towards the lt u democracy strjpped for action.
age was 65 years, 10 months, 20 days.
Webber viewed the coming season fo Perry's Market in time—and I western sky, and will have four but lt has had little attention out- I
Mrs. Carver has been a resident of
'as one cf "unusual activity" in didn't bake any beans Saturday generous sized rooms, and french side its quiet New England area.
Vinalhaven many years. She was
Maine golfing circles with many either for the same reason! So you windows on the flrst floor It will
It remained for John Oould of
a woman of Christian character,
tournaments scheduled for various see what "bad habits" The Cou- ae ready for .occupancy about the Brunswick, Maine, to assemble the j
and united with Union Church in
sections of the State. Activities will rler-Gazette gets me into! long Irst of May, and My. and Mrs. Er facts and personality of Town
January 1899. was a member of
begin April 19 with a tournament live the good old Courier-Gazette — nest Brown will be the pleased new meeting. Hls book does not recom
Union Church Circle and active in
tenants.
at Brunswick, he said. The com cur "Tri-weekely Habit!"
mend that the system be extended, j
all church work.
You might print something abcut
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sherer and for Town Meeting and Yankee go
plete calendar of tournaments will
She leaves a large circle of friends
not be available for several weeks, my orange tree. The tree is about children Dana. Marilyn and Nancy- together, and without that tightand neighbors to mourn her loss.
22 Inches tall and is one year old. left last Thursday for Rockland to fisted, Independent make-up of the
he added.
Deceased was a devoted wife and
Webber reported that club offi It blossomed once this winter and dslt with Mrs. Sherer’s parents and small-town New Englanders, there
mother, and besides her husband
cials look for "a big tourist season' two tiny oranges started to form. ner sister Miss Flora Cole. Mr. could be no Town meeting.
she is survived by a daughter, Mrs.
this year with thousands of out of They finally dropped off, and the Sherer returned to the island Mon- For the people who live outside
Vernon Holloway of Deleware, Ohio State visitors expected to avail next thing I knew tiny new shoots lay while Mrs. Sherer remains for
the Town Meeting belt, or for those
and by a son Albert Carver of this themselves of the opportunity of started out all over the plant l longer visit.
who need assurance that Democracy
town, also by a brother Albert Annis enjoying Maine's "nearly a hun Pretty soon I discovered all of the
Mrs. Helen Marden has been con- Is still well enough to be up and
of Middleboro, Moss., and by three dred" courses.
branches were covered with buds ined to her home the better part about, John Gould's book gives a
grandchildren. Marilyn. Ruth and
again, many of them. (I think 1 if the last two weeks with a series picture of the typical March meet
Albert Carver Jr., also of this town
counted something like 851. It )f severe colds.
ing as it exists today in the New
CRIEHAVEN
Funeral services were held Wed
should bloom this week, as some of
England small town, where there
Mrs.
Fred
Wilson
is
visiting
rela

nesday at 2 p. m. at the family
the buds are nearly ''bursting" now GIANT STONE HEADS
are two sides to every question
residence on Carver street. Rev. tives in Rockland for a few days.
I wonder how many others have
and majority rules.
The
storm
tf
Saturday
and
Sun

Kenneth Cook, pastor of Union
orange trees? I got mine at the
A Curious Discovery Made On
This book is delightfully and
Church officiated. The abundance day made very picturesque waves Burgess Seed As Plant Co. in Michi
Mexican Plain Far Frotn
graphically illustrated, and, as P.
and f.irav. Several times Sunday the
of floral offerings testified to the
gan. It is supposed to bear real Supply
Tristram Coffin has said "Nobody
breakwater blinker tower wasn't
love ar.d esteem, in which Mrs.
fruit, of a very fine quality. It is
alive” could tell the world more ca
visible
The curious discovery of five pably about that cornerstone of
Carver was held. Interment was
very interesting to watch them
March 16. Rev Neal Bousfield of
made in Cummings cemetery. Tlie
grow, and the flowers are so sweet stone heads, each weighing 20 tons our New England liberties as solid
the Sea Coast M.vion held a service
or more, on a swampy plain of the as Plymouth Rock, the town meet
smelling!
bearers were members of the Lion's
ln the school
Club: Ambrose Peterson. Charles
I also have a dwarf fig tree which Mexican gulf coast. Ls announced. ing. John Gould loves human be
Miss Rith R Lepper who did the
The Basalt carvings were found ings. and he has gone with his heart
Webster, Andrew Oilchrlst. Alex
has leaves on it as big as a dinner
drawing for E V. Mitchell’s latest
ander Christie.
plate. Tliat too is one year old by a joint expedition of the Na and camera open, right into the
book "Maine Summer," was guest at
Those from out of town to attend H. J. McClure's, recently, while mak but I have only just learned that tional Geographic Society and the place where they grow." Of recent
it will survive our "northern win Smithsonian Institution near tlie years greater interest again has
the services were Mr. and Mrs. Ver ing drawings for his next book.
ters"
left in the ground, so perhaps village of La Venta, in the State been shown tfl Town meeting affairs,
non Halloway. Delaware. Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Wilson cf Frank
that
will
flower and fruit this year of Tobasco, 100 miles from the near and we are not so sure that we
lin, Mass., have moved to Hillside
I
have
a
large variety of bcau.ifu est source of Basalt.
have outlived the fine spirit of that
farm.
Scientists were puzzled as to how early Gala day.
house
plants.
K. S. F.
Harold Anderson has returned
I was going to send The Black the heads could have been brought
VINALHAVEN AND
from Port Clyde where he spent the
Cat, a picture of a beautiful and through the jungle to thelr present!
winter with his parents.
ROCKLAND
location on a high, sandy Lsland. j
Libby Huipper is visiting his noble cat, but, try as I will, I can
STEAMBOAT CO.
There was no clew to thelr age.
not
find
the
picture,
it
seems
Maybe
nephew. Nick Anderson
ROCKLAND, ME.
The heads vary in height from six
Ben McClure Ls spending Easter 1 wi" be more successful at a later
vacation with his parents.
!date 11 am afra'd 1 read lhe Black -'eet to eight feet five indies, and
Service To:
Serefino Palzolla called on friends Cat co!umn first, like a lot of other :n circumstances from 13 feet 7H
Vinalhaven, North llaven, Ston
inches to 23 feet seven inches. Tliey
here last week
jfolk when 1 unfold
paper).
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan's
Leslie Wilson of Brookline. Mass | Herc are
flSures «"y seven have no necks. The base of each
Island and Frenchboro
Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
spent three days it his home last nendescript pullets "hung up" for lies just below the chin and rests
Flush Out Poisonous Waste
If you have an excess of acida iu your blood
weejj
jCggs the last five weeks: 36, 30, 27 □n broken stones. One head is
WINTER SERVICE
your 15 miles of kidney tubes inay be over
Marc White is visiting his sister,:
and 36 again tiiis last week haped Uke an altar. The features worked. These liny filters and tubes are working
Subject to change without notice
on
tile
Otlier
four
are
boldlv
«euln1
f “y Bn<1
to
Nature rid your system ol
How's
that?
I
wouldn't
know,
as
Mrs. Alton Raynes. at Owl’s Head,
.__ .
.A1_ .
J
H j
a« nla and poisonous waste.
disorder of kidney function permit*
I'm only a "farmer" in the embryo tured With broad noses, thick lips
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
over the. holidays.
and nromlnent pvpk
powonoua matter to remain in your blood, it
Read Down
Read Up
Helen B. Marden
na prominent eyes.
niay cause nugging backache, rheumatic pains,
Neil Simpson is guest of his sister.
| leg pama, bins of pep and energv, getting up
A. M.
P. M.
Mrs. Carlyle Brown, at South
| nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, head*
About 40 pounds of flsh are con- aches and diasinem. Freuuent or scanty pas
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00 Thomaston.
The average speed of lightning if
sages with smarting nnd burning sometimes
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
shows there is something wrong with your
School closes here this week for 28.530 miles a second, recent studies sumed by a sea lion daily.
■
kidnevs or bladder.
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.3d
- 1
Kidneys may need help tbe same aa bowels,
the
spring
vacation.
have
shown.
6.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
Wollen garments will not shrink
Norman Wilson visited his grand
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1J0
1" '“W "'i*' ,,nd
he,P the 15 »«■»!«« °<
117-tf
father, Fred Simpson, a few days Roblns raise two broods of four lf they- are hung out to dry while. akidney
tube, fluah out pouououe anti Iroui
dripping wet.
your blood, Oet Does a Fills.
last week, returning to Massachu- to six young each year.

Big Tourist Season

North Haven News

KIDNEVS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
DELICIOUS CALIFORNIA

These are California Peaches of superior quality. Al
these prices, Finest and Richmond Peaches are two of
the biggest fruit values we have ever offered.
SLICED OR HALVES
—

RICHMOND
SLICED OR HALVES

STOCK UP - BUY AN
EXTRA SUPPLY NOW.'

FINAST NU-

2 25'
2™“27e

PRICES ROCKLAND. ROCKPORT, CAMDEN

LARD 2:;:,15C|OLEO
2 21c
JI I
33c
DU I I IhIB
73c
FLOUR g7Sc
SUGAR -—$5.20 10 53c
SPRY or CRISCO 3?. 49c
4 25c
TOMATOES
6 18c
MATCHES
39c
3
COFFEE
1 LB.
PKGS

BROOKSIDE

LB.

ROLL

OLD HOMESTEAD
PASTRY
24 H I.B. BAG

(A
BAG

PACKERS
I..ABH.

No. 2
TINS

OHIO

LGE.
BXS.

BUT. TIP

RICHMOND
A PLEASING BLEND

1 LB.
BAGS

GROUND ITtF.SH

SLICED

SMOKED—4 TO 7 LB. AVE.

SHOULDERS - 13c BACON

dainty
JELL
ANO PUDDINGS

E«y to Prepare - Very
''’expensive to Buy

19c

PRUDENCE C0.:.T HASH

17*

3 AS 25*

HERSHEY!

RELISH sSKX. *«»*
APRICOTS

CHIVERS*

PKGS

LB.

CHOICE CALIFORNIA
EVAPORATED
OLD! INGUSH
MARMALADE

19*
I LB
BULK
I LB
JAR

17*

23c

Grapefruit Juice
3 20c • 2 25 c

MA1HE
CORN

SWEETENED o. NAiURAL - U. S. GOVT. GRADE "A" JUICE

Finest Brand Tender Golden Bantam

20 oi
TINS

evaporated

milk

Hom.

BANANA CAKE ,W8k » 15'
U..TIN 23c
Fig Tarts n «.c
19« Drano
6 •! BOT 15c
Corn Flakes^ pk«5c Wlndex
TIN 15c
Salted Triscuit pk«23c Boraxo
1815c
Cat Food^S, Atf&lSc tO Mule Borax PKG
Irish Bread loaf 12’,< Octagons«ap A bars 15c
Rolled
n l
’L,tOr Klek
l pkgs 25c
rtoiiea wl°*
.,. s.,..
>pkgs

M.H, U«.w..tan«|.n<,Ev.pof.t>d
•>-.,.No„.e.tt.r BuyS.wi|
F *
Rocl-BoHom
Price.

4 27c
ws
FLORIDA

» 21*

SUNSWEET

EVANGELINE

H.. O,., ,oo u„. j.

MAPLE SYRUP S22KS2 :°v 21«
EDUCATOR CRAX 2
29*

JUST LIKE HOME MADE.'

"Olde Style" New E ngland

BREAD
PULL
IWENTT
OUNCE LOAF

2^ 17c

fmit^vkiimus

g

CALIFORNIA LARGE I7G

doz 29c
ORANGES 2 doz 39c ORANGES
McINTOSH
CARROTS
bch 5c
APPLES
4 lbs 17c
NEW
CELERY 2 bchs 29c
CABBAGE 4 lbs 17c SPINACH 3 lbs 19c
SEEDLESS
GRAPEFRUIT4forl9c ST’BERRIES ptbsk 19c

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

Every-Other-Day
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cr Albert Harjula Tliursday evening, i They will be accompanied on the
Miss Lucinda Rich, club agent was I trip by Miss Lucinda Rich, club
Chcci up. Spiiiig n“lat b< °” lt’’ present and conducted an egg Judg- . agent and their club leader Miss
way. On our hill the birds already •
_ . .
. ___ I
___ _______
/X ZX zx >x
zx zx zx zx
Glee Clubs Will Feature have arrived! Yes, 500 baby chicks ing contest, Refreshments were. Arlene Nelson.
ZX
zx zx
JS
Program For Benefit of at Charles Stackpole's and 250 at served.
LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
GILBERT HARMON
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles Mac
Correspondent
Correspondent
Correspondent
Tlie Jolly Toilers, 4 II girls club
Uniform Fund
Robert Carey s’.
Donald have been in Providence
ZX ZX
zx
zx zx zx ^x
zx zs zx zx
met at the school house Sunday
ftftftft
Mrs. Ellen Nelson. Mrs. Mildred
for a few days, accompanied as
There was a large attendance
At the Camden Opera House Fri
afternoon. These girls have been
Tel 2229
Tel. 713
Tel. 190
Harjula and son Gene returned Sat
far as Bridgton by their daughter
very active this winter in their club
Uie meeting of Grand View
day at 8.15. the Camden High School
urday from Quincy. Mass., where
Miss Gwendolyn MacDonald, who
work and in giving Finnish folk Orange, East Northport last ThursThe Trytohelp Club met Monday- Musical Organizations present the
Mrs. Arthur Skewes Ls a patient
Mrs. Jennie Buchanan and son, was home for the weekend.
they had spent the week as guests
dances on Finnish relief programs day- Supper was served to 75. The
at the Knox Hospital in Rockland night at the heme of Mrs. Clara second in a series of programs for of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harjula.
Carl of Millinocket, are guests of
in Rockland. Portland, Augusta and tllird and Iourth degrees were conLane with 16 members present. The
for
a
few
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Knowlton.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Chapman,
Frank E. Bridges of Swan's
time was devoted to sewing Next tlie
of tile Uniform Fund,
Bath. For the past month they ferred on Edward Gonia.
A
semi-private
home
recital
by
Miss Katherine Donahue went Island has been spending a few
An outstanding feature of the Tauno Ralikonen and Albert Har have been coached in a new- folk
At the census reports were: Nine
week
the
club
will
be
entertaind
the piano pupils of Mrs. Howard
jula motored to Bangor last week.
Tuesday to Arlington, Mass., hav days in this city.
dance by Mrs. Lilja of Union at Atlantic Grange. Searsport; seven,
Roilirs will be given at 3 Pearl'
the home of Mrs. Hazel Cain I program will be the Girls’ Glee Club
Returning they were accompanied
ing been called there by the sudden
whose liome Uie club were guests Pleasant Valley, Rockland; one,
witli Mrs Edith Ovcr.ock as hos- undel. (jle direction of Mrs. Esther
by Miss Ina Anderson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Talbot street Friday night at 730 o'clock.
death of her brother-in-law, Frank
on the evening of March 12. Tills Penobscot View, Glen Cove; four,
Invitations
may
be
secured
by
call

tesR
s
Rogers.
Radio
listeners
as
well
;
jjrs.
Fred
Anderson,
who
came
of Portland visited Mr. Talbot s
Dooley in New York.
Lincolnville;
four,
Miss Elsie Lane is at homc from , as 8U who participated in the broad-! home for the
recess Mlss was also the birthday of one of Tranquility,
ing
Camden
2526
The April meeting of General former home in this city Monday.
the
members,
Eleanor
Nelson,
and
Weymouth
Grange.
Thomaston;
Mias Ruth Gregory lias returned Fryeburg to spend thc Easter vaca- cast from tlie Opera House March 17 ^derson returned Monday to Ban
Knox Chapter, D.A.R.. will be held
to her home in Fort Kent after !tion 'uth lKr Parents, Capt. and wore greatly disappointed that the gor t0 resume her studies at the the bountiful refreshments served oue' Megunticook, Camden; 37 of
June,
daughterof
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Monday night at the home of Mrs.
i after the rehearsal made the affair >-hc host Grange.
having been Uie guest of her sister 5116 George Lane. She motored giec club selection should have been ,italne
of Commerce,
George Derry-, in Rockland at 7.30. Cheever Ames, entertained Mon
a happy birthday party. Mrs. Lilja
Tlle annual meeting of the Drahere
with
Miss
Daphne
Winslow
cf
cut
ofT
,
Tlie
excellent
work
of
Mrs.
. . — — ------------------------------------ 1 Mrs. Annie Kyllonen and sonsi
—
- in..
day in honor of her 12tlr birthday. and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Rok'and, both beuig members cf the R06ers in the field of Vocal Music ]Ovln and Arthur of Waldoboro,was asslsted in serving by her son mal,c club of Gland View Grange
Mrs. J. E. McChcnney and son.
Howard
Rollins.
Games were played. The refresh
Hinnor
Mr ' Norman. who has appeared on many
h® held March 30 at 7.30 at the
John Earl, of Marshall. Mo., are
i ls well-known throughout New Eng- ^CFC gUCStS oi
Norman Marriner, a student at faculty at Fryeburg Academy.
«lt (litlllCl OtlDCln) of ^Ir.
1'irviwn nf XjC»*c T
ment table had a centerpiece of hy
and Mrc
AnrUrcnn and famiiv 'tiie
programs ns soloist.
.home of Mis. Louise Brown. This
guests of her grandmother, Mrs. T.
At
tlie
recent
Republican
caucus
land,
and
music-lovers'
always
look
the
University
of
Maine,
is
passing
iind Alls. Prod Anderson and iamilv.
in.
M
acinths and green candles. Each
Mr and Mr. nhorioc i „r,d»n nf I Tw'° of the club members. Svlvia ls ,lie elect*on of officers and plans
C. Williams.
guest was presented with a colored the week wiCh his parents. Mr. and held at Selectmen’s Office E. Stew- forward with much pleasure to Mi. and Mrs. Charles Lunden of
J
...ni oicz.
- *
Stanley Copeland returned Mon
waoi
tdcHod rnUHvAc her Korppinen and Eleanor Nelson go u
a s0
macie for a three-act
hat.
Tlie guests were Elaine Mrs. Earle Marriner, Washington art Orbeton. Oh aries A. Cavanaugh, hearing her High School Glee Clubs west Rockport visited relatives here,
6 niftV tn
I Thursday to University of Maine Pla5 0 “c Presented during Maj.
day to Augusta after passing several
Capt.
George
Lane
and
Roland
sing.
street.
Achorn, Beverly Cogan, Virginia
Sunday and attended Easter serv
days at his home here.
Mills, Evelyn Sweeney Joan Hunt
At the meeting of the Rotary; Club Crockett wre elected delegates to
The program is:
ices at the Finnish Congregational
icC and- State
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Marshall i nnd Barbara Koster.
Barbara Tuesday noon tlie program consist- j the —
D.stricT
Convention
"State of Maine Song", Roger V Snow \ church.
WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
Ition on “PaclOn6 a Suitcase ’ on the |
Orchcs' ra
! Farm and Home week program.!
and son of Boothbay Harbor, called • Saiindcrs was unab,e to be present '
of 8 movl'
entitled 'nic to be lield in Portland on April 4 Overture—"Dawn
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ln the
Mrs. Fred Anderson and daughter |
Forest"
Ralph Jarrett
on relatives and friends in town because of illness. Mrs. Ames was Land of the Free'’ which was shown Alternates eleted were Mr. and
Ina
visited
Rev.
and
Mrs
Alex
Raita
}
’ On thc Mall’’.
Goldman
Sunday.
Band
assisted in serving by Miss Ruth : on the Hi«h School machine by Mil- Mrs. Ralph Buzzell. Mis. Ellie
and Mr. and Mrs. John Matson and
Trumpet
solo
"Peony
Polka".
Pine Cone Troop. Girl Scouts o' Marston.
ford Payson of fhe faculty. A Vic- Veazie and Franklin O. Priest.
h A. Vander Cook family in Friendship last Tliursday
_____
J tor Elmore, a former member of
James Hendrick
America are attending services Sun
Miss Hazel Wall, who is employed
Mr. and Mrs. Matson are the proud
Selma Heal at the Plano
day night at the Baptist Church in
Lend-a-Hand Class. Mrs. Jose 1 the club was welcomed back into in Belfast was guest Easter Sun "Tales FToin the Vienna Woods"
parents of twins, Edna and Elmer,
Strauss
observances of the fourteenth an phlne Grover teacher, entertained tnernbersliip
day of Mrs. Delora Morrill.
"Class Colors".
Berger j now eight months old and doing
niversary of the Girl Scouts.
Orchestra
members of the Farnham Bible
Ralph Clifton Sheldon, 72, life
When you buy one of our 175 styles of Stoves, you gel the
A workers' conference was held
Bouaa dl>e.
The Thunderer".
tops in quality, with many extra features not found in any other
Mrs. Edith Hathorne was hostess Class, taught by Ralph P. Conant.' tone rfsldwit of Camden, died Mon Tuesday night at the Baptist parBand
Not "June in January ’ but Janu
stoves at prices one-third less. WE SELL DIRECT TO YOU.
to the Federated Circle Tuesday in the vestry of the Littlefleld day n«ht at hU home on Mountain j MnagC with representatives from Piano solo—' Madrllena'. Paul Wachs
Margaret Thomas
ary on tlie flrst day of spring and
No middlemen's profit to pay for. Electric, Gas, Oil. Coal and
Frltnl-Blegger
afternoon there being 11 members Memorial Baptist church Monday street. He is survived by his widow,; tlie Various church organizations "Olannlna Mia
Wood Ranges; Furnaces and Air Conditioning systems.
up to now describes the weather of
Girls' Glee Club
and one guest present. During the I night. Oames were played and a Abbie L. Sheldon. Funeral services present. Several important matters
Mrs Esther S Rogers, director
the
past
week.
Intermission
KALAMAZOO STOVE CO.
business meeting it was decided to program with Mrs. Wesley Thurs will be held at the Good Funeral j were discussed and plans made for
Merrymaker's Overture ".
Zamecnlk 4-H Club Notes
AUGL'STA BRANCH,
304 WATER STREET
have a public supper April 9 at the ton, Walter Griffin. Mrs. Carrol Home Wednesday afternoon at 2 future church activities.
Orchestra
Tlie Handy Hustlers, boys 4-H
The World's Greatest Stove Store
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver en- Sasopho^ duet--Muskat
r
Congregational vestry, and Miss Wixon and Mrs. Ronald Lord, o'lock, Rev. Weston P. Holman of38*40
Club met at the home of their leadAvery smi h and Harry Johnson
Nellie Gardiner, Mrs. Margaret vocal soloists, and Mrs. Clarence ficiating. Burial will be in Moun- tertained at an Easter party Satur—■
day night with nineteen neighbors o’d -Ame"?'VanK*<S
Stone. Mrs. Priscilla Moss and Miss Dorman and Mrs. Josephine Grov- tain Cemetery.
Tlie
Friday
Reading
Club
will
an
d
friends
as
guests.
Beano
was
?^7
‘
r
£oika'*
ni,d
“
iew^mivn
Jessie Stewart were appointed to'er. in readings, was presented In
Orchestra (arranged by Brieggeii
serve on the committee. At the con- charge of the get-together were j hold Its annual banquet at Green! the favorite pastime with Mrs.
Oables
Inn
this
week
at
1
o'clock.
Myta
Oiles
winning
the
door
prize
B
‘
rtW
8ere^>e".
Mlssud
elusion
the assisted
meeting the
Mrs.hostess
Mar- 1 Mrs.
Wcslev
Mrs William
guerite of
Treat
Dorman
anciThurston
Mrs* R^ald
!!irT '
he the l^t meeUng of the and Mrs. Ellen Daucett, the major
Frank Mage?
Selma Heal at the piano
season. There will be readings by prize. At a late hour a bountiful Greetings ro Bangor'
Hall
in serving refreshments.
Refreshments were served.
Band
Mrs. Helen Wentworth cf Hope.
lunch was served from a daintily Star Spangled Banner".
Mrs. Sadie Chapies, Mrs. Helen Keys
The engagement of Misa Doris appointed table, having as a centerThe Instrumental portion of the
Lyndi, Mrs. Oiive Brazier, Mrs. Felt 513. Grover 510, Porter 503,
Olive Files and Mrs. Margaret Hastings 5:4 Singles. Young 131. Myrtle Trott, daughter cf Mr. and piece a large Easter bunny. Those program is under the direction of
Spear cf Williams-Brazier Unit, 117; Stevens 123. Lynch 120, A. Elliot Mrs. Eugene L. Trott of Augusta. present were Mr. and Mrs. Ralpii Roger D. Calderwood, of the high
American Legion Auxiliary, attend 117, Grafton 116, Robbins 115-112. to Richard C. Hopkins, son of Mr. Wilson, Mr. and Mrs Charles In- school faculty.
-ed the meeting of the Third District Felt 115-112, Grover 114, Strout 113, and Mrs. Adin L. Hopkins, has re- graham. Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Council held in Damariscotta yes- Shields 111-119, Porter 111-110, cently been announced. Miss Trott Crockett. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert at 12 noon: Young People's Society
attended Cony High School where Crockett, Mrs. Ellen Daucett, Far- Christian Endeavor at 6 p. m.; eveterday afternoon. At this meeting Hastings 111, Dana 110.
tlie recently formed Waldoboro . strout 497. ,A. Elliot 493. Stevens shc was a member of the Cony Cue rest Daucett, Mrs Ellen Bohndell, ning service with sermon by the
Unit was given a surprise shower of 493 Shields 492. did not miss the staff, College Club, National Honor Mrs. Gladys McOray, Casper Dau- pastor, subject "In the Name of thc
! Society and was graduated in 1936 cett, Miss Muriel Giles, Mrs. Myra Father, and of the Soil and of thc
dishes and money for tlie purchase charmed 500 circle by many pins.
as saiutatorian of her class. She I Giles, Fred Swett of Round Pond Holy Ghost” followed by a bapof dishes.
Individual Record—Top Ten
I ls a member of the Penny Memorial and Harvey Richards of Thomaston usni.
Wilson B. Carter of the DamarisStrings Average
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Erickson < Rudi
Miss Roberta Holbrook will arrive
cove Coast Guard Station came Young .
1,10
103.5 United Baptist Cliurch where slie
is
active
in
young
peoples
work
and
Pr.est)
have
returned
from
their
home
from Gcrhain Normal School
Monday for a few days’ visit with Robbins
99.9
110
is
employed
as
bookkeeper
ior
honeymoon
trip
and
are
now
cccuFriday
to spend the vacation witli !
his family and returned Wednesday. Felt .....
99
4
110
Mr. Hopkins at- pving thelr newly furnished apar;- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
His father. Daniel Carter of Port Grafton
99.4 Blaine S Vl.es.
no
Clyde, was here with them for Eas Roes
95
98.6 tended Camden High School where ment at thc residence of her father. Holbrook.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crockett
ter, arriving Friday.
98.4 he was active in athletics and de- Fred Priest.
55
Shields
ba
’
irg
and
was
graduated
In
tlie
.
The
Baptist
Ladies'
Circle
met
enteitained
as guests Sunday, Mr.
98.1
no
Orover
97 8 class of 1935. He attended tlie Wednesday afternoon at the .home and Mrs Charles Carver, Mrs. Myra
105
Strout
Giles of Camden, Miss Muriel Giles
976 University of Maine whCTe he was of Mrs. W E Whitney.
1C5
E. Elliot
all tbe time I've been dealing
The O. W. Bridge Club was en- of Thomsaton.
Team Standing
954 also active in debating. He is a
1C5
Lynch ...
in paints, I’ve learned one very
member of the Penny Memorial , tertained Tuesday afternoon at the
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Welch and
W. L. P.C. PF. Av
United Baptist Church and the home cf Mis. Annie J. Gardiner, son of Camden spent Eastcr SunYoungs, 50 32 .694 28.902 481
important thing about customers
GROSS NECK
Felts,
Delta Tau Delta fraternity and is Next week Miss Marion Weidman day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
40
.556 28.584 476.4
Mrs. Pearl Simmons and children
employed as a draftsman by the will be hostess.
i W E. Whitney.
generally. They want more than just
Elliots.
31 34 .528 28.184 469.7’
of North Waldoboro visited recently
Hastings, 34
State Highway Planning Survey
Stated meeting of Harbor Light
Tlie annual business meeting and
.472 28 213 470,7 '
tbe best merchandise their money
with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Oraftons, 23
No date has been set fcr the wed- Chapter OES. will be held Tuesday election of officers of the Twentieth
458 28.168 439 5
Frank
Simmons.
Marks.
21 51 292 27.723 462 1
night with a program to follow the Century Club will take place Frkiay
can buy; they want service, too, and
Recent callers at the home of Mr.
The Poverty Party to be lield by business session.
' afternoon at the home of Mrs.
League Records — Individual:
advice to help them get the very best
and Mrs
Mrs. Melvln
Melvin Genthner
Genthner were
Young 573. Marks 145. Team: El- and
pnllathea Class of the Chest- : Services Sunday at the Baptist Eddii Buzzell.
hots 2562. Youngs 535. Elliots-Marks ' Dewey Winchenbach and. Eugene nut Strect Baptist church has been Church, C. V. Overman minister,
The Ladies Mission Circle cf the
job possible. Our business is founded
•54.
| Winchenbach. of West Waldoboro postponed to Friday. April 5. There will begin with morning worship at West Rcckport Baptist Church will
on meeting these three demands.
Match results:
Marks 2788-1. and Edgar Wallace of Dutch Neck wiU
no meeting of the Class this ll o'clock, sermon subject An Im- meet today at the home of Mrs. C.
Elliots 2356-5, Hastings 2419-1, Felts and Basl1 Winchenbach of Rockland wee^
portant Question;” Church School V. Overman.!
2466- 5, Graftons 2360-2, Youngs »nd Winfield Havener of the village. , Mrs. C. W. Babb will entertain thc ;
"Our paints and varnishes are tops,
Painter Pete
2467- 4.
) Mr. and Mrs. Charles Geele arc members of the Camden CommunRalph Choate
because they are made by duPont. No one
Hlgh scores for week: Match, ill and attended by Dr. Lenfest.
I ity Hospital Club on Thursday at
has to take my word for that—the results
Young 553, Rcbbins 516, L>nch 513,
John Simmons was in Rockland Green Gables Inn.
Wednesday, April 3, tiie Good
you get from these scientifically made,
r Cheer Class will conduct an after
Ifiii
pre-teited finishes speak for themselves.
noon tea in conjunction with tlie
YOU SHOULD TRY THIS
*'Our customers can tell you about the
Congregational Ladles' Circle Fair
NEW WHITE HOUSE PAINT
i
at Uie Elm street Parish House.
service we give. They must like it—most of
There will be a meeting of the
them havc been buying paints from us for
MADE BY DU PONT
fi Good Cheer Class Tuesdav night,
.25
Superba Solid Pack Tomatoes.............. 2 cans
Xx
.
years.
JUST RECEIVED
April 2, at the Elm Street Parish
6 cans .70
House. A covered dish supper will'
"When it comes to advice, we are al
.12
Fancy Maine Canned Com........................can
be served. Thcre will bc a regular !
A good old standby—now better than ever, g
ways
ready to help out. Painting is not
.70
’
meeting collection only.
difficult, but there are a lot of little things
.25
Baxter’s Cut Refugee Beans.............. 2 cans
*J Miss Helen Thorndike, a student j
W at the University of Maine, is
most people don’t know about, that enter
6 cans .70
spending Uie vacation at the home 1
.15
Horticultural Shell Beans.......................... can
into the painting picture. For instance, the
(3^1 of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A K. i
6 cans .75
right color combinations; the right
Thorndike, Chestnut street.
.15
Fancy Elberta Peaches............................... can
zK Oil Friday and Saturday the
brushes; the right method of surface
6 cans .75
It starts whiter . . stays
2^! technicolor screen production of
preparation; the right finish for the right
Sliced or halves—rich in delectable ripe peach flavor.
nJ Kenneth Roberts' historical novel
surface. The public can’t be expected to
.75
Whole
Kernel
Com
can
.................
15;
6
cans
whiter.. ifs self-cleaning
• "Northwest
Passage,"
starring
Just like eating corn on thc cob.
Spencer Tracy will be shown at the
know about all of these things—but we
As the months pass, tomorrow's rain
Superba Ready To Serve Apple Sauce .... can .10
Gi i Comique Theatre. The feature tomust know them, and we do.
washes away the dirt and dust of
3 cans .25
day is Barbara Stanwyck and Fred
"We invite everyone who isn't ac
yesterday, leaving your home white
.■i MacMurray in -Remember thc
.70
Large Cans Pears............. can .25; 3 cans

IN SOCIETY

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

GEORGES RIVER RD.

Camden Concert

ROCKPORT

j

Qur Qpgjjgg ComCF

INTERESTED IN SAVING $20 TO $70?
OF COURSE YOU ARE

THE BEST PAINT VALUE
IN ROCKLAND
IS AT JAMESON’S
Bert says:

Thomaston Bowlers

SPECIAL CANNED GOODS
SALE

Center Crane Company

New Coats and

3 piece Suits

j**1'1'

fJts last week called by the illness of

3-PC. TWEED SUITS,

Ills mother Mrs. Gilbert Simmons.
Mrs. John Simmons and Miss
Annie Kaler returned from Rock
land Sunday.
William Thorne was a North Wal
doboro visitor last week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Mastcn of
Nutley, N. J., arc visiting Mrs. Masten's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Geele.
Mr. and Mrs. Dcrvey Winchen
bach. daughters Ida and Eleanor
Winchenbach. Mrs. Aaron Nash of
West Waldoboro, Mrs. Mertie Booth
of Kalers Corner called on Mrs.
Ida Waltz Sunday.
I Mrs. Lillian Jessie and children
jof Rogkland have been ereent visi5 tors of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
John Simmons.

$16.50 and $22.50

2-PC. MAN TAILORED SUITS, 9.95 and 15.50

Forests of pine, oak. cork and
chestnut cover 19 percent of the land
in Portugal.

TWEED OR REEFER COATS, 9.95 to 25.00
fl* . _ • x '

• -TX

■ > ’ *■

”X

* \-x

4>

RdH.l The CuUIlef

They’ll grace any table—adds much to any meal.

Superba Ripe Grape Fruit................... 2 cans
6 cans
Superba Grape Fruit Juice....................... can
Sweet or unsweetened.
J cans
No. 2 Cans Sliced or Grated Pineapple, 2 cans
Baxter’s Pod Run Peas .... can .15; 6 cans
Large Can Fruit for Salad.......................... can
2 cans
No. 1 Can Fruit for Salad.......................... can
3 cans
Whole Peeled Apricots...... can .25; 3 cans

.25
.70
.10
.25
.29
.75
.30
.55
.18
.50
.70

Sun ripened in California—full of delicious flavor.

Fancy Large Fresh Eggs............................ doz
Small Swift’s Premium Hams (whole)
lb
Squire’s Boneless Hams, whole or half; lb

.25
.22
.28

and gleaming. Because it spreads far
and covers well, it’s the most eco
nomical paint you can buy. Ask us
about (his fine new du Pont
30
development.
OAu

3

quainted with our organization to drop in
whenever they are thinking of painting—
they can be assured of the finest in paints,

the finest in service, and an interest in
their painting problems that goes on long
after thc sale is made."

J. A. JAMESON CO.
473 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 17

To boil or bake.

Johnson’s Y. E. Beans............. qt .10; peck
Superba Brownbread............................ 2 cans

.75
.25

PAINTS

Plain or with raisins.

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17

LOOK

BETTER •

LAST

LONGER • SAVE MONEY
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Every-OtHer-Day

®SOC* ETY
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Fuller who j Mrs. Charles M. Richardson, Mrs.
have been spending the winter in Benjamin Philbrook. Mrs. Orrin
Florida, with Miami as the hailing Smith and Mrs. Frank Newbert won
port, havc arrived home and have bridge honors at the Wednesday
reopened their residence at 240 meeting of E.F.A. Club held at the
Broadway. Some chilly days were homc of Mrs. I. J. Shuman. Miss
experienced in the Southland, but Daphne Winslow received a guest
now that they are back in the Tern- prize. Buffet lunch was served,
perate Zone the Fullers are inclined >
-------to make light of them.
| Mrs. Bernice Jackson, Mrs. Mary
_____
Sistaire, Mrs. Minnie Smith, Mrs.
Miss Harriet Wooster goes Mon- 1 Adah Roberts, Mrs. Anne Alden
day to Boston, where she will at- Mrs. Ella Hyland and Mrs. Mary
tend the Nelson Eddy concert. Dur- Dinsmore, represented Winslowing her stay in Massachusetts she Holbrook Auxiliary at the Third
will be the guest of her aunt, Miss District Council meeting of AmeriEda Kncwlton, In Lowell.
can Legion Auxiliaries held Wed------nesday afternoon at Damariscotta.
Tlie W.C.T.U. will meet Friday The next council meeting will be
afternoon at 2.30. with the Misses held at Union, date to be an
Ada and Alena Young. North Main I nounced.
street. Each member may invite a
-------guest. Refreshments will be served, j Mrs. Wallace Little entertained
-------| Tuesday Sewing Club this W’eek at
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Jr. was lunclieon and a thimble party at
hostess to Dessert Bridge Club Wed- her home on Broadway.
nesday afternoon. Mrs. John H. |
-------MoLoon and Mrs. Edwin L. Scarlott Mrs. J. L. McAleney and son
had high scores at contract.
.James of Portland, were recent
_____
’ guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Colla
Mr. and Mrs. Cassius M. Davis more.
of Eric, Pa., have announced the1
----- —
engagement of their daughter. Miss
T,le Tuesday night meeting of
Elizabeth Davis, to Wilson B Hatetoquitit Club was held with
Keene, son of Mrs. Wilson B Keene Mrs Grace Rollins, with Mrs. Oriin
of 26 Clinton avenue and Rock Smith and Mrs. Lizzie French win
land, Me., and the late Mr. Keene. ning boners. Refreshments were
Miss Davis, who is a member of served
the senior class at Simmons Col
Robert Hall of Waterbury, Conn.,
lege. Boston, will be graduated in
spent
the Easter weekend with his
June. Mr. Keene was graduated
from the Massachusetts Institute mother, Mrs. Nellie Hall, Rockland
of Technology last June, and is at street.
present working at the Institute for
Com. and Mrs. Carl F Snow had
his master's degree. No date has
as guests over tlie weekend their
been set for the wedding.—The
daughters. Miss Eleanor Snow of
Montclair (N. J.) Times.
Bluehill. Miss Dorethy Snow of Au
Students from the University of gusta aud Miss Frances Snow of
Maine spending the Easter recess Cambridge, Mass.
at their homes are the Misses
A fcod sale was conducted by
Eleanor Lock, Betty McAlary and
Barbara OrfT. Paul Horevseck. members of Itooevik Club, Tuesday
Clarence Peterson, Grant Davis.. afternoon following relief sewing
Meredith Dondis. Gordon Thomp- at thc lome °f Mrs Sumner c
son. Richard Karl, Donald Marri- Pcrr>'
The secretary reported
ner and Frederick Perry. Elmer »310.74 sent in for Christmas seals.
"Toppy" Bird and Harold Dondis'th« lareest amount ever received
cf Bowdoin College arc also having , h***- Mrs. George L. St. Clair has
a week's vacation
I becn chairman for the club the past
_____
. four years, her capabilities being
Mrs. Harriet Dyer of Haddon- commented upon in a letter frem
field. N. J., is visiting her mother, j Mrs McOouidrick , of Augusta,
Mrs. Florence Dyer in Owls Head. State director, who wrote: “Miss
for two weeks.
, Buck, in sending out her charts to
Rcckland schools, last year, did
not send any bill, as she wished to
give them in appreciation of the
Christmas seals activities.” The
Saturday, March 30
members, who direct the sale for
At 477 Main St., Rockland Rockland, are deeply grateful to lo9.00 A. M. TO 3.00 P. M.
|cal residents for their generous re38 lr sponse.

RUMMAGE SALE
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This And That

SINGS AT RUBINSTEIN CONCERT

By K. S. F.
Recently hi South America a can
vass called "The Madonna cf Bo
gota" by Raphael was discovered.
It had been owned for generations
i by a distinguished family cf that
j country. It was examined under p
I hospital fluoroscope by the head
, restorer of canvases at the Chicago
Ait Institute and he pronounced it
a 16th Century Italian piece and
without doubt a Raphael fully
worth tlOC.000. first noted by a
professor of the University of Bo
gota. It is much begrimed by the
centur.es but a beautiful examp.e
of tlie great master's work.
• • • •
Whe said this first: "Laugh and
the world laughs with you. 8norc
and you sleep alone."
• • • •

BIRDS EYE

FOODS
FROSTED
cmmu, need!SEVEN mea&
21 DIFFERENT ITEMS

WITH THE NEW

The Biginning of Swing

‘‘—Baltimore—The swinging of
tlie arms in walking ls not a mere
accompanying pendulum movement
but an integral part of the forces
.. .witli Patented (ONSERVADGR
moving the body forward. Dr. Her
bert Elftman of Columbia Univer
pivsDry, Moist, and Frozen Cold!
sity, New York, reported to scien
tists through the research journal,
Only PHILCO has il! The old-fashioned
Human Biology, publislied at the
freezing unit that took up space in the cen
Johns Hopkins School of Hygiene 1
ter of the refrigerator is replaced by the
and Public Health here.
new PHILCO streamlined Advanced
"Tlie swinging of the arms
serves to regulate the rotation of
Design... with separate ice cube and fiantMiss Helen Spear of Fort Fairfield
.ore frozen food compartments! Thrillthe body as a whole," Dr. Elftman
Thr Rubinstein Club finds it necessary to sell tickets for the excellent stated, ‘‘serving especially to de- '
ingly different...with greater convenience
concert It will open Its doors to Fridav night. The chorus, with all new
than you ever dreamed possible. And
musir. has worked for weeks to give, through the careful training of Mrs. crease rotation about the vertical!
Philip Howard, an unusual treat wtth several really beautiful numbers, axis while only one foot ls on the 1
CONSER VADOR... exclusive... patented
and the guest artist. Miss Spear, is well worth the small door fee to be ground and to modify the rotation '
...with 26% more quickly usable space, />/».*
charged, and the members to appear are all of high class in musical while both feet are ln contact."
dry, moist and frozen food compartments!
atV hunciil.
• • • •
A new kind of a refrigerator... nothing else
O
That
it
Were
So.
Frank
Bridge
England
uses
more bicycles than
Intermezzo.
Clokey
like it on the market . . . and now with a
Stornellatrlee.
Resphighl
Mis Faith Berry, crjanlst ahd Mt>
any other country. There arc
I Meant To Oo My Work Today
Nel.ie Averill, pianist
special introductory offer that gives you
Dent Mowrey 10,000,000 ln use In tiiat country.
Irl».
Wolf
Miss
Helen
Spear,
sonraro
DINNERS EOR A WEEK... I REE! See
•
•
•
•
Floods of Spring.
BaclimannlnoB
Mrs Faith Berry, pianist
Misa Margaret Simmons soprano. Mrs
the new PHILCO Refrigerator TOD AY...
Joyous Springtime.
H H Roberts
Tiie world's deepest oil wells are
Nettie AverUl. pianist
Rublusteln Club Chorus
take advantage of this special opportunity.
Consolation No VI
Franz Liszt
found
in
the
United
States.
At
Mrs. E e.tncr Co e Howard, director
Mis Ruth Collemer. pianist
Mr, Faith Berry organist. Mrs. Nettie Flagstaff, Arizona, scientists havc
Averill, pianist
The Wa er Lilly.
Franz-Daggett
ASK FOR DOOR PRIZES
Rubinstein discovered laughing gas in the at
Sapphic Ode.
Brahms-Daggett Tlte Cloister Knelt.
Itvdls Tracy' Storer, con :alto
Rubinstein Club Chorus
mosphere.
Has
-one
anything
to
Mr- Faith Berry, organist. Mrs. Nettel
Mrs. Eleanor Cote Howard, director
At SENTER CRANE’S
Averill, pianist
Mrs Faith Berry, organist and Mrs
do with thc other?
There She Lies In Slumber Deen.
Nettle Averill, pianist
• • • •
Jean Sibelius
and PERRY’S MARKETS
Prelude and Etude Opus 19 No 1
Jem Sibelius
Cecil Burleigh Dear Land ol Home.
Thanks to Mrs. Carl F, Ingra
Rubinstein
Club
Chorus
Miss Bertha Luce violinist
CONTEST ENDS APRIL G
ham of Chicago and Mrs Rose B
Mrs Eleanor Cote Howard direr or
Mrs Ruth Sanborn, pianist. Mrs. Faith
Mrs Faith Berry, organlat. Mrs. Nettle
Berry . organlat
Hupper
of
Tenants
Harbor
who
AverUl.
pianist
Aria dl Pappea.
O. F H.ndel
leemtr-aMbeng—
j kindly sent This and Tiiat, Rileys '
Mrs. Robert Russell and infant ! Albert Rogers of Fort Fairfield “The Raggedy Man" with all the j
WILLIAM B. NASH
Mrs. Fred Tripp. 'Margaret Egan) MILLS-BENSON
daughter Gretchen, who liave been is visiting his grandparents, Mr. verses.
• • • •
The
funeral
of
William
B
Nash,
is
a surgical patient at Knox Hosa social item of interest in The
and
Mrs.
A.
C.
MoLoon.
' at tlie homc of her parenU Mr and
I "I do not know how far
‘Mrs Henry Jordan, since leaving
63.
former
Maine
newspaper
pub

Boston
papers was the announce
oital.
! My fragile lamp may cast Its
j Knox Hospital, returns tcday to
Mrs. John M. Richardson won
lisher,
who
died
in
Boston
last
week,
ment Saturday of the marriage of
beam—
high honors and Mrs. David Mc
Warren.
Friends are sorry to hear of the Amos Stone Mills, Jr., of Eoston to
■ How brightly o'er life's restless following an illness of ,:x months,
_____
Carty was low at bridge, when
waves
was held Monday.
Burial was in illness of one of tiie Murphy sisters, I Miss Jilizabetli Benson of Nrwton,
Mr. and Mrs Fred Ryer of Cam THE. Club met this week with
whose dancing for public entertain
Its fitful rays may gleam.
Newton cemetery.
den road, entertained sons and Mrs. Edward C. Boody. Late lunch.
ment has pleased so many. Char Mass., in The First Congregational
( I'll keep it Dimmed and filled
Mr.
Nash,
a
native
of
Clicrrydaughters from Banger and Massa- ,
and burning bravely through the ficld, was a Colby College graduate. lotte underwent a serious opera lion 1 Church in Newton at 4 30 o'clock. A
Miss Janet Keene of Smitli Col
chusettss over tlie weekend.
night."
In tlie early days of motion pictures Tuesday morning at Knox Hospital reception immediately followed at
lege, is spending two weeks' vacation
• • • •
he ewned a chain of theatres on thc I Shakespeare Society met last Tlie Wellesley Inn ln Wellesley.
Mrs. Elizabeth Haines, who has with her mother, Mrs. Wilson B
Latin Is the universal language North Shore and during the Woria nigiit at the home of tlie president
The biide attended the Blshcpbeen a patient at Knox Hospital, Keene, at the home of her grand
of science, A plant may have a War owned a metal factory in Mrs. Grace Lawrence In Rockport. Lce S’hool and the Oarlard School
has returned to her home on Grove parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry O.
hundred common names throughout Jamaica Plain. He hal publislied Twenty-one members and three in Boston. She is a sister of the
street.
Gurdy.
the world but never but one Latin tlie Rcckland Star and later The alumnae were present. Mrs. Har late 1 leut. Ellsworth Bc: '-on. U-S.N.
name.
Machias Republican retiring 10 riet 'Levensaler, Miss Mabel 8p?ar , Mr Mills attended the New Pre
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spear of
Mr. an(j Mrs. Peter Simonton and
• • • •
years ago to live in Boiton, where , and Mrs. Gladys Heistad. Mr Eva paratory £-hool In Cambridge and
Nobleboro, formerly of Rockland, f0D6 David and Walter, who have
Prior to 19th century important he made hts home at 97 St. Hellier acted as Mcrciary in thc graduated in 1936 from Eow.loin
[are attending Farm and Homc been visiting relatives cn Rockland
migratory’ movements werc due to Stephens street.
Ebscnec of Miss Ellen Daly, Tlie College where he was a member of
Week at Orono, being guests of Mr. • an(j vicinity, have returned to Marl
mass expulsion, and about one
members decided to de.'Ote study the Psi Upsllon fraternity.
He
is
survived
by
a
daughter
Mrs.
and Mrs. Dana Cummings.
boro, Mats.
quarter of a million Hujuenots Oeorge A. Fiske of Newton Center next yiear to the reading of two
The Scribblers' Club met Monday
Mrs. Frederic E Radio, formerly left France after 1683. And as many and two brothers, James and Frank Shakespearian plays “Home'' and
NOW! All This Week!
later to have one modem play read
with Mrs. James Carswell in Cam- Of Rockland, is in St. Anthony s as 20X00 Africans were tral:: ported Nash of Clicrryfield.
by some entertainer. Mrs. Irene
dcn, the subject discussed being Hospital, St. Petcrtbupg, Fla , fol- to thc new world.
♦ • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Austin C. Huntley Walker, chairman of tlie rcadlrg
‘The Ballade.''
lowing a surgical operation.
We have at our command ln this
quietly celebrated thelr 32d wed-, committee gave this list of Shakes- ,
country
133.000.020 meat animals so 1
Mrs. Rita Wallace of Southeast
Mr. end Mrs. Charles T. Smalley,
ding anniversary Monday at thetr i pcarian plays for choice: King I
Harbor, wlio is spending the winter who spent tlie latter part of thc ' we need not starve for some time liome 252 Limerock street. There i Jchn and Winter's Tale; Richard
with her sister, Mrs. (B. B. Reed on ' winter in Florida, have returned to come—about 275.000 are conver- ! was a family dinner party, and the III and Comedy of Errors; Henry VI
MORNING A MATINEE
All CONTINUOUS
North Main street, was honored liome. They participated in nu ted in to roasts, steaks, chops and couple received some nice gifts and and Love's Labor Lost; tlie first I
I ft rtMr,«UI COME
receiving the most votes. Mrs
Tuesday afternoon at a surprise merous social events in St. Peters ' stews every’ day.
other mementoes of the occasion.
ANTTIME TROM ,0
• • ♦ •
Walker gave an interesting pa|>er on
shower, at thc home cf Mrs. Lillian burg, wih other Maine residents.
A M TO 2 OS R M ANO
Britains Knighthood of the Bath
"Tlie Biography and Background of
SEE COMPUTE SHOW
Clough in Rockport Guests were
Jolm Galsworthy." A line article
Mrs. B B Reed, Mrs. Herbert i Tuesday Night Bridge Club was was given its name because an all
iTFNIHGS IT 7 30 r M HStRVtD Stl IS $1 10
on “Seme Platitudes Concerning
Clough. Mrs William Fifield, Mrs. entertained! by Mrs. Lawrence over bath was part of the enthate's
1
ritual.
Leach,
with
the
prizes
going
to
Drama” by Galsworthy was read
Mildred Edwards, Mrs. Bertha
• • • •
by Mrs. LawTence and Mrs. Ethel
Thurston, all of Rockland, and Mrs. Mrs. Oeorge N. Phillips and Mrs
William Allen White of Kansas
jGuy Douglass.
Lovejoy gave a critical analysts of
Mae Butler of Rockport.
tells the world that the greatest
“Old English" by tiie same author.
37-38
need in America today is a Humble
This nominating committee was
and kindly leader: The problem
chosen by thc president: Mrs Rosa
Friday and Saturday
today of 12,000.000 jobless men is
Littlefleld, Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy and
BEERY'S
BESTI
no less than the crises when Abra- •
Mis Helen Orne. Refreshments
He’» o rearing,
ham Lincoln took over the two mil
werc served during tlie intermis
BY
reusing "geed
lion slaves.
sion.
bod mon "again!

GONE WITH
THE WIND
79

V. A. LEACH

MAKE YOUR
KITCHEN LINOLEUM

/liedet/ll

EASY TO CLEAN
QM QvAWT W« PAA»*» M(A4

A BEDTIME

BEAUTY STORY

(More Personals on Page Six)

OiMo.rui::

Miss Mary Egan is convalescir
at her home on Pine strect, after a
1 appendix operation.

Our best seller! Three famous
Du Barry Beauty Preparations
in tegular sizes... a basic treat

Here's howl Give your kitchen lino
leum o couple oi coats ol LIN-X, the
Finest linoleum preserver and scrub
brush banishes you ever saw. Than—
instead ol spending about 52 hours a
year scrubbing the kitchen linoleum—
spend only 10 minutes a weak keep
ing it clean with a iew strokes of a
damp mop.

Also use

LIN-X

RENEWS’PROTECTS

ACME QUALITY

iowium

HOUSE PAINT
ANO ALL

You'll want avaryona lo

SPECIAL OFFER!

i

Fer a Limited Time Only

335

haw beautiful your home looks, loo,

Paint. It stoyj fresh-looking and cleanl You'll particularly like Acme

Wood Floors — Boats

Quality white.

Woodwork — Furniture

gallon covers approximately 500 square feet of surface with two

coots.

INSIDE OR OUTSIDE

ROCKLAND. MAINE

TELEPHONE 721

ComiguE
|C-linden

THEATRE

IcJ 251d

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

FROR>

Dakota

W \l I 4CI

BEERY

“NORTHWEST

ltUTII IIUSSEY

NOW PLAYING

HOWARD
UOLONt s

DEL RIO
ADDED
"INFORMATION PLEASE"

NOW PLAYING
• UR. ERMCK‘8 MAGIC
BULLET"
with

“REMEMBER

EDWARD G. ROBINSON

THE NIGHT”
with
BARBARA STANWYCK
FRED Mac.MURRAY

The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND. MAINE

OKT-

S

ROBERT YOUNG

Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra

I

R A P H U

PASSAGE”

We Do Not Break Packages

TEL. 721

Cl

with
SPENCER TRACY

FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE

HOUSE SHERMAN,,NCFOR ENDURING BEAUTY, SPFCIFY ACME QUALITY!

3.50 VALUE

Only 37c

It wears and wears and wears.

412 MAIN STREET

effective nightly beauty routine.

A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
ness—Ior school—for typewriter.

One

Tell your painting contractor to use Acme Quality Balanced

Formula House Paint.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
412 MAIN STREET

It looks so much whiter for so much longer.

you to get started now on an

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second
Sheets

Galion

once it's been painted with Aetna Quality Balanced Formula House

for

ment bargain priced to persuade

r

IICMARD

HUOMUl

£ .SmZvAAAA-

'■hon, m

t

RhowY Mat. (Ml. Eva.
Cnnt I nn oik Rnturdev ?
'iiGtl-A}

SlaTHU-t*

]

« J9. k»
tn

ul.luct

lilt
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Every-Other-Day

uf five is collecting something. Mrs.
; man" and that every citizen had
Joanna Dodge, mother of Mrs.
the right to announce for President
Davis, who makes her home there,
------t | "Jim can be depended on to do the
Being Shown In National
About Some Democratic right thing,•• he added
East Union Lass Has
has a good beginning ot an ele!
phant
collection.
Her
daughter,
Candidates
----Cryptic
He declared a recent visit to Cal130
Butter
Chips
—
The
Although the brook fishing season
Restoration Week—
i
Mary
’
Dodge,
a
member
of
the
same
opened on the first day of spring
Remark
About
Roosevelt
lfornia
had demonstrated to him
Whole Family Collects
Handsome Stamps
-------, that the State was “overwhelmingly
i household, has a sizeable and color there has been but little action re
While the White House main- for a third term."
ported due to ice and low water
National wildlife restoration week
Mary Lou Davis' 12-year-old fUl collection of salt and pepper
conditions. The first string of fish
is being observed throughout the daughter of Game Warden William shakers. 67 pairs all of different tained silence on Postmaster OenMeanwhile Vice President Oarof the year was taken by Maroon
Nation during present week The p Davis and Mrs.
Davis of East shapes ranging from poultry, frogs eraj james A Farley's active can- | ner lnade cut an affidavit formally
Thomas of Waterville in a trout
wildlife stamps are especially at- rtninn is makina anunusual collec- It0 Indlan Heads
dldacy for the Presidency, Secre-, en<1<,rslns 8 slate of 48 delegates
|
Union ls making an unusual couec | wilu#m
Dav[a
Qf
# down-the-ilne third 1 runnin« for hlm ln OaHrcrnias May
brook near that city, and as a re
j tractive this year and the sale of tjon that of -butter chips'* or old
sult city engineer Harry E. Oreen
family,
is
a
collector
of
shaving
term
advocate,
said Thursday that ' 7 E>cmocratlc primary.
Garner
them will continue to April 1st. fashioned individual butter dishes.
lest hls eight year title as Maine's
(The distribution is being done jhe start of this collection was made mugs, with 35 to date. One choice no candidate now ih the running swore that he was "a candidate lor
earliest angler. About the only
through tlie local Garden Club. Mrs ,*"? ”,'niv with the di^overJ in the dfsl8'n is one wl,h a mirror on the couId control enough delegates to ncminatior> by the Democratic
George W Smith, chairman. Stamps '.‘'f, ,,s of an old farmhOuse of a but- side
als0 has six sP*cimens capture the Democratic nomina- Party for President of the United
water open is the poc-l below the
Wyman Dam at Bingham and both
J may also be obtained at the office f,
..
in
of the coal shuttle type, rare and tion.
States."
resident and non-resident anglers
of Dr Walter P Conley. 420 Main ’* ’ ' f
, hard to find.
Ickes mentioned Parley, Vice
While Senators opposing Preslare taking a few fish there.
street.
,
___ vi—i ,«n
!
----------------------------| President Garner and Paul V. Mc- dent Roosevelt contended Farley
She now has assembled 130 genu
Tlie weather remains cold and
Americans consume more than Nutt, the Social Security Admlnis- llad thrown a big stumbling block
A folder is again provided this
ine specimens, many of them very
district supervisors of the Inland
300 million pounds of sugar each tra'or. Asked at a press conferthe woy of a third t<>rrn drive'
year as a convenient means of
old. and practically all of them in
Fisheries and Game warden force
keeping them for future reference.
year in lce cream. Ices and sherbets, ence whether tlie Democratic enn- Roosevelt supporters continued to
pretty designs. In her collection
painted a rather gloomy picture so
England lias had three kings vention might draft the Chief Ex- Insist that the Postmaster General
are six old glass chips, five of which
far as an early ice out condition is ..
would go along if the Chief Execu
since 1066 who remained unmarried ecutive, Ickes replied;
„ .
..
...
. . of stamps by counties for the year
A.
match and three silver ones, the —William n. Edward V and Edward
concerned. In session with chiet
"You might want a girl to marry tive should run again.
1939
gift from a lady in Jonesport. An VI. Several other kings were un. „„ „ ............. „
» arden Lester Brown this week most
Androscoggin, $33 14; Aroostook,
Abcut 271,000.000 of India's 359.old blue and white one belonged married when they ascended the you' bat that 15 no aas“™K* ’he
of the men said that the ice was still
118 69; Cumberland, $739 44 Frank to her great-grandmother, and she throne. but married during their »<mU haw'you.
000.000 population are unable to read
verv thick on practically every laki
lin. $98.03: Hancock. $23 57; KenneL
J
. reigns.
Ickes said that Farley "is a fine or write
bee. $134 22; Knox. $109 16; Lincoln. !has several from her ^“dinothen
and pond. Verne Black of the Se
bago district figures that unless
$133.33; Oxford, $105 78; Penobscot. flrst sfts' Two others came from
there is a radical change in weathrr
$154 80; Piscataquis, $88 47; Saga- Philadelphia. and she jwelvfd a
very soon anglers will not get at
dahoc, $18299; Somerset. $124.22; number at Christmas time as gifts.
Varied in design, the chips are
Sebago Lake’s trout and salmon un
iFrom tlie office of Congressman > the Orono meeting as the wafers Waldo. $16192; Washington. $3167;
attractive, some of delicate china
til at least April 15. Encouraged by
York.
$76
84
Ralph O Brewster).
^are 001 yet in commercial producsome warm weather, enthusiasts
These funds are applied most Judi with dainty flowers, others with
tion.
Maine
entertains
—
Maine
comes
to
were betting that Sebago would be
ciously
for the preservation and P'a*n bands and conventional deThe Hatch Act: Senators Hale and
open April 5. last week, but many o.‘ Washington—Maine prepares—Pota—
__
restoration
of the wildlife of the sl8ns. a few are shell shaped.
White both voted this last week
them have changed their minds now toe milk wafers—The Hatch Act.
for the Hatch Act which passed the I Na 11011 alld the purchase of these 0,hel's
ovaland eight
• • • •
Maine Entertains: Congressman _
. .
, ,
.
_
stamps
warrant
the
full
considerss
*
c
'
ed
Several
in
the
collection
Senate by a vote of two to one and
are of heavy old stone china.
The Waldo County Fish and Game ind Mrs. Clyde H. Smith enter- is now before the House.
tion of all.
Mary Lou Is not stopping with
Association would change the open 'ained the Maine delegation for|
Tliis Act prohibits political ac
ing of the brook fishing season In dinner at their very ‘ attractive'
Built to Sell for $42.50
•‘A PROFESSIONAL CRACKPOT" ' her collection of butter chips by
tivities on the part of State emany means. Siie has a sizeable
that area from the first day o' Washington home on Tliursday!
; ployes paid in part by federal funds.
spring to April 1 and plans to seek ?venlng in honor of Hon and Mrs
coin collection as well, and has
Tlie vast increase in public em
started a collection of stamps.
such action.
Leroy H. Folsom of Norridgewock
ployment, both state and federal,
• • • •
Her friends seem to enjoy send
who are house guests of the Smiths ’
has presented a serious question as
ing her something for the colIn conference with his district for Easter.
to whether the resultant organiza
Jim Moran, wlio spent 16 days' lections. A short time ago she re
Friday the same groups were
supervisors chief warden Lester
tion might become a Frankenstein.
Brown outlined work schedules fur tuests of Congressman and Mrs. This led to the Hatch Act of last testing the relative powers of Cali- 1 ceived some fine specimens of Ruthe approaching fishing season ant' Talph O. Brewster at luncheon at year prohibiting federal employes fornia and Florida sunshine, bared ,nanlan stamps malled her by a
85' ■ 40' TABLE ,. 4 CHAIRS
the two-toned tan on hls chest and resldent of Rumania whose parents
told the men that ''strict enforce he Capitol with Mr and Mrs. L. J.
from political activity.
said it was a standoff.
IB" i >5' UTILITY TABLE
' live in Rockport. A packet of Engment of all laws is necessary 11 Shaffer and Dr. and Mrs. I. E.
It then appeared, however, that
"The sun in both California and I lish stamps came from a friend
ond KITCHEN STOOL
Maine's reputation as a number onc Mcl^aughlin of Gardiner and
thousands of State employes paid Florida.'' he said, “is wonderful, and
angling State is to be maintained ” Burress Moore. Manager of the
who had been to ^England.
in part by federal funds were under after long thought and careful con
He said that a relentless warfare Hazzard Shoe Store in Washington
Wliat she will start to collect
no such restriction. This led to sideration I have come to the con
would be carried on against all vio an Penns.vvania avenue.
next is a mystery, but it may well
Itlk Tibles Hue New Fit*lenlMf Lets
the legislation adopted this last clusion that neither is better."
lators and directed the supervisors
be letters from celebrities. She
Maine Comes to Washington The week by the
thf unanJ.
An unequalled value in a quality dinette of
Mr.
Moran's
testing
system
was
and their men to "protect our fisn- Easter influx is now in evidence in
! certainly has a good one to start
»e*en piece® I A stain proof, porcelain enamel
mous support of the Republicans as follows: With half his chest cov
ing for true sportsmen.’’
top table. 4 chair*, a wonderfully convenient
Washington and Maine has con and Joe Martin assures unanimous ered, he lay on the sand for eight with, a letter from M. A. Le Hand.
utility table and the kitchen stool. All pieces
Brown said that the situation oi tributed a generous share from all
' personal secretary of President!
support of the Republicans in the days at Miami Beach. Then he
bave heavily chrome-plated, welded tubular
dogs chasing deer was the worst in sections of the State.
, Roosevelt, in acknowledgment of a
steel letr* and the entire set come* in your
tock a plane for California. In
history and appealed to canine own Commissioner of Inland Fisheries House.
I birthday greeting card which she
choice of color*.
southern
California
he
covered
the
Various
States
have
also
adopted
ers to keep their pets under con ind Game George J. Stobie led a
sent to the President five years ago.
legislation as the dangers Florida-tanned side and exposed
trol. He directed the wardens t< delegation at the North American similar
i Mary Lou's birthday is the same as
involved
mixin< polUic# and the other.
You’ll Have ta Hurry for This Vibe
m
kill all dogs caught chasing thc
the President's. Peb. 15. Text of
Wild Life Conference at the May- pubUc employmerll have
Mr.
Moran,
who
admits
he
makes
,
,
.
.
whitetails. According to Browr
a living by 'being a professional !,he letter ln reply b "The Pres‘People will quickly *eite thi* chance to buy
-lower. Maine occupied a properly ,ncreasinglv apparent.
game birds and animals with but few
such a distinctive dinetCe set at thi* low price
t0 teH you how
important part in the proceedings ,
Acl [altPS pffpct lmmediately crackpot," was employed to make dent wlshcs
exceptions found the winter a fa
Come early to avoid disappointment.
as one of the great game areas of upon its adoption as there is no the test by two New Yorkers who Brateful he ls (or your kind note
vorable one.
of
birthday
greetings
.
Best
wishes
the country. With the Commis 90-day waiting period on Federal had a bet. He said he had discov
• • • •
ASK CS ABOUT TERMS
sioner were C. M. Aldous of the legislation.
ered several features cf each State's to you."
Speaking of deer conservation
Mary
Lou
is
a
member
of
the
3iological Research Bureau. Orono;
tan. “California," he said, "seemed
supervisor Roy Oray of Stratton and
Gerald P Cooper of the Maine Fish
to offer a quicker, ruddier glow, sixth grade in the Union schools.
his hound Jack have been doing
To the observer, this particular
and Oame Department who spoke
whereas Florida seemed to give a
some good work this winter. Thc
Davis
family is about the ''colleclong, though slightly paler, tan.”
on "Methods and Policies of stock
313-325 Main St RCCKLAND Tel. S80
predatory habits of bobcats arc
tingest" family in this section. With
ing Lakes with Land-Locked Sal-|
pretty wel! known and Oray and
Yosemite National Park is about the exception of Mrs. Davis, who
mon "; R. B. Kelley of Kennebec j
Jack have killed a bunch of them Farms. Fairfield; Howard Mendall1
the size cf the State of Rhode seems to have a finger in the other
during spare time hunting. On
collections, even- one in the family
A corresoundent who is an evi Island.
several of the jaunts Oray ha# come of the University of Maine Wildlife
■
1
■'
'
■
across the carcasses of several deer Research Unit; Joseph Stickney. Di dent admirer of Thomas E. Dewev ;
killed bv the cats. In 11 years ot rector of Research Augusta: Gerry —and there are hosts of them in I
hunting Gray has killed more thar •Vade of thc Inland Pish and Oame this* vicinity—sends the following
53 cf the animals ahead of Jack and j Department, Augusta, ar.d Charles clipping from the Boston Herald:
officials state that the number of Hilton of Norridgewock in the Editor of The Herald:—
i Here is another Republican, olddeer which have been saved by thl; White Mountain Forest Service.
Maine Prepares: Adjutant Gen- time one at that, who is for Dewey
activity is very large. A number of
hunters have suggested that Jack ral James W. Hanson of Maine was for President. I believe all candibe given a medal for hls wonderfu .n Washington this last week to dates for public office should be
work. Since Gray started hunting estify on the needs of the Maine judged, as in business circles, on
the cats, the deer have Increased National Guard and to see to it their accomplishments.
Dewey promised to clean up New
considerably ln the Stratton section '.hat Maine is not forgotten.
• • • •
Oenerai Hanson is well known in York city and reduce the budget I
The Hog Island Bird Sanctuary Washington because of his long' of his office He did both in the J
near Bremen is also becoming a service. The General also had an face of the toughest kind of oppo- j
haven for deer. Warden Oene Davis opportunity to visit with his daugh- sition. What reason ls there, then ;
reports that nine of the whitetalls ter who is in the Army now as the to suppose that he would not at
swam to the island on a recent day wife of Lt. Hany Stegel now located least attempt with all his well- I
at the Aberdeen Maryland Prov-, known vigor, to bring about the'
to escape a pack of dogs.
• • • •
ing Oround.
| necessary reforms so sadly needed
Assistant Inland Fisheries and
Potato Milk Wafers: The new po- ln Washington? We can rest asGame Commissioner Archer L. Gro tato milk wafers will make their sured he will not turn hls back and
ver has Just completed a graphic first appearance in Maine at the show an about-face on hls pre
map showing “Where Maine Beaver University of Maine on Friday of election promises.
Live" and lt reveals that these ani chls week at the round table con
The main argument against him
mals can be found In 593 different ference on potatoes and related is based on his youth. If we have
communities and in all of the 16 agricultural problems conducted by any more youths like him in the
counties. In 1934 only 450 town- Congressman Ralph O. Brewster as country, I say give them a chance,
could boast of a beaver population a member of the House Committee I further firmly believe that Mr
This Increase is believed to be thc on Agriculture.
; Dewey is the one man that the
result of extensive conservation ac The meeting is being arranged by New Dealers fear the most. In
tivity by the department. Aroostook. Commissioner of Agriculture, Frank ' fact, the smearing campaign has
Piscataquis, Penobscot and Somer P. Washburn and Dean Arthur L. started, with "Diapers "
set are the leading counties. During Deering and several experts from
The New Dealers do not want
the six year period there has been a the Department of Agriculture in him even nominated. They well
definite increase in Washington Washington are to be present to know he will pick up a tremendous ;
western Somerset and northeastern
discuss the ways in which Federal non-partisan vote throughout the
Aroostook Counties. Beaver are
and State activities can be co-or- ; country; once he gets started there
fewest in the coastal areas with
dinates both in solving the problem will be no stopping him.
Hancock County the only one that
of the surplus and also the problems i
w. W. Churchill,
has the animals In towns near the
of disease.
Milton
ocean. Officials estimate the beaver
A very distinguished group of ex
kill this year was around 10,000
perts will accompany Congressman
Subscribe to The Courter-Oazette.
while last year the total was a little
Brewster. Dr. R. E. Lothrop, Assis
over 7000. The season opens in the
tant Director Northeastern Regional
fall and ends March 1.
Laboratory’; Dr- L. T. Smith,
• • • •
Commissioner George Btobie pre Chemist Carbohydrate Division of! quickly relieve DISTRESS of
diets a good summer season if the the Regional Laboratory, Dr. F. J.
Sportsmen's Shows were any cri Stevenson. Senior Geneticist Divi
terion. He says that more requests sion Fruit and Vegetable Crops and

Field And Stream

MARRIED FIFTY YEARS

Wildlife Interest

Strange Hobbies

What Ickes Thinks

Mr. and Mrs. T. Carroll of Rockport, whose golden wedding was noted_
in Tuesday's issue. Photo by the Champney Studio.

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

From the Office of Congressman Ralph O. Brewster

Hcrei Shocking Value!

71c. CHROME IIIMHE

Bared Half of His Chest To
Florida Sun and Half to Cali
fornia Sun

$29.90

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

WOULD KEEP PROMISES
Bay State Old Timer Tells
Why He Is For Dewey For
President

Yes^A Yew Low Prke
TWS B/g SmartPwMocsrH'

6 “EXTRA” HELPS

CHILDREN'S

for specific information were re
ceived than ever before. He also
revealed that his department was
planning to liave exhibits at Detroit
and Cleveland as well as Boston
and New York next winter. Stobie
ts a firm believer in the shows as
an advertising medium and pointed
out that while 2.0OO.OCO person
visited the Maine exhibit at tile
World's Fair during the entire run,
more than 400,000 witnessed the
Boston and New York Sportsmen’s
Show exhibits which were put on at
the cost of no more than five per
cent of the Fair expenditure.

.. .. COUGHS »COLDS

at Orono is especially appropriate
since a University of Maine gradu_
,
.
_____
. ..
_
ate. Dr. L. A. Rogers ol the Class

DON’T “take chances” with unknown
products to relieve discomfort of your
child’s spasmodic croupy coughs caused
(jge “Children’s” Musterole!
of 1896 lias been associated with ! Musterole gives such QUICK relief be
cause it’s uof “just an ordinary salve.”
ihelr development.
Rub it well on your kiddie’s chest, throat
Maine potatoes have been found and back. It soothes and stimulates surface circulation and helps break up local
to be best, adapted for this new congestion and pain. Its soothing vapor,
product which may offer a profitable ease breathing. 40<. Approved by Good
Housekeeping Bureau.
outlet for cull potatoes along with
—CHILDREN'S
■—

a market for Maine's surplus of skim
milk.
Congressman Brewster has ar
ranged for a special baking in the
government laboratories to supply

“All Three” low-priced cars cost about the same _ so why not get the
Biggest, Finest car—the one with most fine-car features?
TS EASY this year to judge the value of

I

the low-priced cars—easy to realize

why this big, glamorous 1940 Plymouth

is such a sweeping success!
The

1940 Quality Chart shows that

Plymouth roadking

quality features... more than the “other

two"

combined.

Choose your new car the easy "One-

Two" way: (I) See the

1940

Quality

Chart at your Plymouth dealer's... (2)
Luxury

this year's high-priced cars resemble each
other on 22 important features. It also

Take

shows thatthel940Plymouthistheonly

to your enjoyment.

one of “All Three” loiv-priced cars that
gives you a majority of these important

SION OF CHRYSLER CORPORATION.

Plymouth's

discover

how

Ride to

finer car quality

adds

PLYMOUTH DIVI

MAJOR BOWES.C.B.S..THURS.. 9«o 10P.M.. E.S.T.

BUSINESSMEN! Bt sore to see and drive the new Plymouth Commercial Pick-Up and Panel Delivery!

Every-Other-Day
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Probate Court News

Lady Knox Chapter

“Sunbeam” And Three of It’s “Rays”

Page Nine

FARMERS AND HOMEMAKERS

Annual Report As In

Who Invented Hole?
Gov. Murphy of New

Wills allowed: Franklin E. Butler,
terestingly Presented By
Hampshire Would De«
late of Warren, deceased, Annie E.
Regent, Mabelle F. Rose
fraud Capt. Gregory
Butler of Warren appointed Exx.;
Of
the Honor
Following Is the report of Lady
Leona M Sherman, late of Wash
Knox
Chapter
D.
A.
R..
as
given
ington. deceased, Mahlon L. Turner
Two New England Governors—
bv the Regent, Mabelle F. Rose at
of Washington appointed executor;
Barrows of Maine and Murphy of
the State Conference in Augusta.
Guy C. Peaslee. late of Vinalhaven,
New Hampshire—decided Tuesday
A visit of the State Regent. State
deceased, Maude Peaslee of Vinal
to toss aside documented evidence
Vice Regent and State President
haven appointed exx.; Margaret F
of the D. A. R has made this year
ln their feud over which State gave
Ames, late of Camden, deceased
a notable one In the history of
Edward E. Ames of Camden ap
birth to the "hole in the doughnut”
Lady Knox Chapter. Mrs. Fred C.
pointed exr; Martha Burgess, late
and to settle thetr squabble in the
Morgan was entertained by tlie
of Warren, deceased Elizabeth B.
kitchen Saturday.
Chapter in April when she spoke
Robin on of Warren appointed
Barrows challenged Murphy to a
about
the
several
Golden
Jubilee
exx ; Ella G. C. Daniel, late of Dufrying
contest when the New
projects
of
the
National
and
State
lal County. Florida, deceased, Eve
Hampshire Chief Executive ridi
Societies. At this meeting a pro
ieen C. Hines of Jacksonville, Flori
culed the announcement that Han
gram of American music was pre
da, appointed exx.; Mabel F Chris
son Gregory of Rockland, Me.,
sented by the Rubinstein Club.
topher, late cf Jacksonville, Florida..
schooner captain and culinary
Mrs. Percy Tate, State Chairman
deceased, Eveieen C. Hines of said
dabbler, would be honored post
of Genealogical Records Commit
Jacksonville appointed exx.; Louis
humously as the "inventor" by the
tee, was also a guest.
W. Hart, late of Camden, deceased,
Maine Hotel Men's Association.
In October Gen. Knox Chapter
Fred Peirce and Ruth H Peirce of
Murphy promptly accepted the
of Thomaston and Lady Knox
South Weymouth, Mass., appointed
challenge, after declaring he had
Chapter held a joint Meeting at
exrs.; Charles C. Wall, late of St.
Information tracing the "invention '
the Knox Memorial when Miss
Oeorge, deceased, Nellie Averill
to a New Hampshire lumber camp
Margaret McIlroy, State Vice Re
Wall of St. George appointed exx.
where, 100 years ago, a youth
gent and Miss Carmeta Appleby,
Petitions
for
Administration
named Jonathan Oray Davis sug
State President of the C. A. R
granted: Estates, Martha C. Gross,
' were guests. Miss McIlroy spoke
gested to the camp cook that soggy
late of Camden, deceased. Doro
fried cakes be made with a hole in
thy O Knight of Rockport, admx.;
| on Approved Schools and Miss
. Appleby on the C.A R.
the center.
Herman M Drake, late of Owl's
| Other programs for the year have
Head, deceased, Maude E .Tolman '
Claiming to have the original
of Rorkland, admx ; William C.
been: A travelogue; Christmas
Gregory doughnut recipe, Barrows
Wellman, late of South Hope, de- i
wired Murphy:
Customs in Other lands; American
ceased. Oertrude E. Wellman of
Music; and, the reading of the
“I will keep this secret until I de
South Hope, admx.; Hattie D Ben
prize essay on "The Flag of the
feat you and prove for all time
net, late of Camden, deceased,
United States; Its Origin. Use and
that Maine cooking is unsurpassed.
Ralpli O. Bennett of Camden,
Traditions," written by David Fin
Afterward I will be glad to give the
admr ; Robert V. Stevenson, late
ley of Augusta.
recipe to the whole world as a gift
of Rockland, deceased. Ruth S..
from Maine."
t Besides the regular business
Campbell and Esther S Rogers of
The University of Maine Tuesday the Maine Farm Bureau Federation.
meetings, five picnics were held
Rockland, administratrices.
during the summer, the flrst being night awarded certificates to two j Mrs Dudley, a leader in adopting
Petition for License to Sell Real
held in observance of Flag Day.
outstanding homemakers and two recommended liomemoking prac
Estate granted: Estate Rose Davis
Service has been stressed this outstanding farmers, at Hie annual tices, lias held offices in town govHarrington, of Rockland, present
year—service to
ser—our
__ Country,
_____ ,,__
_
_
eminent, ln the farm bureau, and
Information wlll shortly be avail
ed by Alan L Bird of Rockland,
wee to our Society and service to
the Eastern Star,
guardian
giankind. This has been carried Federation. These honored were , Mr Nutter, one of the best known able at the Post Office concerning
Accounts Allowed: Nancy J Trl
but not only in the buying of a Prank B Day, Durham; Mrs. Avis dairymen in central and eastern cover and cachet service on the
bou, late of Rockport, deceased,
Public Health Bond, the giving of Dudley. Castle Hill; Fred J Nutter, Maine, holds a directorship or oth- Scientists Group of the Famous
Americans Series of stamps. These
first and final account presented
»•> to the Knox County Oenerai Corinna; and Mrs Nellie R Taylor, er office ln at least eight agriculi
wlll be issued in the usual one. two.
by Howard A. Trlbou. exr ; Nettle
llospital, $5 to Finnish Relief, $12 Gray.
I tural organizations
M. Griffin, late cf Rockland, de
to Opportunity Farm, box of ma- ’ Mr Day, a part of whose farm ■ Mrs. Taylor, the mother of nine, ^ree. flve and ten-ceqt denomina
ceased, first and final account pre
terials to Ellis Island and a Christ- was cleared by his ancestors before has found time in addition to that t*ons' and
on sa‘e al Hiis
sented by William A. Oriffin, exr.;
mas box to Opportunity Farm, but, the Revolutionary War, has been required by her homemaking duties °®ce on April 9' 18and
C°I"
John E Ross, late of Rockland, de
also by the personal services of prominent in community, county, to serve as an officer in the Red lec,orsortlers Wl11 he gnen careful
ceased. firs land final account pre
jnany Chapter members in Red an(1 State agricultural organiza- Cross and farm bureau, and as a attention.
sented by Laurn A Ranlett, admx.;
Cross work, Cancer Control, hos- Uons- He is a former presided of member of the school board.
The Postal Bulletin of March
Montoro R. Pillsbury, late of Rock
Y»ital work. N. Y. A., and civic renineteenth cites as "objectionable",
land, deceased, first and final ac
Upper picture—The new Maine Coast Mission boat Sunbeam breaking through the ire at Somes Sound.
lief agencies.
give a talk on the life of Prances, Executive Board are members of the practice of placing one's return
count presented by Monira Crockett Lowhr—left to right: Capt. Frye, Llewellyn Damon and Rev. Neal D. Bousefield, superintendent of the Mission.
On Memorial Day Lady Knox Willard and the work of the D A.R. the Chapter.
address on the back, instead of the
Pillsbury, exx.; Effie J. Seavey, late I .
Chapter was asked to take charge, Th work of the various commit- j The Genealogical Records Chairfront, of an envelope. The Pos
were Sunday guests of her parents, “ARCHANGEL HOUSE"
of Thomaston, deceased first and
WALDOBORO
of services in an old burial ground tees has been faithfully and effl- 'man. Mrs H P Blodgett, has tj"ped tal Laws and Regulations empha
final account presented by Levi
Mr
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Tolman
J)
A
by
ather
Morgan
Me
.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Shuman, son,
at Rockville where some Revolu- j ciently carried on. The chairman 1108 pages of Records of Knox
Seavey exr.; Peter Prock, of Rock
tically states the correct location
1 Cullough.
Publishers,
Gotham
and Thurlow Heyer of North Wal Warren.
tionary soldiers are buried. The1 of the Correct Use of the Flag County
Revolutionary Soldiers, of the return card as the top leftland, first account (private funds) doboro were Sundaj- guests at O.
Henry lives, Sr., was in Boston House, New York.
.regent gave the address.
I committee Mrs. Joshua Southard,' Three copies were made at the
presented by Milton M Ortffiii, Bowden's. Thurlow Heyer, Otto a few days recently.
hand corner of the envelope and
1 ,t ,s lndpe<) a
July 25 Gen. Knoxs birthday an- has given a talk before the Oirls
J original.
gdn.; Peter Prock, of Rockland, first Bowden, Jr , and John Sears mo
asks the co-operation of printing
Reginald Monaghan of the village a iong
_ S_pare Of time, reading
___just niversary, members dressed in (Division of the National Youth A subscriptionto the National
account (Government funds) pre tored to Cushing.
firms in upholding the regulation.
was dinner guest of his grandmother books andmore books, to come upot\ colonial costume acted as hostesses Administration, the supervisor ofHistorical Magazine has been given
• • • •
sented by Milton M Oriffin, gdn.;
much giowing at the Memorial during the day this group and two members of the ' to the Rockland Public Library as
Gardner Mank and Edwin Mank Mrs. Nellie 'Reaver. Friday. His a novei with
The Post Office bowling team rolls
Alfred A. Briggs, of Rockland, ninth
daughters Gloria and Marlene, re- beauty and deep human passion, and held themselves In readiness
were in Rockland Saturday.
Thomaston’s star bowlers tonight
acoount of Veterans Administra
turned home with him.
vividly told, in symphonic harmony, to sene whenever called upon by
Charles
L.
Bowers
was
in
Port

at the Star alleys, and a terrific bat
tion Funds presented by Joseph
Mrs. Della Dickinson. Mr. and like the music that fills its best pages the President throughout
the
Dondis. gdn.; Jeremiah Donovan, land Friday.
tle is anticipated. In fact there
Miss Gertrude Mank was a week ’ Mrs. Charles Jewett, daughter Lor- and brings life into tender and 1 season
of Rockland, second account of
are whispers of a “grudge match”.
raine,
Mrs.
Redlon
Holman
and
son
strong
reality
with
a
haunting
'
The
regent
also
presented
the
Veterans Administration Funds end guest of her parents, Mr. and
iand Miss Margaret Patterson of, poignant philosophy.
Oood citizenship Pilgrimage pins
presented by Kathleen T. Duff, Mrs. Burleigh Mank. ln Warren.
well as other subscriptions taken
Richmond were dinner guests at A
"Archangel
House"
is
not
of
the
and oood
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Bowden and
Citizenship medals to
cons.
by members.
materialistic order. It is a pur
C. Mank's Sunday.
,
.
, .
. ,
.
,the selected girls in the Rockland
Petitions for Probate of Will pre son Charles were In Augusta Tues
The Real Daughters have been
and tragic love story, poetic
.
Thurlow Heyer and Miss Carolyn i sweet
. ,
.
,
.
...
*lrls ln fhe Rockland and Rocksented for notice: Sidney L. G. day.
]
remembered
on birthdays and holi
in
Its
beauty
of
prose.
Imaginative
,
Bowden called at Wilbur Stratton's,
School began Monday after two
Sutherland, late of Camden, de
i to the point of fear and heartbreak „
s> oo s
us jear tlie St.
days witli cards. It ls of interest
North Waldoboro, Sunday.
! Treated in absolutely original style 2POrgP schools havp bppn Included 1
ceased, Maude I. Sutherland cf weeks' vacation.
i to know that the Chapter has two
Mrs. Clara Orff, who has been “Whoso regardeth dreams is like i P pn and mpda* at Rockport
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wotton
Camden and Ralph D Weston of
! real granddaughters—Miss Cora
spending ihe winter at A J. Wiley's, unto him that catchetli at a shadow > "prp Pres*ntpd at the High School
Newton. Mass., named exrs.; Sarah
Perry of Rockland and Mrs. Eliza
E. Davis, late of Vlnalhaven. de named admx ; Bertha A Mank. late returned to her home ln Jefferson ■ and followeth after tlie wind." sraduation. Those in Rockland
beth Sellers of Btonington.
ceased. Maud L. Pillsbury of Port of Warren, deceased. Hiram Willard last week.
Esther Morgan McCullough has fine wprp Presented at a High School
The 30 newly naturalized citi
Mr and Mrs. Austin Wiley were j inluitlon high cuiturai knowledge assembly and the annual meeting
land named exx.; Lucy E. Wincnen- of Sanlord named adhrr.
zens were welcomed and presented
Petition for License to Sell Real dinner guests of her father. John of life and keen musical apprecia of the Parent-Teacher Association
bach, late of Thomaston, deceased.
American Flags by the Chairman,
At a meeting of the W. C. T U„ 1
Everett O. Winchenbach of Thom Estate presented for notice: Es Burgess, in Rockland. Sunday.
tion. The book deals with artists tn
Mrs. Anne Snow and the regent
The Social Club met with Mrs both music and literature and Is held in observance of the 100th
tate Laura E. Simmons, late of St.
aston named exr
who attended the court sesions.
A.
C. White with 11 members and worthy to be read and re-read.
birthday anniversary of Frances [
Gecrge,
deceased,
presented
b.v
Petitions of Administration pre
The historian. Mrs. Hattie Davis
Willard the regent was invited to j
sented for notice: Estates. William Catherine A. Smith of St. G eorge,! guests present. Clippings and items j
K. S. F.
has
reported the names of 81 Revo
of interest were read by members; j
Y. Piper, late of Warren, deceased. exx.
lutionary soldiers of Knox County
game
and
a
cue
contest,
Mrs.
Account presented for notice: Ann
Lots P. Cassens cf Rcckland named
whose graves have been located
admx ; Charles Ball, late of Cam O'Brien, late of Rockland, deceased, White, prize awarded Mrs. Edna
and
marked and $10 was given to
den, deceased, Edward C Payson of first and final account presented McIntire; violin solo. David White,
wards the chair pledged by- the
accompanied
by
Mrs.
White.
Re

Rockland named admr.; Alfred K. by Walter S. O'Brien, admr.
State Regent for the new Archives
freshments were served. April 4
Ludwig, late of Thomaston, de
Room ln Continental Hall in Wash
the
club
meets
with
Mrs.
Charles
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
ceased, Mary L. 8kay of Union
ington.
Bowers.
The Chapter has lost by death a
Ivan Scott was in Togus Tuesday.
true and loyal member—Mrs. Lucie
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff and
Walsh, who served the Chapter
daughter Elsa of North Waldoboro
well not only as Regent but ln
were Sunday guests at J. L. Flan
many other capacities.
ders’. Harold Flanders of the vil
Lady Knox Chapter is proud to
lage was a Saturday- visitor.
To uphold and defend the Con- cldents of our association in the
stitutlon of the United States of Great War;
number two State Chairmen in its
Mr and Mrs. C F. Jackson of
America (From the Preamble to the I „J°
a «*>« of individual membership — Mrs. Anne Snow,
South Waldoboro were guests at J.
_
, obligation to the community, state
Mank's and C. Bowers' Tuesday.
Chairman of Knox Memorial and
Constitution of the American Le-Iand nation;
gion):
t To combat the autocracy of both Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, Chairman
In the development of our Nation the classes and the masses;
of National Defense Through Pa
from its earliest beginnings to the! To make right the master of triotic Education.
present time, several gems of pa- might;
Ail National and State obliga
triotic American literature have i To promote peace and good will
tions
have been met. Total amount
been produced.
They seeming'y,011 earth;
have been a spontaneous outgrowth I To safeguard and transmit to pos- of money expended for D. A. R.
caused by intense human thinking ferity the principles of Justice, free- and public work exclusive of Na
in connection with great events in i d°m an<1 democracy;
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228 561 58
with Mrs. Susie Wellman Thc aft Stocks and Bonds.
$22.134 862 00
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1939
New York. N. Y.
Stocks
and
Bonds.
Cash ln Oflice and Bank
13 358.444 19
George B. Alley, William Brennan,
3 212.101 27
is not without danger. Several
429.153.137 90
■ASSETS. DEC 31 1939
Cnsh Ir. Oflice anu Bank
3 si 3 649 01 Net Unpaid Losses.
Mrs. S. M. Duncan fell against a and Willis N. Hooper; collector, ernoon was spent with sewing and Airrnu Balances.
1.356.563 00
26 829 969 86
and Rents
797 813 59 Unearned Premiums.
times there has becn a darkening stove and was badly burned.
118.611 50 Mortgage Ioans.
4403 162 50 Agent-' Balance.,.
the regular business meeting. Re Interest
3.885.171.708 82
All other Aiaeta,
183.130 »4 All other Liabilities.
97 664.996 86 Bills Receivable.
48.784 51 Stocks and BondGranville
N.
Bachelder;
treasurer.
’
Cash
Capital.
2.000 000 00
sky and a lieavy thunder storm as
56 .481 00
Caah In Office and Bank 15 295 880 95 Inti res) and Rents,
E. A. Butler was elected president H. F. Kalloch; auditor, Franklin freshments were served by the
Grow* Aaaets.
108.910 95 Surplus over all Liabilities, 78.590.840 40
9 175.225 78 All other Assets.
$27 370.922 28 Agents' Balances
in the original scene on Mount Cal of the Rockland Trust Oo.
hostess. Thc next meeting will bc Deduct
Items not admitted.
13.221 91 Bills Receivable.
12J60 78
Trussell; school board. Joseph Sim
Total Liabilities and
Oross Assets.
vary.
Interest and Rents.
418.3O5.76t 97
247 323 00
at Edna Ludwig's, March 28.
Surplus.
44 021.745.646 98
Anderson Camp, 6. of V., received mons and James Riley.
Admitted.
298 492 76
1.721 802 36 Deduct Items not admitted
$27,357,700 37 All other Assets,
• 41.970 762 00 par value or 98 54 per
Miss Spring considered tlie Ascen 32 applications for membership.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Perry called
LIABILmES
DBC
31.
1939
centum of capital stock of tbe Com
South Thomaston town meeting:
Oross Assets.
Admitted.
418 007.269 21 pany purchased pursuant to the pro
4124.520.552 23
sion soene as marvelous. It seemed
on Mr. and Mrs Frank Meservey, Net Unpaid Losses.
$1 286 994 00 Deduct Items not admitted. 1,464 454 29
Lloyd Daniels won a free trip to
IJABILITIES. DEC 31. 1939
visions of Chapter 99 rrf the ILaws of
Unearned Premiums.
14.016 220 67
to be actually true that "While they thc Panama Exposition as one of Clerk. Ralph R. Rowell; selectmen, Jr., one evening this week.
All other Liabilities
11.253 451 00 New Jersey for the year 1913. and is
"3.821.308 95
Admitted,
4123 056.097 94 Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums,
beheld, Hc was taken up and a thc several hundred YMC A, boys L. H. Snow, Charles R. Crowley and
5.748 889 25 now held by Vivian M Lewis and Ar
2.000 000 00
Mrs. Nettie Perry, who has had Caah Capital.
LUBILITIBS. DDC 31. 1939
All other Liabilities,
689 132 57 thur J Slnnott. trustees for thc pol
cloud received Him out of tlieir who achieved 300 points by can Oscar L. Bassick; treasurer and col the grippe, is now much improved. Surplus over all Liability. 6.233.176 75 Net Unpaid Losses.
46.190.596 00 Cash Capital.
1 ono 000 00 icyholders of thc Company
lector,
Charles
S.
Watts;
school
35-Th 41
Total Liabilities and
Unearned Premiums.
48 121 615 00 Surplus over all Liabilities. 9.315.816 39 |
sight."
vassing for thc Crowell publications committee, George McConchie and
Surplus.
3.372.369 10
$27,357 700 37 All other Liabilities,
"All. nevermore shall Mnry hear
TIIE
TRAVELERS
’
INDEMNITY
COM
•
Includes
$3,142
283
11
Cash
Capital.
15
000.000
00
Total
Liabilities
and
Spccial
RcThe
winter
provided
very
few
SOUTH WALDOBORO
That voice exceeding .sweet and low
nerve
PANY
Ethan Rowell.
Surplus.
Surplus over all Liabilities. 50371.517 84
418 007 249 21
Within the garden calling clear;
The correspondent saw a flock of
Hartford. Conn.
snowstorms.
35-Th
41
35
171-41
Camden town meeting: Clerk.
Her Lord ls gone and she must go
Total Liabilities and
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1939
Jolm A. Karl was elected exalted John T. Smythe; selectmen, Dr. J wild geese flying northward Sunday
NATIONAL LIBERTY INSURANCE
Yet all tbe while my Lord I meet
Surplus.
4123 056 097 94 UNITED STATES BR INCH------- OEN Stocks and Bonds.
$25,720 139 00
COMPANY
ERAL ACCIDENT FIRE. AND LIFE
In every London lane and strect "
35-Th 41
afternoon,
while
the
snow
was
blow

ruler of thc Elks.
Cash tn Oflice and Bank.
2.319.297 34
New York. N. Y.
I K. Hooper, Frank W. Conant and
ASSURANCE
CORPORATION,
- Richard Lc Galllcnnc
Agents'
Balances.
2.220.275 26
Among*thc officials elected by thc Xlvah L. Anderson; tax collector, ing and the temperature was around
MASSACHUSETTS LMIKMNITY INLIMITED
ASSETS DEC 31 1039
Interest and Rents,
87 634 52
Wilhelmina T. Fogg,
INSURANCE COMPANY
Assure DEC 31. 1939
Republican Ctty Government were: John Paul; night watch, Wilder S. zero. I am wondering if any others Real Estate.
$25,000 00
All other Assets.
18.986 69
632 Beacon SL. Boston. Mass
Supervisor N.Y.A. Project 17-Y.
Mortgage Loans.
3250 00
Real Estate.
41,032.477 73
City marshal, W. J. Fernald; road 'Irish; treasurer. J. Hale Hodgman; have seen geese before this year, Stocks and Bonds
ASSETS. DBC 31. 1939
19 520 471 97
Mortgage Loans.
77 500 00
Gross Assets.
$30,366 333 41
1 008 095 83 1 Stocks and Bonds,
4903 035 24 Stocks and Ronds.
33.235.996 15 Deduct Items not admitted.
Cash In Oflice and Bank.
47.576 98
commissioner, Dexter Siminons;
auditor, F. H. Wilbur; school com- earlier than this date the 24th.
441480 77 Cash tn Office and Bank.
Agents' Balances,
171,259 62 'Cash ln Office and Bank,
3.699.138 85
NORTHPORT
chief engineer, John A. Karl; over I mittee, R. L. Bean.
A miscellanous shower was given Interest and Rents.
52.178 00 | Agents' Balances.
7 405 29 Agents’ Balances.
3.651.693 64
Admitted.
$30,318,756 43
Receivable.
Sundry
111 966 69 Interest and Rent*.
6 114 18 Bills
Mr. and Mrs. James Burgin of seer of .poor, V. A. Leach; tax col
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1939
to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Teele (Bar All other Asset-,
Balances,
All other Assets,
23.230 00
47 317 73
$2,719R01 00
Interest and Rents,
Oross Assets.
120.554.722 87
150.577 33 Ne: Unpaid Losses.
Belfast have moved to tlie Rich lector, Walter H. Butler; assessor.
bara
Standish)
Wednesday
night
8219.175 45
Unearned Premiums.
NORTH APPLETON
Oross Assets.
41.381265 «
Deduct Items not admitted. 868 179 82
All
other
Liabilities.
*8.997.143 39
ard's place on thc Beech Hill road E. E. Rankin; school board, C. S.
Deduct Items not admitted.
32.847 04
Gross As-cta.
$41,894,701 43
Raymond and Calvin Aldus liave at thc homc of Mrs. Mary Hamilton.
3 000 000 00
Cash Capital.
19.686.243
05
Deduct
Items
not
admitted,
3.406.241
80
Admitted.
Mrs. Etliel Clark, son Rae, Don Beverage and W. A. McLain.
Surplus over all Liabilities. 7.382.476 59
lycn sawing wood for Frank Cul- Mr. and Mrs. Teele received many
Admitted.
41.348.418 44
LIABILtTtK-, DBC 31. 7939
Admitted,
$38,488,459 63
ald Wood and Mrs Jennie Mills
nice gifts.
IJAB1LITIB4. DBC 31, 1939
linan and George Butler.
$744 986 00
Net Unpaid Losses.
Total Liabilities and
LIABILITIES DEO 31. 1939
Tlicsc marriages were recorded:
5 591 541 00 Net Unpaid Losses.
4294 850 50
$30,318,756 43
Surplus.
and son Mark of Lincolnville were
Miss Elizabeth Osier has been a Unearned Premiums,
Philip Keene is visiting liis sisters
565.000
OO
Unearned
Premium*.
550.852 61 Net Unpaid Losses.
$12,397,755 00
All other Llsbtlltlc: .
* Includes $7,322,562 36 Special ReRockland,
March
13,
Percy
8.
Waterville visitors Tuesday.
|
All
Other
Liabilities,
4
non
non
on
46
W
76
guest
at
tiie
Standish
home
the
Unearned
Premiums,
8,367
426
72
Cash
Capital,
serve.
and friends in Palmer, Mass.
100.000 00 All other Liabilities. .
burplus over all Liabilities . 8.784.716 05 , Cash Capital,
4.463.067 59
35-Th 41
Roy Genthner of Waldoboro was Dinsmore and Mary E. Ingersoll.
Crosby Hobbs was a caller Mon- past week.
550 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 356.526 67 Cash Capital
Washington,
March
13,
Willie
O.
, , j . v.
THE TRAVELERS' INSURANCE COM
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities.
12.710.210
32
To
’
al
LhblllttCi
and
in town last Thursday on business „
Mrs.
Leland
Winchenbach
has
,
day on his sister Mrs. Leland John
PANY
$19,685.24.3 05 Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
J
Thc Sewing Circle at Brown's Simmons and Mrs. Nannie BacliHartford. Conn.
returned from a Boston hospital,
35-Th 41
Surplus,
41.348.418 41 Total Liabilities and
elder, both of Union.
J
Surplus.
$38,488,459 63
35-Th 41
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 3939
Corner met last Wednesday with
TIIE BALTIMORE AMERICAN
35-Th Sl Real Estate.
Rockland, March 20, Lauriston W.! Mrs Angie Fish has returned where she underwent a surgical op
$56 344.153 59
MILL OWNERS' MUTUAL EIRE IN
INSURANCE COMPANY
Mrs. Charles Butler.
78.699.853 34
Ircni Searsmont where slie lias eration. Mrs. Winohenbach is gain
Mortgage
Loans.
CITY OF NEW (YORK INSURANCE
SURANCE COMPANY OF IOWA
New York, N. Y.
Mink and laura F. Hunt.
613.768.257 17
Stocks
and
Bonds.
Des
Moknm,
Iowa
COMPANY
ing and is well on the road to re
Mr. and Mrs. John Merry of
been
employed.
ASSETS, DEC 31. 1939
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank.
21.414.669
71
Rockland, March 22, Frank B.
New York. N. Y.
ASSETS, DEJC. 31. 1939
Secured Agents' Balances.
9 349 95
Real Estate.
8122.147 90
Belfast bought the Rydell Farm of
Arnold Pitman iis having a week's covery-.
ASSETS.
DBC.
31,
1939
Real
Estate.
Allen and Elsie C. Tliomas.
$719 ,608 52
Mortgage Loans
67.500 00
Interest and Re).'.s,
7.585.299 51
C. Frank Jackson has becn visit Stocks and Bonds.
Willie Hills and will occupy it after
69.418 58 Stocks and Bonds.
$5,225,556 09 Gross Assets—Casualty
5.440,097 53 ' Mortgage Loans.
Liberty, March 17, John C. Creigh vacation fi'om his duties at Orono.
Stocks and Bonds.
1.584 009 94 Cash tn Oflice and Bank,
382 677 43
128.468.645 66
Cash
th
omce
and
Bank.
471
234
83
Department.
ing
relatives
in
Portland
the
past
making necessary repairs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cullinan
188.645 23 Agents' Balances.
107.625 20 All other Assets,
136.972.333 87
Agents' Balances,
283.414 75 Cash In Office and Bank,
ton of Union and Ethel S. Maloon
247.076 50 Interest and Rents,
20.813 00
Interest and Rents.
24.410 00 Agents' Balances.
Tlie frame is up for the new
were Sunday callers at Mrs. Cora week.
of Liberty.
42 350 97 All other Assets,
42.584 86
Gross Assets.
$1.043 262.562 80
All other Assets,
44.120 22 Interest and Rents,
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Wallace, Miss
home w-hich George McCabe is
All other Assets,
37.077 11
Deduct Items not admitted. 4 059.918 84
Liberty, March 11, Harry Lenfest Perry's.
Gross Assets.
$6,452,925 28
$5,779,256 58
Gross Assets.
Gertrude Winchenbach and Mrs.
Mrs.
Leland
Johnson
and
son
building opposite Birch Crest.
Gross Assets,
42 868 786 85 Deduct Items not admitted
88 535 13
59.955 74
Admitted,
$1 039.202.643 96
of Washington and Miss Alice Tur
Deduct Items not admitted.
Deduct Items not admitted. 26 316 04
Crosby were business callers Friday Celia Oldis cf thc village were
Henry Hills, who was injured ner of Liberty.
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1939
Admitted.
$5,719,300 84
$6
364
390
15
Admitted
Rockland visitors Wednesday. Mr.
$141,130 42
Net Unpaid Losses.
in Rockland.
painfully when a tree lodged and
• • • •
Admitted,
$2,842,470 81
LIABILITIES. Dir 31. 1939
LIABILITIES. DHO 31. 1939
5.415.349 70
Unearned Premiums.
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1939
Stanley Meservey of Camden and Mrs. Wallace and Mrs. Oldis Net Unpaid Losses.
Net Unpaid Losses.
4399 445 00 Liabilities—Casualty De
struck him in thc back, is some
Thc births for this period were:
4283.504 00
$95508 05 Unearned Premiums.
2,165,995 00
81.115.665 Hfl
2 079.984 00 Net Unpaid Losses.
Premiums.
partment.
Rockland, March 8, to Mr. and spent a few days last week with liis werc guests of Mrs. Alvin Stone, Unearned
what improved.
1.649.804 00 All other Liabilities.
80 000 00 All other Liabilities.
891.411.412 51
J70.000 00 Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities,
Broad
street,
who
was
celebrating
All
other
Liabilities.
Cash
Capital.
84.658
06
1.500.000
00
20.000.000 00
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Me

1
500
000
00
Cash
Capital,
Cash
Capital.
Mrs.
Cyrus
8.
Pinkham,
a
sen
—
Sally Irish has returned to her
Surplus over all Liabilities, 2.330 902 15 Surplus over all Llabllltes 1.012 700 70 Surplus over all Liabilities 1,573.860 84 Surplus over all Liabilities. 41.119.085 67
her birthday.
servey.
home after spending a week as Cjtus Carlyle.
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
Alfred Standish Jr. who has been
Spruce Head, March 5. to Mr. and . Schools in town closed Friday for
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Surplus,
$2,842,470 81
45.719.300 84
$1 039.202.643 96
$6 364,390 15
Surplus,
Surplus,
Surplus,
spending
the
Easter
recess
at
his
a'
four
weeks'
vacation.
35-Th
It
35-Th
-41
35-TU $1
35-Ti)
41
Mrs.
Hiram
Andrews,
a
daughter
Stubbs in Bangor.
Grammar School Notes

25 YEARS AGO
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Every-Other-Day

Visit To Finland

HAS STUDIED THE LOBSTER

Correspondent’s Hopes
Laid Low By War—
Hears Lecture Instead

Biologist Believes That Change In Meas
urement Would Benefit the Industry

answers he gets are absolutely
truthful, are they not? They arc
Tips For the Enumerator not. But still perhaps as near as
possible in most cases. And these
From One Who Has
answers are not disputed by the
Done Enumerating
enumerators, except to correct at
Written by a former counter of j times nnd honest but very obvious

Counting The Noses

I
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
noses and farms 1920-1925. I930-jerror'
Wc liad hoped that our visit would
I Of course in his experience an
1935.
be made tn the summer ot 1940, with
Outlining a series cf "convin thc numbers of mule and female
enumerator will meet once in a
Tire National Census for 1940 ls thousand cases an event never to
the world at peace and the Olympic
cing" arguments *as to why the ciUstaceans.
at hand. Soon the snoopy villain
games in progress at Helsinki. We
minimum legal length of Maine
Scattergood sought facts on tlie will be at your door. Please use be forgotten. Something to chuckle
had hoped to travel about this beau
over every time it comes to his
lobsters hould be Increased, biolo- intensity of tlie fishery tlirough him as well or at least almost as
tiful land of sky blue water, to
mind.
gist Leslie Scattergood submitted tagging experiments During the well a.s you would a harmless half
mingle with its people and really
Without giving any name I will
get to know this beautiful country,
I hls first detailed work to Sea and summer and fall of 1939 he placed witted child. The questions lie touch on a humorous experience of
the homeland of tlie Finnish people
and Shore Fisheries Commissioner tags on 799 newly-moulted lobsters j asks you, will certainly be exactly mine in the National Census work
nic events of 1939 entirely changed
Arthur R Oreenleaf, today. On which were released upon the • as you think, none of hls - - - busi in Union ln 1920. Two questions
our plans and so our vizlt to Finland
ness. But unless said in a playful led to it. The flrst question (actual
duty along the Maine coast, under grounds from whicli they were ta
was made in Symphony Hall, Bos
way to him it will be of no use to fact) was "How much cider was
ken.
Two
hundred
of
these
werc
the supervision of Uie U. S. Bureau
ton, with Burton Holmes, the fa
tell him so. He already knows it
of Fisneries since last July, Scat tagged and released in Boothbay nnd hc has an advantage. He produced on this farm in 1919.
mous travel lecturer, as our guide.
Answer—50 gallons.
Harbor
during
the
month
of
August
tergood lias made tlie first detailed
It must be remembered that Findoesn't care a hoot personally
Next question—"How much of
and
in
less
than
three
months
110
study of various phases of the life
&land is a very old nation ,one o:
whether you answer or not. But this cider has becn or is to bc con
of the tags were returned.
of Uie Maine lobster in 40 years.
the oldest in Europe, although lt has
the form returned to his Supervisor verted into vinegar. Answer, "One
Definitely of the belief Uiat a ' Examining the various theories on
existed as an independent country
measurement change would result mirations of Uie crustaceans, Scat- will cither have on lt an answer gallon." and there being no reason
only 22 years. Here ln this far
in great benefit to the industry as J terS°°d ,leleased, 299 Canadian to the question or a notation "Re to question these answers they were
northern country, although under
a whole, Scattergood explained in]Caugllt lobsters in two different fused to answer." Then his work, so recorded. Just once I varied
foreign rule, they were allowed a
detail his observations of size com- areas- A large percentage of the so far, is done. So please heed this these questions by asking onc be
large measure of self government
tween the two. After receiving
position and sex ratio cf the com- |,ags were rcc0'’?rc<i hut. the great- ladies, when your age ls asked.
and had attained a high degree of
Census enumerators are chosen on the answer to the flrst, I asked
I
mercial
catch,
migrations,
lengthdistance
covered
from
the
point
civilization. Before the outbreak of
a basis of their being exceedingly "Where is lt?" Answer, "Down
weight relationships ar.d Uie sizeitd rc*ease was only 3t» miles,
the World War in 1914 the Russian
good on forgetting one man’s an cellar, do you want a little taste
measurement
of
seed
lobsters.
He
I
Is
to
survive
Scatgovernment changed Its policy to
recommends Uiat tlie minimum le- tergood believes tiiat laws must be swers before hc gets to the next of lt." Should I tell you my an
wards Finland and little by little
house. And no man could keep in swer was "No” I might not be be
Louis
Small,
shown
drafting
plans
as
part
of
hls
trade
technology
in
the
Quoddy
Village
sheet
metal
work
gal measure be stepped up from the changed to provide for the survival
tried to crush out thelr liberty and
of
more
young
lobsters
to
a
spawn

his mind the routine answers hc lieved. but as thts cider was prob
—Photo by N.Y .A., Quoddy. present limit of 3 1-16 inches to at
to Russianize tlie land. This led to
ing size. Tlie only way this can be receives. And of course all the ably what is known as "very good *
least
3
I'
m
inches
and
eventually
to
the demand for Independence from
done, in his opinion, is to increase
I will let my personal friends an
Two local youths, Louis Small of its kind in NYA's extensive re- courses in such manner as to en- 3'« inches, as soon as possible.
Russia and with the Russian revo
climinate most of tlie hardship dur swer for me as to wliat my reply
habilitation
program.
able
the
aspirant
to
determine
his
Declaring that the size composi the minimum legal measure.
lution came the opportunity to ob and Erold Trainer, are enjoying
The report states that the Maine ing the first year.
was.
tain lt. Probably of all the nations Immensely thelr five-month period Quoddy Village originated as a inherent interest in the line of tion investigation was most revealIt on January lst. the report said,
ing
Scattergood
estimates
that
at
I
k>bster
increases in length by apI did similar wo^lc in 1925-1930
of the world the Finnish peopie at Quoddy Regional Project. Quod model village for the maintenance work engaged in. and thus arouse
were the best fitted for self govern dy Village, Washington County. of the army of workers connected | his interest toward further train- least 92 T cf the lobsters taken com- j PTOKbnately 10r< and in weight by tlie present size limit was raised to and in 1935 and I never met with
mercially are below spawning size. at ^east 36% every time it moults. 3'» inches, the effect of change any one who caused me trouble
ment when they stood before the These boys left Rockland Jan. 15 with the vast power project whicli ing elsewhere.
During tlie late summer and fal! j1301" example: A 3 1-16 incli lobster would be first noted in tlie winte that I could not laugh my way
President
Roosevelt
innaugurated
In
addition
to
this
vocational
world as an independent nation.
to take part in the sixth work ex
We sailed across the Atlantic on perience project in America s model some years ago and which was left guidance Quoddy has a great deal months of 1939 he measured 14,800 niou^s t0 a length of 3 3-8 inches and spring catch which in 1939 ac through and get an acceptable
lobsters and considers his findings
^hc weight increases from 13 counted for 18% of the yearly total. answer to every question asked not
a Swedish liner and landed at Hel NYA residence center. They are
a
good
average
as
at
least
74%
of
ounces. These findings were Figuring the reduction ln catch on I by me personally but as a repre
sinki. the capital of Finland. By gaining valuable experience and
the annual catch is taken during made b>’ measuring a large number an annual basis Scattergood claims sentative of thc Census Bureau.
means of the movies and color pic training ln work which they may
those months. Tlie sampling was
lobsters before and after moult- that it would be but 8 7 :
tures Finland was Indeed brought later decide to follow vocationally.
Lots of people in Union think I
Although Greenleaf did not com
,carried on in dozens of areas from *ng or 'shedding
very close to us. We found Helsinki In addition to this, they have the
am slated for thc 1940 job. I
| Cape Porpoise to Cutler.
Scattergood claims that the mar- ment on tlie report, he said he be
a beautiful city, splendid public opportunity to participate in nu
really don't know. I can only
According to Scattergood. Maine ket ^es’Tes -anger lobsters and that lieved Scattergood was doing an
buildings, fine streets and boule
answer ' perhaps.'' Time will tell.
merous extra-curricular activities
coast lebsters do not mature to any ' as a rcsuIt fishermen would get important work which tlie indus
vards. clean, well lighted, with all
A. Jay See.
and to associate with youths frar.
, extent until hey have reached a mucb better prices for a catch try should be grateful for.
the modern and down to date con
all of the New England States and
Recently Oovernor Lewis O Barsize of at least 3’, inches measured
would bp only temporarily
veniences of any capital city ln the
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette.
State of New York. The boys and
rows
appealed to the Federal gov
from
eye
socket
to
end
of
body
shell.
and
subtly
decreased.
world. It had a population of about
their activities are as follows:
In
a
summary
of
the
effect
of
inernment
to
provide
funds
for
conOf the thousands cf lobsters ex
500,000 people and was growing
Louis Small, of 84 Waldo avenue,
amined he found that 12% of the , creasin6 the siz" limit on tlie catch 1 tinuation of Scattergood's study
rapidly, rt seemed prosperous. Thc
ls 20 years of age and had com
numbers or 10% of the weight were 01
fishermen Scattergood claims which is due to be completed on
people were well dressed and seemed
pleted
three
years
of
High
School,
below
3'.
inches,
34%
were
below
that
alt
houtfh the numbers they July 30th "with a good Job Just
contented and happy. What was
as well as having had a year's ex
,3%
inches
and
only
8%
over
3
’
»
coul<
^
take
would be smaller the I; tarted.”
Tlie State of Maine
true of the capital city was true in
1 inches.
1totaI weig!it plus better prices would financed the first year's work, but,
a lesser degree of all sections visited. perience in the COC. He came to
i with an understanding tiiat the U.
He believes that as the lobster
Everywhere wc found clean attrac Quoddy a bit discouraged at the
, S. Bureau of Fisheries would carry
[ trap in general use is not a selec
tive towns, splendid school buildings way things were going, but reports
j it on, for at least another year,
that
he
is
becoming
more
optimis

tive
type
of
gear
between
the
mini

and gymnasiums. Churches dot the
I according to Barrows.
mum and maximum legal sizes, that'
land, farm buildings were neat and tic.. Quoddy pleases him in all its
Relieve misery direct
In closing his report, Scattergood
the
composition
of
the
catch
is
a
|
aspects
He
has
selected
sheet
ln some sections there were very
-without “dosing". I said that "much more extensive
good
measure
of
the
relative
abundj
metal
unit
for
the
first
11
-week
fine farms. Even thc factories.
Use swift-acting
; work muEt be carried on before
ance of the sizes on the beds. Hc
which were rapidly increasing ln|term- *'lth expectations of taking
, defuiite conclusions can be reached
found no significant difference in
number were almost as clean and , drafting or repeating sheet metal
attractive as oilier buddings. Thc next tenn. During his leisjire time
lecturer stated that ol all the coun-, Louis attends math class, the
tries he had ever visited hc could leather-craft class, typing class,
truly say that Finland was the enjoys the card parties and makes
cleanest country in thc world.
I Rood use of the finely-stocked 11Such was Finland in the summer brary.
of 1939 Now in the spring of 1940. | Erold Trainer, whose Rockland
Finland, torn and bleeding from thc address is 16 Grace street, also
murderous assault of giant Russia.1 reached his Junior year in High
must hand over to the aggressor one- Scliool and ls 18 years of age. He
seventh of the land which has been 1 wanted experience in radio, so he ,
purely Finnish for centuries This | came to Quoddy Here hc entered Erold
trnds the fookinR p„,s at Quoddv vi

experience unit.
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area Includes its richest farming the cafeteria unit, with high hopes
part of his work experience training in the cafeteria unit,
land, its most valuable forests, many 1 for radio work next term. Erold J
—Photo by N.Y.A., <
... .........
~...
...
of lte greatest manufacturing plants, too. is
satisfied with Quoddy
life
its third largest dty and other im and activities. Although his in unfinished because of insufficient to offer in social fields. An overportant towns! 450.000 peoplc must terests are quite general, hc is es funds. The village was subsequent- whelming list of recreational and
leave their homes and farms to the pecially interested in basketball ly turned over to the National instructional activities insures full
Russians and find new homes In which is a very popular activity Youth Administration for use as use of leisure time. Excellent conother parts of the country What is among the junior workers.
an experimental project in youth tacts are provided the youth who
worst of all this land ceded to Rus
These two cases represent a good rehabilitation. From a small be- seeks social betterment,
sia was most vithai for ito own de cross-section of Quoddy youth. Fel ginning the present sixth work exAll in all. there is a great deal
fense which leaves Finland prac lows who wished association with perience project has grown to five here which is essential to Ameritically at the mercy of red dictator others of their age; who wished to hundred youth with a large and can youth. The project is. howStalin, unless thc nations stand back explore certain fields preparatory capable supervisory staff. Actual ever, but relatively in its infancy,
of her.
to deciding definitely on a voca work experience, trade technology Many improvements have already
Many of the towns and villages
tion; or who have been unable to and other related information is been made and there is promise of
arc ln ashes as Russian bombing
find local employment; all make designed to equip the youth toward much to comc Thc material and
planes visited almost every little
up the grand total which is Quoddy better vocation and citizenship the need for shapinj it is provided,
village and even bombed farm homes.
Regional Project. A cross-section standards. The object is not to The rest is up to Quoddy and its
Thousands upon thousands of its
of the resident center which is at train workers for skilled positions, adherents — and the American
people are without homes, without
tracting mucli attention as the best but rather to present the various public!
warm clothing, without thc barest
necessities of life. The security of
Tlte first Society of Critics was
lte near neighbors. Sweden and Nor to help them and may our govern- 4 . 117a|JA TL_a|_.
formed 276 B. C.
ment. before lt is too late, Join with *»l ” HK10 1 BCBlI C
way have been endangered by the
success of the Russian Invasion Tlie the other peace loving nations of
Great Se* Yam, “The
position of Britain and France, the the world and put a stop to the ag
gression
of
dictators.
It
must
be
Mutiny of the Elsinore
two great democratic nations of
Europe has been weakened as now stopped or every democratic nation 1
To Be Told On Screen
Russia will be free to aid Germany ln the world will lose lte liberty, that
Madness, murder and mystery
with its great natural resources. The liberty for which little Finland
lead up to "The Mutiny of the Elsi
outlook now is dark indeed, yet fought so bravely to preserve.
Ralph M. Bacon.
events are moving rapidly and some
nore," the spectacular and hair87 St. Stephen St.. Boston.
day the light may shine again and
raising screen version of Jack
real peace come to a troubled world.
London's famous story which plays I \ sight — a song — something takes
The world can yet save this brave SOUTH WARREN
at
the Waldo Theatre in Waldo- ' you back through thc years to a happy
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby and Mr.
little nation which held out so long
.
. c ... . ..
j moment and afriend you'd almost for-j
I gotten. You'd give almost anything to
and so successfully against over and Mrs. A. T. Norwood were Sun boro on Friday and Saturday.
whelming odds, waiting and expect day guests of Mrs Zena Nelson in One of London's greatest fiction- I (a|^ aga;n xvith your friend about that 1
ing thc help from other countries Union.
i
al triumphs, “Thc Mutiny Of thc ' and other moments. Why don't yon
wliich never came President Roose
Friends of C. E. Overlook arc glad
Elsinore" was flrst translated into telephone? Out-of-town calls cost
velt and ex-Prcsident Hoover both to hear that he is recovering from
little by day —still less evenings after
screen material back in thc days
believe tiiat the American peoplc an attack of pneumonia and is now j
7 and all day Sunday.
should do everything possible to help able to sit up. Miss Margaret Rob-1 before thc movies learned to talk.
WORTH
bind up thc wounds of this little inson, RJ4., of Rockland, has cared Now, it comes to its breathless be
keeping in mind
holders
with
all
thc
salty
phrases
|
,
nation which ln reality not only for him during his illness.
Here ire some typical rates that prose
Mrs. W. C Leavitt Is spending thcland the soul-«*rtng sounds of the
fought for its own life but for the
how little out-of-town calls cost.
sea.
life of all peace lov ing nations. With week with relatives in Marblehead,
Between Rockland ancl
Jack London, himself, would
half a million people homeless, with Mass.
Night and
have
been
pleased
and
proud
to
Day
Sunday
VJ many of its towns and cities in
Mr. and Mrs. George Lermond
witness
this
new
picture,
for
it
.30
Rumford,
Me.
.60
ruins, Finland today needs all the were Sunday guests at Edwin Ler.45
Calais. Me.
.85
tingles with the adventure that he
help and support that liberty loving mond’s in Jefferson.
.55
Brockton, Mass.,
1.00
nations can give it. The great heart
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Gross and so loved to live through and then,
.60
New Bedford, Mass. 1.10
of America has been touched as ft Mrs. Julia Gross of Portland have later write about.
3-minute station io-station rates
never has before by thc distress and been recent guests at Mrs. Ada Paul Lukas plays the leading role
A snutl Tcder.d Tax aM>liet
of Jack Pathurst in this dynamic
sorrow of the Finnish people who Spear's.
at here the ebarge is 50 r or over.
Kathleen Kelly, the NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE t TELEGRAPH CO
Mrs. Laura Copeland, Edna Bar sea story.
were threatening no nation, who
only wanted to be left alone to work rett, Olivo Fales, Doris Maxey, only woman in thc cast, plays thc
out tlieir own destiny and whose'Jeannette Robinson and Rachel role of thc Elsinore Captains
only fault in the eyes of the red dic Overlook spent Tuesday ln Water daughter, Margaret, and another
tator was that they were making a ville.
important part, that of First Mate
•' success of democracy at the doors Mrs. Julia Gross of Portland and Pike, is portrayed by one of the Try Hanson’s Magic Corn Salve, 15 cents al
■ of communistic Russia. Let us all Mrs. Ada Spear weer guests Tues stage and screen's greatest actors, all drug stores or direct from W. T. Hanson
j os Americans do all within our power day at O. B, Libby's,
Lyn Harding—adv,
Co., Schenectady, N. Y., on receipt of price.
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life?

B

r Don’t Suffer 5
K^With Corns

Tikka Tip From Tie

F<)RGET what a

long, hard winter

it’s been . . . It’s Spring and lhe
Income Tax is paid.
Take a tip from a wise old Persian
named Omar Khayyam—you

wtre
put into this world to have fun!
Go find a shady glade a million miles
front care—and let the rest of the
world drift by.
We'd like to add—go in a new Nash
—and have fun getting thcre. You
never felt a car so full of life 1 .
so quick . 1 . so quiet in action.
From that first excited "whee" to
thc last astonished "Oh!” as you
slip into the swiftness of thc
Fourth Speed Forward, this Nash
is a new adventure in driving.

And nothing was so deceiving, be
guiling as its cradle-gentle Arrow-

Flight pace. Every mile's so
velvet-smooth you can't believe
that ruts or bumps exist.
Hut let a lonesome truck buzz ahead
or block the way—you just tap the
Automatic Overtake and sweep
by in a terrific burst of power.
Later on—just twirl a dial and magi
cally the air is cleared ...warmed,
if it’s chilly, to tbe comfort you
desire—by Nash's Weather Eye.
As on you go—further away from
the noisy city . . . you’ll wonder
how they knew what you wanted—
when they built this Nash.

Nash gives you a double frame chas
sis ... a 7-bcaring crankshaft . . .
the world’s only Manifold-Sealed
Engine—and big Convertible Red.
It was a winner in thc 1940 GiltnorcYoseinite Economy Run with
23.76 miles per gallon.

And big as it is, it's only a few dollars
more than a smaller All-3 car.
Come on in. See Nash’s new Engi
neering Exhibit and have thc tun
of driving a Nash.

Hurry, begin your best 100,000 miles
today!
______________

Z afayette Series Sedan ahnve,

F'ortunately "looks” arc deceiving
—or a Nash would cost a million.
Every bit of Nash's engineering skill
. . . and $45,000,000 in resources
hack this onc make of ear.

delivers al fat lory far SH4S.

?!

It ea Iher Eye, Eaatih di/teed.
It bite Sit/etrall Tires, Rear
It heel.Sltieldsafitianalettras.
Z,RIIO dealers nffer nntiantride service. Other Noih mod
els deliver a! factory at law as
I
iiwlwta Standard Kauioau^S

795
Mwil FumI

DON’T MISS THIS
THHILLI
no smcial txmnt showino
New Wonders of Automotive

Engin—ring.. .SEE IT TODAY I

• WmI an exciting, interest*
ing experience? Come to our
showroom — this week—see
our special exhibit of new en*
gineering wonders. SEK how

SMITH

the amazing Nash Weather
Eye wprko. SEE how you can
make tin n bed in an autnmo*
' hile. SEE the new Fourth Speed
Forward. SEE thc world's only
Manifold’Sealed engines that
recently beat all others in their
classes in the 1940 Gilmorri osemite Economy Run. SEE
a mazing Sand-M or tex Sound*
proofing. SEE the special auto*
mobile X-Ray that gives you
facts on all cars. The exhibit is

' « whole auto show iu itself.
AT All NASH DEALERS

UNION STREET,

TEL CAMDEN 2320

See How Much More You Get In a

ROCKPORT, ME.

With Extension agents

OLD ROCKLAND VIEWS

AND THE

iHH
hr

nn

KNOX-LINCOLN
FARM BUREAU

j supply vitamins A. B. D, and O; Henry VanDeman, met at Orffs
Arthur Paquette of North Edge- they are one of the best sources of Poultry Farm tn Cushing, March
comb ls planning to try out some iron for good blood, contain phosAt the business meeting the
electric brooders this year If they phorus and calcium for bones club voted t0 sen 100 Wild Life
prove satisfactory, he will use them
and body cells, ln addition to
The members all made a
lot all his brooding for which he the protein for tissue building and tour of the Orff poultry plant in-’
has increasesd capacity.
repairing Eggs are important in spectlng electric incubators, batPrnnklin Clough of Rockport, has the well-balanced diet.
teries for day-old chicks, and hen
of
the
new
shed-Qpe
And
best
of
all.
spring
time
ls
houses. Mr. Orff showed how to
built two
__
.
Eggs are plentiful candle eggs,
open-air shelters for his chicks egg time!
this summer These shelters are Eggs are cheap
Eggs are a good
The Singing
Sewing Club of
proving very satisfactory for sum- Protective food
But remember to West Rockport met March 19 at
,hem properly. Eggs, becausethe home of
their leader. Mrs.
mer use and they are cheap and
easy to build. A bulletin on this ’hey are high in protein, should be Henry Keller. Tire members were
tvpe of shelter can be obtained cooked at low temperatures to be quizzed on questions of etiquette
Extension Office. Rock- ‘fnder and easily digested. Never taken from "Club Echoes."
from
I "boil' eggs; as soon as the water
A 4-H Egg Show is being held in
land.
For the month of February there starts to boil, set the water back connection with Farm and Home
were six herds in the county Dairy j on the stove or turn down the heat Week at Orono March 25-28 The
Herd
Improvement
Association J and let the egg cook in hoi but not following members have exhibits
water. Scramble
Scramble eggs
eggs in
in aa there from Knox and Lincoln
which averaged over 25 pounds of , boiling water
double
boiler
over
water.
Tlris
is counties: Dana Herrick. Jenness
butterfat irer cow. The herds were
those of H A. Hawes. Union; Ralph ! easier too. as they require only an Eugley. Maurice Wentworth. Fred
Starrett. Friendship; Spear Farm occasional stir and are much ten- erick
Brownell,
Vinal Hardy.
True
and
Wilfred
North Nobleboro; Rov Oenthner. Sdfrer than when scrambled over William
Hope; Arthur Burgess,
Nobleboro; Joseph Chapman and!dlr«-' hM’- And if you fry eggs Hobbs
Son. Damariscotta; and Round Top keep the temperature low
Haymond Hills. Donald Heyer,
Robert Heyer. Oeorge Teague. Con
Farms. Damariscotta There were I 4-H Club Notes
13 herds in th^ Association that, Walter Henry won the highest rad Miller, David Achorn. and
made over 50 pounds of butterfat; score and the Judging ribbon in Herbert Sidelinger. North Waldofor the month. The cows were in ihe egg contest which was held at! boro; Walter Henry. Eugene Fales.
the following herds: Round Top'the meeting of lhe Handy Hustlers Thomaston; Jessie Olaude. Phyllis
Farms. Damariscotta. 9; Alford 4-H Club of Thomaston March 21 Bowers East Waldoboro; GwendoLake Jersey Farm. Hope B H at the home of the leader. Albers lyn Dean, Mary Farrand. RockNichols, proprietor, 2; W M and j Harjula Lucinda Rich. 4-H club land Ten prizes ranging from 100
Two boys, (chicks to 50 cents will be given to
H W. Little, Rockland, 1| and Jo- ' agent, was present
seph Chapman and son. Damaris Walter Henry and Eugene Fales the 10 4-H members entering the
are to enter eggs in the 4-H Egg highest scoring eggs.
cotta. 1.
Wallace Spear and Son of North Show held in connection with j A style dress revue was staged by
Nobleboro have obtained two bull ( Farm and Home Week at Orono I the Fox Islanders 4-H Club of
calves lrom one of the best Jersey , Mrs Jennie Anderson served cof- Vinalhaven. March 16. to which
herds in the State. These will re fee bread cake and cocoa for re- nearly 100 people came. Members
{of the club modeled in articles of
place the older bull now on their i freshments.
A new girls sewing 4-H dub was j clothing which they had made
farm.
The new community hall at organized in Nobleboro. March 19. while Audrey Coombs announced
North Nobleboro has been insulated at Beverly Hancock's home Miss j each one and gave a few notes of
which makes a great improvement Willa Winchenbach is leader and interest about each regarding cost
in Its looks and it is also much officers are; President. Elaine Win and pattern Soft music was played
chenbach; vice president. Eleanor by Mrs. Barbara Nutting as each
easier to heat.
Over 2.000 tons of lime will be I Ricker; secretary. Lorene Vannah; model revued. Following the revue.
used this year by farmers in Knox treasurer. Beverly Hancock; cheer iMary Baker explained how to make
leader. Ruth Erskine; color bearer, and cover a dressing table from
and Lincoln counties.
Eleanor Benner; club reporter. I orange crates. Helen Dyer reWith the Homes
Meetings with the agent next I Beverly Hancock; and recreation viewed the work done by the girls
committee. Esther Baldwin. Cocoa taking first year sewing, and Norma
week are:
Camden. April 3. at the Orange and sandwiches were served by- Phillips reviewed what the rooking
girls had done at their meetings.
hall on Shopping for Your Moneys' Mrs. Leola Hancock.
The Pleasant Cushlngites 4-H Nineteen card tables were set at
Worth. Mrs Sally Lord and Mrs.
Edna Heath are on the dinner com club of Cushing, with their leader. tractively from which tea and cup
Agriculture

mittee.
The second coat school will be
held April 4 in Camden at the
Grange hall and April 5 at the
church vestry in Wiscasset. Miss
Charlotte Cleaves. Extension cloth
ing specialist, will conduct these
meetings with the agent. Women
attending:

«
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constantly. Add seasonings, and
beets; heat thoroughly.
Chocolate Apricot Pie
One-half pound dried apricots.
Oood Luck pastry. 4 eggs, sepa
rated, *.i teaspoon salt. 1 cup sugar.
1 cup grated sweet chocolate,
whipped cream.
Soak apricots, sweeten and cook
until tender. Cool. Line a pud
ding dish with rich pie dough made
with Oood Luck pie crust. Beat
the egg yolks, salt and sugar until
thick and lemon colored. Add the
chocolate and fold In tlie stiffly
beaten egg whites. Place apricots
ln the pie shell, pour the chocolate
mixture over them, and bake 15
minutes in a moderate oven (353
degrees F > then in a slow oven
(300 degrees F.I' for 30 minutes
longer. Trim off excess crust.
|Serve with whipped cream.

•Chiffonade Dressing
Chocolate Auricot Pic
Coffee
'Recipes.

DEER ISLE
Capt. Sylvanus Haskell is thc
guest of his sister Miss Blanche
Haskell.
Col. Dickinson and niece Mrs.
Phelps Brown of New York were
here over the weekend.
Miss Ella Johnson returned to

i Boston Tuesday after n short visit
, with her parents, thc Edmund
Johnsons.
Miss Oertrude Eaton and Miss
Norma Powers are opening a beau
ty salon ln the rooms oven the Past
early in April.
' Mr. and Mrs. Earl S. Brown, An
drew Gove and Mrs. Florence Philbrooks all of Eagle are visiting rela
tives at Sylvesters Cove.
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette

2 Great New Gasolines!

MENU
Breakfast

Sliced Bananas
on Shredded Wheat
Dropped Eggs
Oatmeal Toast
Coffee
Lunrh

’Crab Bisque
Crisp crackers
Pickles
Butterscotch Tarts
Tetley Tea
Dinner

l'nion street, looking south from Summer street, in the days when
picket fences were popular.—Photo loaned by Mrs. K. T. Clark.

Smothered Steak
•Beets with Orange Sauce
Squasli
Salad Greens with

COLONIAL

BEACON

OIL

COMPANY

MARJORIE MILLS’ BROADCAST
If you are interested in the welfare of a Household listen
to her informative talk Monday, Wednesday, Thursday und Friday
at 1 JO p. m. Stations WNAC. WCSH, und WLBZ.

"You frequently speak of get- ■ as possible removed from the dally
ting ln a menu-planning rut and 1 round of activity For instance, so
! many women, in mistaken martyrsuggest ways to add sprightly
I dom. give up music or pointing or
touches to meals," a Newton lady
I some talent they've developed
writes. "How do we. who are liv' partly because they realize it s
ing through the busy years of
talent.’ aga,n ^aU* j
bringing up children keep out of?a mediocre talent
mental ruts? We have four young- )the>'
no chance t0 make ‘
sters and thelr needs take up most W”
WorWng awa> , at Jhat I
small talent might pay far bigger t
of my waking hours and most of
dividends in the way of content- [
my energy right now. I can feel
mental
rut
and
'
menl and escape from a stodgy rut |
myself getting in a
than any monthly check could pro
I'm even bored with myself. Ask
vide. O. well, we've harped on this
other mothers how they keep a per
before Do any of these suggestions
sonality of their own through this
marked "Exit from the Rut" ap
period?'
Fine idea. Well ask and at the peal to you?

HEIft THE

EASYBIDE

you'd expect only bigger cars to have!

same time pass on some rules for Chiffonade Dressing
One cup French dressing. 1 hardkeeping out of ruts printed in the
"Psychology Digest
Here they cooked egg. riced. 2 teaspoons
minced
parsley.
1
tablespoon
are:
"One day a week read a news minced pimiento. 1 tablespoon
cooked minced beet. 1 teaspoon
paper yx>u don t ordinarily see.
BODY DIMENSIONS OF A CHAMPION
chives,
lettuce.
'•Read a different magazine every
Add egg and seasoning to dressmonth." (You could accomplish
this with an afternoon or evening ; W Mix thoroughly. Cut lettuce
a week browsing round the reading Into large pieces, add dressing and
room of your local library Per toss until well mixed.
haps you haven't spent any time Crab Bisque
there since you used to look up
One can tomato soup. 1 can pea
special assignments at the library soup. 2 cups beef broth, *4 pound
during school days, yet the periodi crabmeat. *4 cup cream, sherry,
cal rooms are quiet and restful and salt and pepper.
you can browse to your heart s con
Mix soups, bring to a boil, add
tent.)
crabmeat and cream. Season with
"One day a week read some de- salt, pepper and sherry.
partment of your newspaper which Beets with Orange Sauce
\ou do not ordinarily read. Listen
One tablespoon Land O’ Lakes
to some unfamiliar radio programs. Butter. 4 tablespoons brown sugar
Once a week do something or go ; j i, tablespoons flour.
cup orange
some place you do not ordinarily juice, slivered orange peel.
teainclude in your routine.
j spoon saU and paprika. 2>, cups
Keep a diary
. even if you diced cooked beets.
only record the high point and the
Meit butter in double boiler: add
low point of each day.
j sugar mixed with flour and orange
Measured like a beauty contest winner or a prize fighter on the eve
"Have conversation with as many juice; cook until thick, stirring
of battle was this grand champion Ayrshire cow, Alfalfa Farn. Ann
types of people as possible. Play
2nd. highest scoring cow at the National Dairy Show.
as much as time allows ”
After winning grand champion owner is Robert L. Knight, Lippitt
With all due respect to the psy- I
honors wherever shown during the Farm. Providence, R. I.
chologists. they haven t listed the
According to the tapeline the
past three years, the Ayrshire cow
"escape" we think most helpful ,
following are the dimensions of this
for busy women ... a hobby as far ' «
Alfalfa Farm Ann 2d was measured champion-

Wiscasset: Mrs. Viola Lucier. Mrs.
Irene Puffer, Mrs. John Matthews,
of Damariscotta; Mrs. Oladys
Light and Mrs. Helen Oross, Mrs.
Madeline Colby of Wiscasset; and
Mrs. Sherman of Edgecomb
Camden: Mis. John Gardner.
Mrs. Eunice Morse, Mrs. Georgia
Rhodes Rockland; Mrs. E. N.
Hobbs Mrs. Evelyn Brown and
Mrs. D. F. Brownell. Hope; and
Mrs. Ruth Prior. Friendship.
Winter is now on March Hill
and everyone is thinking of the
drain on the vitality that the ex
treme cold, treacherous ice. and
northern winds have caused, says
Leone Dakin, Extension foods
specialist of the University of
Maine.
Summer time is a "build up"
time Bright sunshine, fresh vege
tables. and luscious fruits give
and scored at the National Dairy ( Circumference muzzle, 19 inches.
needed vitamin and minerals to
repair the ravages of winter. But Show, by experts who believe that | Circumference neck tat smallest
you don t have to wait for summer her dimensions may prove very (Point), 3514.
Circumference chest, 81*4.
to start repairing the winter’s dam helpful in arriving at a standard of
Circumference
body (maximum).
age to your system, declares Miss dairy cattle perfection. "Ann" is
100.
inches.
Dakin. In fact, there is no need a five-year-old that has travelled
Circumference rear shin bone. 8*4
of any winter damage lf your diet
morc than 20.000 miles in keeping inches.
is carefully planned. Along with
Length of rump, 19'4.
the supply of fruits, vegetables, her engagements at leading fairs,
Width of hips, 23*4.
and
has
never
been
defeated
since
milk, whole grain cereals, and cod
Length of back, rump to shoulder,
she
first
freshened
as
a
two-yearliver oil or haliver oil there are
38 inches.
plenty of good fresh eggs available. old. In addition she has distin
Length of udder (from top of rear
Eggs are full of goodness, mixed guished herself as a producer, num
attachment to front attachmentwith plenty of natural minerals bering among her accomplishments udder normally distended), 33
and vitamins. Eggs are one of the the winning of the 1937 Milking inches.
finest "build up" or "keep up' foods. Derby at the Eastern States ExpoHeight at shoulder. 53 inches.
Eggs are a protective food. Miss I sition, where as a heiler she proDistance floor of chest to ground,
Dakin points out, because they duced over 60 pounds a day. Her 23 inches.

Children do
il
n°t know.

••

•n when a laxative is needed

It is the
mother that sees (hat her child is properly cared for. Thousands of watchful
mothers, through four generations, have
given their children agreeable-tasting
Dr. True's Elixir when a laxative is
needed or when troubled by round
worms. Successfully used for 89 years.

Dr. True’s Elixir
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE AND ROUND WORM EXPELLER

Distance hock to ground (weight
1400 pounds). 19 inches.
Scored at the National Dairy
Show by the official judge, John
Cochrane, she was rated 95 points
out of a possible 100. Defects
pointed out by the official judge
included a slight discrepancy in the
head and neck, which necessitated
cut of *4 a point; a cut of one
point on the brisket, which is con
sidered teo prominent; a cut of 1 *,4
points for the rump area; and two
points against the ud^er, which is
considered the most important part
of an Ayrshire cow’s anatomy. Ac
cording to Judge Cochrane the
champion was so near to the ideal
in ieet and legs, loin, barrel and
other essential parts of her body
that no deductions were made from
their full allowance.

SICK, NERVOUS
CRANKY
EVERY MONTH"?

cakes, made by the cooking girls,
were served to all present. Each
club girl was hostess of one table.
The color scheme for hall and
tables was green and white. Mrs.
Barbara Nutting, local leader, and
Mrs. Flora Brown, assistant leader,
were ln charge of the revue and
entertainment.

New Undtr-arm

Cream Deodorant

Read why Lydia LPinkham’s
Vegetable Compound Is
Real “Woman’s friend”
Somp women suffer severe
_ monthly pain (cramps, back
ache) due to female func
tional disorders while others* ntrvtt tend to
become upset and they get cross, restless,
jittery and moody.
Why not take Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vege
table Compound made eipecially to help
tired, rundown, nervoua women to go smil
ing thru “difficult days.” Pinkham's Comund contains no opiates or habit-forming
jtredients. It is made from nature's own
j beneficial roots and herbs—each with its
i own tpeeial purpose to HELP WOMEN.
! Famous for over half a century. Try Ul

G

iaftly

Stops Perspiration

Qenuine Cnqraved

STATIONERY
At The Lowest Prices la Hlstoryl

Visiting Cards
100 paneled cards, choice of 4

size, and 30 stylet of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED, only — 8L8S

1. Does not rot dresses, does
not irritate skin.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
right after shaving.
Instantly stops perspiration
for 1 to 3 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
Apure.white.greaseless,stain
less vanishing cream.
Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal ofthe American
Institute of laundering for
being harmless to fabrics.

25 MILLION jara of Arrid
have been aold. Try e jar today I

ARRID
oo/
** *

I
• Jar

Al

4torcb selling toilet got
(also in 10^ and
jar«t i

Wedding Announcements
or Invitations
On while or Ivory stock—wed

ding or plate finish. Inside and
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
CLUDED ______________ *8.»S

OUR “8” IS BETTER

Social Stationery

Spedai styles for men and women.
A choioe of lovely colors, monograms and stylet of engraving,

THAN A “6” AND COSTS
NO MORE TO RUN

PLATE INCLUDED______________
82.23. 88.9S and up.

Business Stationery

SOO business cards cr Hammermiil
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
CLUDED. only_________ 87.9S

The Courier-Gazette

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 475

WALDOBORO, MAINE
TELEPHONE 61

SEE YOU* F0*0 DEAIE* FIRST FO* IOW-COST FINANCING •

